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PLATE 1. General view of an Inner Sounds Landscape, Lochmara Bay. 
Formerly grassed hills. are now covered by a heavy scrub 
association of manuka, heath, bracken and pines now in 
scenic reserve or, along the foreshore, recreational. 
Flats are still under a fairly clean grass cover and are 
grazed. The brown patch is a f'ield cropped in recent 
years but now in thistles. 
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CHAFTER ONE 

INTRODUCTION 

THE LIBRARY 
UNIV.J:RSITY OF CANTERBUlt\> 

�I\ISTCHUMH, N,z:
1 

This study of Land Utilisation in the Marlborough Sounds has four 

aims 

(a) 

(c) 

( a.) 

to map and describe the pattern of location and distributi�n 
of land utilisation; 
to investigate the relationships between the respective classes 
of land utilisation; 
to attempt to isolate the main causal factors. of location and 
interrelatiom; and · 
to attempt to apply the findings in the evaluation of trends from 
the present pattern. 

20 DEFINITIONS 

Because of the confusion evident in the writings· of geographers and 

oth�rs studying aspects of the cultural landscape, over the usage of the term 

la:ril. utilisation especiall_y when used in conjm1ction with the; term land use 

it would be well to define the usage to be employed in this study; The 

natural and artificial cover of the eanth' s surface will here be referred. 

to as land cover; land utilisation shall be understood to mean the actual 

use of the land cover; and land use loosely used in other studies t·o mean 

either of these phenomena, shall here be used to embrace both, the one as 

its physical form and the other as its economic function. 

The classifications of land cover a.�d la_�d utilisation for the pU:t'poses 

of this study have been designed to emphasise the fundamental differences 

within the regil;m. Variations in .the visible landscape are the d:riteria for 

classifying and mapping land cover �s cropland, pasture, scrub, forest and 

barren. ilibpland includes fallovr and all land under feed grain pulse and 

seed crops; improved pasture is a grassland of English grasses and clover 

· ,vhich is maintained in a relati:.,ely weed free condition (linder twenty-five
. ' . . ' .

per cent weed cover) without·,:the use of fire after topdressing or sowing;

range pasture_and deteriorated pasture are grasslands chiefly of native grasses

in which there is persistent reversion to weeds which is controlled mainly

by the use of fire • .  The cr.iter.ion for distinguishing tnetwo is a fifty

1 Recent reviews of this problem of terminology are: .
James W. Fox, Land Use Survey: General Principles and a New Zea.land 
ExaJl)Ple, Auckland University College Bulletin, No 49, Geography Series 
.No 1, .Auckland, 1956. 
Terence :M.. Burley, "Land Use or Land Utilisation?11 Prof. Geog. Vol.13, 
1961, No 6, pp 18-20. 
James W. Fox, A Geographical Approach to Land Use Studies and Their 
Application, Paper presented to .ANZ.AAS Conference Brisbane, 1961. 

The usage employed in this study is th?.t advocated by Burley. 

I 
t 
t 
I 
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per cent weed cove?". · Scrub is ,a total cover of reversion weeds; � 

includes second growth, virgin indigenous forest ·ana. exotic plantationi and 

ba.:rren is those parts of the earth t's surface which are exposed. Variations 

in the visible. landscape are not a satisfacto:cy basis f0r the classificatien 

of land utilisatien,:. and in this study, the classification and mapping of 

utilisation is based on the dominant economic ( or non-economic) function of 

each legal section. The classes distinguished are farming, recreational 

(whe:pe :Land is used f'or holiday reso:r;-ts �r for private dwellings or ha.s been 

subdivided for these purposes), commercial forest:r;y:, aeemic reserve (which 

includes municipal reserves and private scenic reserves as well as Crown 

reserves); protection forest (State Forest and Climate and Timber Reserves)j 

and unutilised. 

3� THE REGION AND ITS P.ARTS 

The Marlborough. Sounds, hereinafter referred to as 1
1the. Sounds" 

or ;;the region11 comprises the drowned valley systems of the northeast corner 

of the South Isiand of New Zealand. For the purposes of precise definition 

it sbaJ.l be taken to include the five catchments of Croisilles Harbour, 

Pelorus Sound, Kenepuru Sound, Queen Charlotte Sound and Port Underwood, 

but to exclude D'Urville Island and the Pelorus and Kai tuna Valleys. The 

urban areas of Picton-Waikawa and Havelook will also be excluded from the 

study. (Fig. 1). The region defined has a total land area of 471 square 

miles of.which 376 square miles are in Sounds Country. 

Because of the geographic complexity of the region it will frequently 

be necessary to refer to or make contrasts between :parts of· the regiono In 

order that this might be done with some degree of precision ten subregions 

have been distinguished and named on the basis of areal associations of 
. . 

physical conditions, historical development and present patterns of land use. 

(Fig. 2). These ten subregions, although they will be used as preoiseiy, 

defined localities having a high degre.e of internal homogeneity, will also 

be arranged in three groups of similar phenomena to permit t.he discussion 

of larger ·units w.i, thin the Sounds, thus: 

Outer Sounds: French Pass 
Outer Pelorus 
Arapawa 
Tory Channel 

18085 acres 
39671 acres 
18137 acres 
15802 acres 

91695 acres 



· Inner Hills 

Inner Flats : 

Croisilles 
Inner Pelorus 
Queen Charlotte 
The Southeast 

Kenepuru 
Link.water 

e Ill .. .3 

28373 acres 
60041 acres 
31173 acres 
33431 acres 

153018 acres 

40905 acres 
15879. , acres 

56784 acres 

301497 acres 

Throughout this study suba;;egional names will be used to refer to the 

specifically defined areas in Figure 2. Other locational names will be 

used as they are shown ori Figure 1 except ,that according to local usage 

11Ba;y 11 may be om:i. tted. 

4. :rnEVIOUS STUDIES 

Previous land use studies in New Zealand have mostly dealt only with 

the aspect of land cover, studied sometimes :f'or its own sake2 but more 

commonly i~ conjunction with a study of soils or agriculture1 Previous 

land utilisation studies have been chiefly studies of a specific topic in· 

the field of agricultural geography~ and as far ·as the author· is aware only 

three studies ~fa total regional pattern of land utilis~tion have.been made~ 

2 W.P •. Packard, .Lake Coleridge C!i!,tchm.etl:h i Im Examination of the Surface Cover 
Past ·an.a Present, unpublished M.A. Thesis, University of New Zealand, 1947. 

Maurice D .• Dellow, Land Use Survey of Geraldine County, unpublished M.A.. 
Thesis, University of New Zealand, Christchurch, 1959'.• 

3 Most of the bulletins of the Soil Survey of the D, S. I,R. may be included 
in this category : see for instance;. c.s. Harris and A.G. Ha.rr:i.s, §&1 
Survey of Duvauchelle Ba;v' - Wainui District Banks Peninsuli:, D. s. I.R. 
Bulletin No 65, Wellington, 1939. • • 

W,A... Pullar, Soils and Agriculture of Gisborn~ Plains., Soil Bureau, 
Bulletin No 20, Wellington; 1962. 

4 A. Clarke, Commercial Dairying in East Otago; unpublished M.A. Thesis, 
University of New Zealand, Christchurch, 1961. 

A.D. Wright, Market Gardening and ©o!llillerciaJ. Orcharding in Metropolitan 
Christchurch, unpublished M.A. Thesis, Um.varsity of New Zealand, Christ-
church, 1962. · 

5 Joyce K. Finney, Land Utilisation in Waimairi Count 
unpu]Jfuhed M.A. Thesis, University of New Zealand, hristchurch, 

Department of Lands and Survey, Report on the ·Provisional Land Utilisation 
Survey of Northland, Wellington, 1953. 

Departm~nt of Lands and Sutvey, Land Utilisation Division, Report on L~ 
Utilisation Survey Westland Region South Island N. z., Wellington, 1959. 

Wright _QE ci t denotes a chapter to studying the relations between horti
cultural andu.rbanland. 



The study of a totaJ. patte!'n of land utilisation is therefore a relatively 

new departure in the field of Economic Geography of New Zealand, and this 

study of the Sounds has claims to uniqueness in that it examines a complex 

pattern of utilisat:i.on which has devel0ped on a bush-burnt la.111d.scape. 

Previous studies_relating more or less specifically to the Sounds are 

very few. The only published sources a+e Geoff Wilson's Linkwater.: A 

Historz6 which has some discussion of present uti1isation, the regional 

sur'Vey of Marlborough7 and Graham Ha,yters guidebook� Unpublished studies 

·consulte'd ·were two early M.A. thes�s; the report of the Soil Conservation
10 

. 
. 11 survey of 1949-50, -and the legend for soils of the South Island, 

5o PROOEDURE 

The dearth of previous studies early made_ it clear that the sub

stance of this study would rest on field observation and. mapping supplemented 

by extensive interviewing and material gleaned from government departments 

and. private bodies. 

In the summer of 1960-61 a brief reoonnaiss.anoe was made of the 

region to ascertain the nature of the problem. Between May and August of 

1961 the complete coverage of aerial photographs of the region; taken in 

1942-43 and 1958-60, was made available by the photo library of the Department 

of Lands and. Survey and _data was. transferred from these to base maps drawn 

from field plans provided by the Valuation Department. Data was recorded 

using a modification of fractional notation systems developed by CWJ\berland 

and Robinson from the original system devised by Jones, Finch and 

6 Geoffrey Wilson, Linkwater : A Histox;i, Linkwater, . 1962.
7 Town and Oountry Planning Branch, Ministry of Works, Marlborough Region : 

. A Brief Survey of Present Resources and. Future Potentiaj,,. Wellington, 1962� 

G.C. Hayter, Marlborough Sounds,. Tasman and Golden Ba,n, Christchurch, 1962.

� Betty Toynbee, Picton : Its Site, Fonn and Function, unpublished M.A. Thesis 
Uni varsity of New Zealand, Christchurch, 1948. 

10 

11 

R. Doreen Caygill, · Te Awa.i tu Whaling Station : A Stud,y of Whaling in �
Around Cook Strait; unpublished M.A. Thesis, Uni ve:rsi ty of New Zealand�
Christchurch, 1948.

D • .A. Wilkie, Final Report : Soil Conservation Survey of the Sounds .Are� 
1950, cyclostyled, Department of, Agriculture, Blenheiin.

N.Z.D.S.I.Ro Tentative Extended Legend for Soils .of the South Island, New· 
Zealand, 1950, unpublished, Soil Bureau, Wellington. 

8 
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12 Hudson. . .As moat photographs and plans were at the same scales ( 1 : 15840),

little difficulty was experienced in the rapid transfer of :aata,but when 

scales did differ (some photographs were at scales of 1:18200 and 1:23360 

and some plans at 1 :7920 and 1:31680) the process was somewhat slowed down. 

Alth�ugh it was not possible to check in detail the maps drawn fr.om 1942-43 

photographs, rigor-ous checking of maps drawn from later photos, in general 

confirmed the interpretation of the.photographs. The value of the later 

photographs in ascertaining the present land cover cannot be understated. 

Not only did they make possible a degree of accuracy in mapping which would 

have been impossible using methods of_sketch mapping, but also they reduced 

the time necessary fo'r fieldwork to a minimum13 No more than a reconnais

sance study would have been possible w:i.thout the use of these photographs. 

In designing rese_arch for this study it. hp.d been intended to use

Valuation Department field records as primary data� However during August 

1961_ when these records were examined it was discovered that more than half 

of the region (255 square miles) is apparently not subject to the Valuation 

Act 1955 for i\ has not been revalued in toto since 1938. :Moreover the 

remaining areas, being subject to different rating authorities· (Croisilles

French Pass andKenepuru Road Boards, in respectively sixty two and fifty 

nine square miles, and Marlb_orough County Council in ninety five SCJ)lare miles), 

had been valued in dif:frerent years, 1959 and 1961J and data was not strictly

comparable. However these and. earlier records did yield useful physical 

and historical material and provided both a useful background to fieldwork 

and a check on material obtained from other sources. 

Fieldwork and an intensive course of interviews in Blenheim occupied 

the long vacation of 1961-62 and May of 1962. In order to make data as 

strictly comparable as possible, all statistical data collected was obtained 

12 .Wellington D. Jones and Vernon c. Finch 11Detailed Field Mapping the Study
of the Economic Geography of an Agricultural Area 11

, .Annals Assoc. of Amer. 
Geogrfl;,,1 ., Vol.15, 1925, pp 148-57. 
Wellington D. Jones "Procedures in Investigating Human Occupance of a 
Region", Annals of the Assoo. of Amer. GeogrJl.·, • · Vol. 24-, 1934', · pp 93-111. 
G.D. Hudson, 11The Unit Area Method of Land Classification 11, .Annals of the
Assoc. of Amer. Geogrs,�, Vol.26, 1936, Il?P 99;;:,11'S.

K.B. Cumberland "The Survey and Classification of Land in New Zealand : 
A Basis for Planning'', Trans. Royal Soc. N.Z., Vol. 71, 1944, pp 185-95 •. 

K.W. Robinson A Method of Land Classification for New Zealand, M.A. Thesis 
University of New Zealand, Christchurch., 1945. 

"::, ,.-•"'"••· . . 

13 ,..-or"---...
...,_ 

.... 
. In �ootti_�)study, the use of aerial photography reduced the time spent 
in fieluwork to one fifth, G. Mel:vyn Howe, "A Note on the Applicatic>n of 
Air Photography to the Agricultural Geography of North West ,Qard.iganshire11

, 

Geograph.y, Vol.36, 1951, pp 15-20 ·-· ···· 

1' ,1 
11 J. 
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for tne· July 1960 to June 1961 yea:r which was then the last COlll,Pleted 

farming season.· Other material was t0.be relevant to the 1961-62 season. 

Fieldwork occupied seven weeks ·from mid-December to February and involved 

thirteen hundred miles 0f travel: wit?1,n the regi.0n. This f0roefully 

brought out the·diffiou.lties·or communications in the Sounds for althou.gh 

650 miles were travelled ·on launches, and 240 by bus, oar and landrover, 

no less than sixty miles were covered by bicycle and 3.50 mi.lea on foot. 

Field maps· were checked in detail and no less than sixty interviews conducted. 

Most of these were farmers who had been selected for_interview bl'.' ·a stratified 

random. sample of farm mdts14 Farty ,farmers were to have been interviewed 

about land cover, land u~ilisatian, farm management pr~tices, land use 

COI1g?etiti<311 rui.d opinions on various ideas, but in practice it was folmd. 

impossible to adhere to the sample because some -fa:rms could not be reached · 

or farmers were unavailable foz: interview. Th!=) balance o~ the two vacations 

was spent visiting and obtaining ih:f'ormation from stock and station agents, 

business firms with connections in the Scillllds, governmen'l; i;l_ep.artments and 

more than fifty individuals. A. flight of' two hundred miles was also made 

over the ·region in Mey, and since that date considerable correspondence has 

been entered into. 

The·bullc of the study is therefore based on unpublished lllaterial, 

much of which in its origl.nal state is oonfidential. Every attempt has 

been made to use this material wit_h precision wit4o'ut revealing confidential. 

ihformati0n and for this re.as0n oonsi9-erable use will be ma.de of the sub

regi.onsdefined above for descriptive and comparative purposes. 

6. OUTLINE OF SUBSEQUENT CH.APl'ERS · 

. The first step in the procedure 0f this study is an outline of the 

physical setting of· the study. The region will be discussed both as a.., 

whole and in its several. parts and an attelll,Pt will 'be made to give a baJ.anced. 

general pioture rather than to emphasise .the sign:i.fic8ll0e of partioula,r 

.:feati:tres. Chapter !!Jpree will describe the eyolution of the -present .patter:ia 
. . 

of land utilisation through the interaction of cultural. and physical f'a:otors 

brought abeu.t by Man's· modification of the setting. In Chapter Four, '-· -~ 

14 Walter F. Wood, Use.of Stratified Random Samples in a Land Use Survey, 
Annal.a Qf the Assoc. of Amer. Geogxs., • -.. Vol.4.5, 1955, pp 3.50-67. 
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the patterns of land use which have resulted will be described and classified, 

The first section 0f this chapter will present a distributional· study of the 

patterns of land use, the second section will be a topical study 0£ the 

different classes of land utilisation considered as economic•activities. 

Chapter Four may be considered as an extended .statement .of the problems of 

this study. The advancement of hypothesis and an attempt to_analyse the 

causes for the present pattern .. of utilisation will follow in_ Chapter 'Five, 

and in the concluding chapter, a·summary·statement o~ the findings of the 

study will be presented, and a consideration of probable changes in the 

present.pattern.. 



National Publicity Studios 

PLATE 2. Drowned Valley Systems, Nydia Bay. 
Aerial view looking northeast from bayhead deltas at 
the head of Nydia Bay, toward. outer sounds hill 
count:cy at Beatrix Bay. 



THE HmlICAL SET'.rlNG 

1. THE REGION AS A WROTE

The Ma.rlborou.gh Sounds is the northern section of a northeast -

trending geantioline bounded on the southeast by the Wairau fault and on 
. 

. 
k 1the northwest by a belt of folded sediments with intruded igneous roo s. 

The eroded axis of _the geantioline lies along a line from Mount Duncan to 

Mount Stoked.where horizontally bedded ohlorite sohists with intel'V'ei:ri.ed 

antimon,y and gold are exposed. Away. from the axis these rooks become 

increasingly steeper dipping but less indurated sohists .and high order. 
we1.l-,;.-

greywaoke sandstones. The folded norll»aet flank which comprises the 

French Pass and Oroisi.J..les areas consists of older but less indurated 

greywaokes !!-nd. argi.llites associated with parallel. beds of steeply dipping 

limestones and. two belts of intrusive u.ltrabasio serpentine and R!i5al.t whioh 

run respeoti vely from Onetea through Okure Point, and from Okivd Ba;y- to 

Deep Bay. (Fig. 3). 

The geantioline is broken up by a system of eight strim - erientatea::· 

faults along whioh the pattern of consequent drainage has developed. 

Formerly the southern half of · this drainage was directed into the Wairau 

through the Kaitu.na and Linkwater Valleys but tilting to the northeast and 
. . 2 . 

subsidence probably in the order of three hundred feet caused aggradation 

by these southf'lowing streams, while glacial lowering of sealevels produced 
. . 

river capture by rejuvenated northf'lowing streams and the massive gorge-like 

reaches of Tory Channel, Hikapu Rea.oh and Tot_aranui Reach· in the former 

· watershed zones. Post glaoiaJ:raising of sea :Levels, combined with tilting

continued up to the present (evidenoedby five feet of subsidence a1ong the

Wairau fault in 18.5.5, and by recent beach deposits at Okivd Ba;v3 ) has drowned

the valley systems and the sea today extends over thirty miles inland leaving

no part of the regl.on more than three miles from tidewater. (Plate 2).

1 

2 

Much of the material on geomo:rphic history in this section is the 
outcome of conversations with Mr .A.C. :Beck of the Geological Survey, 
Christchurch, but responsibility for statements herein lies entirely 
with the author. 

O •. A. Cotton, "The Tuama.rina. Valley : A Note on the Quaternary History of 
the Marlborough Sounds Di.striot 11·, New Zea1and Geomorphology, Wellington, 
19.55, p 70. · 

3 Research Committee on Seisomologioal Phenomena in Australia, 'll'eport,
Proc. ANZAAS, Vol.3, 18?1, p 522. 

. 
. 

G-. Leslie .Adkin, 11An Unrecorded type of Patu from_ the Western Marlborough 
Sounds", Journ PoJ,yn Soo., Vol.68, 19.59, p 87. 
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Table 1 

Table 2 

Controlling Influences on Weather in the dentra1 (Cook Strait) 
Region o� New Zealand 

(Percentages for the period July 1943 to June 1946) 

ANTICYCLONES .AND LIGHT WINDS 

MOIST N:ORTHWEST WINDS 

Moist Northerlies 
Moderate North to Northwesterlies 
Strong Northwesterlies 

DEPRESSIONS .AND COLD FRONTS 

WINDS FOLLOWING A COLD FRONT 

Northwesterlies 
Westerlies 
Southwesterlies 
Southerlies 
Southeast to Easterlies 

WARM OR STATIONARY FRON'rS 

MOIST EAST TO NORTHEAST WINDS 

WINDS NOT .ASSOCIATED, wrrH THE NORMAL SEQUENCE 

Light to strong west to southwesterlies 
Light to strong south to ea..sterlies 

2 

. 1 l ! 29

3 

Source : Ian E.M. Watts, nThe Relations of New Zea.land. Weather 
and Climate: An. Analysis of the Westerlies 11, 

Geographer, Vol.3, 1947, p 118. 

Mean Daily; Wind Run (miles) 

January , 225 
February 220 

March 199 

April 192 

May 191 

June 183 
July 180, 

August 198 

September 222 

October 241 

Noveniber 236 
December 227 

Source New Zea.land Meteorological Office. 

;< 24· 
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Because of the fine system of subsequent drainage developed on the geanticline, 

a particularly intricate coastline has resulted with Pelorus and Kenpuru 

Sounds having 350 miles of coastline while Queen· Charlotte Sound has a 

coastline of two hundred miles. 

The regi.on lies in the zone of the westerlies and rapid fluctuations 

in weather may consequently be expected. But the funnelling effect of Cook 

Strait causes an abnormal dominance of westerly winds and weather (Table 1) 

and a remarkably constant sequence of we.ather changes. The normal sequence 

of weather begins with northwesterly winds rising after an anticyclone, 

bringing stratus from which brief but heavy rainfall occurs eapecially in the 

north and west. .Ai'ter the passing of the cold front winds back to the south 

bringing cold weather but no rain. As a new anticyclone approaches winds' 

back to a northeasterly quarter with clear warm weather. Should the cold 

front become deformed after crossing the.region, a phenomenon not uncommon 

except in summer, strong southeasterly winds will occur with prolonged 

drizz'@fil and, in winter, snow on the hills. Southeasterly rain is generaJ.ly 

less frequent than northwesterly rain, reflecting the occurrence of winds 

from these respective rain quarters (north to northwester;J,y winds are 

dominant for about fortyfive per cent of the time, south and southeasterly 

winds for thirty percent4). The greatest seasonal illlportance of winds from 

the rain quarters is in winter which is also the period of calmest winds. 

The spring_months are windiest (Table 2) and have a: rather higher proportion 

of easterly winds with effects on distribution of rainfall and on coastal 

vegetation. The falling off of wind in April and May is of particular 

importance for aerial topdressing in the Sounds. It is :i.n );'elation to 

ae,#al::o:Petations,_, also that the characteristic turbulence of the Sounds 

is imp9rtant. Vertical and d0wndra:rt movement, making for difficult 

flying conditions, are induced by the ridge and valley complex at right 

angles. to the prevailing winds. However there are not the phenomena 

associated with turbulence - both hail and thunderstorms are infrequent. 

The bulk of the region's rainfall comes from northwest w.i.:n:ds which 

4 These a.re Wellington figures.· It is proper to consider these as
applying to the wind regime of the Sounds. J. Finkelstein� Pers. Comm. 
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give heavy rainfaJ.l that seldom contirru.es more than twelve hours. Falls 

from these winds are particularly heavy on the northern and western coasts 

and in higher areas but a.re ofterinot effective in the southeast. The 

d::i.stribution over the region of rainfall from a southeaster is much more 

uniform, though topography does influence faJ.ls to some extent. Unlike 

northwester],y rain, falls from southeasters may continue for up t<� three · 

days, accompanied by high windse But the total fall iri that period inay be 

no more than· during a norwesterzy storm. As� result there is a t'ertdency 
. . 

for precipitation to:be ·greater in general ih the -north and �eist. · (Fig. 4). 

The wind and rainfall regimes closeJ.,y ·ref\emble those of W-ellingtbn but 

temperatures appear to be llli.lder if Kidson's inferences5 are' correct.· 

Suyoroers in particular are warmp winters show considerable areal variation. 

But climatic extremes are moderated. by 1he P..igh hu±nidi ty of a cClastal 

location arid by the constant movemwt of the atmosphere • 

.An important feature of climate in the region is that while the 

amount of insolation received is high, its effect, :i;>articularl,y in winter, 
. 

is signifioarit)j reduced by. the nature of the region's relief. .As an

extreme case; half the flat at Te Awaiti' is shaded froin sunshine for two 

months by the\iteep surrouncii.rig hills6 but ll1ari,y more favoured areas 

receive only four ·or f':ive hours of sunshine per d::i.em at th� height of winter. 

The nat�ra1 vegetation of the Sounds 7 is like the climate in so far 

as its relationships are closer to the western part of Wellington province 

5 E. Kid.son 11Mean Teh'lperatures in New Zealsnd 11 , N.Z; Journal of Soi, and 
Tech, Vol.13, 1931, pp 144�6. 

6 R. Doreen Caygill,. The Te Awai n Whaling Station; An E1;1sat on Whaling
in and around Cook Strait,. unpublished M.A. Thesis, Unfversity of New 
Zealand, Christchurch, 1948, p 34,

7 11Na�aJ:11 · hf;)re ref�rs to the vegetation conditions existing at the 
beginning of acctipance by Europeans and recorded by them. The discussion 
of vegetation in this chapter derives•primaril,y from field observation 

· and, records. in the Department of Lands and Survey, Bleriheim, supplemented
by ll)ateriaJ. from W. Martin, The Vegetation of Marlborough, Bleriheim, 1933, 
especiall,y pp 1 5-22 • 

. W.R.B. O;J.iver, 11The Vegetation and Flora of D'Urville Island and Stephens 
Isltµld.0

, Records of the Doinim.on MuseUlll, Vol.2, 1944, pp 193-227. 
J .A. Hay, 11:Mount Stokes, Marlborough11;7{ell. Bot. Soo. But.;, Vol. 23, 
1950, pp 16-20. 
J.T. Holloway and R •. Naylor, "Protection F0rest Problems in Nelson
Marlborough A Preliminary Review11 , N.Z. Journ. Forest,. Vol.8, 1959, 
pp 121-32. 
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than to the adjacent parts of South Island. 
. . 
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Primarily it is a forest

vegetation very similar to that of Wellington and a large number of species 

are important still in the Sounds but attain little further southward 

distribution • lml)ortant species in the respect ar-e Kohekohe (D,yso:xylgfil 

.:m,ectabile), Rewarewa (Knightia e:x:celsa) and Maire ( Olea Cunningham.ii) 

while Nikau (Rhapalostylis sapida) Ngaio (&_oporum laetum) and Rangiora 

(Bracnyglottis rangiora) attain one of their ff!!W important South Island 

fil:S.tributions here. But as well as possessing many North Island species, 

the Sounds region displays the most northerly lowland beech association in 

New Zealand and further, exhibits a-high ,degree of endemism in the subalpine 

shrub association and mineral belt shrub association. The Sounds is 

therefore a f'loristic mixing bowl with a large number of forest associations 

compressed into close prox.i.miti and tms makes 'the drawing of distinctions 

between communitie� somewhat tenuous, especially as evidence relating to 

pre-European plant cover, other than what may be inferred from present 

soils and land use is rather sketchy. However in Figure 5 a reconstruction 

of the pre-European vegetation is presented, isolating six vegetation comi-;: 

munities. Five of these will be discussed bel0w,1 the sixth, the subalpine 

scrub community is, like halopbyte and salt marsh communities, not relevant 

to this discussion. 

Most Sounds soils are mature in the sense that they have been 

developed from parent material over a period of time sufficient. for climate 

and vegetation to be the dominent factors in their development. Parent 

rock is deeply weathered evecywhere, often to depths of thirty feet and 

this weathering has been sufficient to remove basic differences between 

schistose and greywacke soils alth0ugh the soils of the Croisilles remain 

distinctive because of their development on basic igneous and limestone 

rocks. Relief has n0t been important in soil development and has little 

affected leaching or profile development. The Soil-Cons�rvation Survey 

of 1950 showed that 0nly 0.3'fo of the Sounds suffered from severe er0sion 

(removal of over seventy five per cent of the topsoil) and only 2.9% from 

8 
.John T. Holloway, 11Forests'1md Climates in the South Island of New 
Zealand11

, Trans. Royal Soc. N.Z., Vol.82, 1954, p 397.
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moderate ti-u.ncation of profiles (fifty to seventy five percent). But 

37.1.i% had slight erosio~ (twenty five to fifty percent) and 59.4% had had 

little topsoil removed~ Therefore, although skeletal·, Sounds soils have 

profiles well-developed under the long influence of climate and vegetation, 

and there ia a close relationship between the distribution of soil types 

(Fig. 6) and the distributions of ra:i:nfall and natural vegetation. This is 
. . . . 

especially true of the degree of leaching in each soil type as is brought 

out in .chemical analys~s of the soils~O 

From the land utilisation point of view two soil characteristics 

are of particular importance. - pH and element,al composition. 

11 The effect of pH on plant growth is largely nutri tionalnj 1 

for because pH is, in effect, the level of soil acidity, which reflects 

the degree of leaching out of plant nutrients,. it both.governs the avail

ability of'plant nutrients to plants and profoundly influences the 

operation of bacteria in converting organic matter to soil. The pH's of 

Sounds soils are very low. This condition has undoubteaJ.y been aggravated 

by burning, but these soils in their natural state are .acid and leached, 

with a number of pronounced mineral deficiencies. .Although normal to soils 

developed in warm humid conditions under forest vegetation, "t;: 1.'; these 

deficiencies mean lov1 fertility in terms of plant nutrients and chemical. 

composition, and a low ratio of Nitrogen to Carbon which severely impedes 

the operation of the nitrogen cycle and slows down the decomposition of 

organic matter. 

2. THE REGION IN ITS PARTS 

The physical elements under]sing an;y_pattern of land utilisation 

are to a considerable extent interdependent, and tend therefore to act in 

combination in influencing both the process of landscape development and 

contemporary patterns. If the respective variables are to be considered 

as causal factors acting independently, as they will be in later chapters, 

i:e seems proper at this point to consider the complex of ecological factors 

under]sing land utilisatiQn, 

9 D.A. Wilkie, 11Final Report : Soil Conservation Survey of the Sounds Area!~· 
1950, cyclostyled, Department of .Agriculture, Blenheim. · · 

10 See ~pendix One. 

11 Louis M. Thompson, Soils and Soil Fertility. New York, 1957, 2nd edition, 
p 189. 
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Broadly speaking ;th_e ·Sounds falls into two largel:Y mutually 

eiol~si ve areas - th~ Outer ( or Cook Strait facing periphery) ~d the Inner.· 
- .. . . . 

The Croisilles has J118.D.Y features of the Inner area's environment but_is 

to some extent distinguished by ~ts soils and vegetation. Although these 

areas OOl:l1Pare with 'the distribution of no single physi,oal factor, there is 

a close. correlation between them and areas respecti:v~~ of' weakly leached, 

strongly leached and alkaline soils and this is irnport8Jlt because it helps 

in understanding the role of· soils in· creating the present landscape. 

i;loils are not en+Y_ a factor in the complex ·of physicaJ. phenomena; .they a.re 

an expression of the whole of the physical ·environment, having been . •' 

produced by that environment a.ct:l,ng through time. -Thus Ekblaw is able to 

sa:y tbat 

11 soils offer the best single natural b.asis for the class
ification of geographic phenomena, that is the. (physical) 
attributes of an;:, place in a region~ 12 

While not seeking to justify a sul:ldivision of the Sounds. on the. basis of its 

soil oharaoteristios, I make this point to clarify the subsequent discus

sion in which soils a;re treated .as a factor unifying the other physical· and 

biological. factors, parent lll8.terial., relief, cli~te and vegetation, the 

static factors in soil development. Soils are used as a dialecti~al device 

for ty.l.ng together the several separately considered factors into a multi

dimensional concept, the physical environment. 

(a) The outer Sounds 

The sal.ls of the Outer Sounds area have been developed or,i. the 

predominantly subsohist and greywaoke rocks of the outer flanks of the 

Sounds geanticline and the_ Te .Anau series greywackes of the French Pass 
' . 

area.. Fluv.Lal. -dissection of _the area has been less intense than in the 

Inner area and in oonseCJ)lence the area ·is characterised by large; deep, 

drowned val.leys rather than lll8l\Y small bays; and by few areas of flat land. 

Slopes are generaJJ.y steep - thirty five degrees being an average slope -

which steepness is attributable partly to steeply dipping rook strata. and 

partly to the effect 'or drowning accentuated by tilting to the northeast 

and consequential. marine cliffing (whioh has produced cliffs up to four 

12 
W. Elmer Ekblaw, 0 The Role of Soils in Geographic Interpretation''., 
Annals Assoc. of Amer. Geogmi.-,,,. Yol.27, 1937, p 151. · 



PLATE 3. Ridgetop Airstrip near French Pass. 
Photograph is taken looking down the slope 
of the airstrip from phosphate storage bins. 
The French Pass road runs along to the right 
and a land.rover stands at the foot of the 
airstrip. The pasture here is improved 
grassland. Note the convexity of the ridge
top. 
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hundred feet high on flanks exposed to the prevailing winds). Hqwever 

erosion scars are generally less obvious than within the Sounds and hill 

profiles generally exhibit a marked degree of �• conve:xi ty on their summits -

making p(!)Ssible airstrips and ploughed land. .on hilltops (Plate 3). 

Drowfii'ng of' the spurs which make· up most .of this area has generally .produced 

a low amplitude of relief so that while slopes reach up to Mount Stokes 

(3951 feet) in the centr!tl section few sumnit areas in the Outer area are 

over fifteen hundred feet ah·ove sea level. 

Because of its exposure to Cook Strait between the Tasman and the 

Pacific the peripherial zone hii.s a wind,.reginie not unlike that of Wellington. 

The full effect of, both preva.iiing winds is felt here>both their unbroken 

ve1ooi:liies and t.heir seasonal distribution, IUld is seen in stunted veget

ation, cliff development and occasional heavy seas which prevent communic

ation. The air is never still in this area and for fully one gi:tarter of 

the time it: is blowing over twenty miles per hour. · Gal.ea are fregi:tent 

and turbulence is particula:dy notable in the French Pass and Port Under

wood sections. The major control on precipitation in this area is windo 

The effect of relief i s  not great and total falls·are almost entirely 

within a range of forty to sixty inches. But the seasonal distribution 

on the other hand shows considerable variation throughout the area. The 

French Pass area receives its maximum fall in March with a secondary 

maximum in winter, and the monthly falls tail 0ff to a late spring mini-

mum. (Fig. 7). · This reflects the greatest seasonal concentration of 

northwesterly winds in auti.:unn, and 'winter, The Port Undezwooo area by . 

contrast .receives its ma.:x:im:cun fall•. in September and thereafter l)'lOnthly 

falls are rather low - with a tendency toward summer drcu,ght - until a 

sudden increase in autumn. This area is more affected by. southeasterly. 

winds which have their greatest seasonal concentration in early spring. 

Titirangi, the,northeast coast, exhibits something of a transition between 

the two flanks: having the rather constant and sometimes deficient summer 

rainfall of the southeast but. an autumn maximum fall. The occurrence of 

fog in the Outer area is a summer phenomenon and helps to offset the effect 

0f a lower rainfall especially· in February and March. Again largely 

because of exposure, winter temperatures in t];ie ,Outer area are milder than 
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in the more landlocked areas and little frost is experienced. In spring, 

cold southeasterly winds are liable to produce unexpected cooling which mey-

have severe effects on lambing. But mildness is the prevalent temperature 

characteristic for the orientation of outer-spurs is rather more to the 

north than it is inland, giving a sunny aspect to most of the area. 

The natural vegetation very largely refledts these climatic 

conditions and the· area is dominated by the northern coastal broadleaf 

associatio_n of the North Island wh..ich gives the area its local name of 

11cedar belt11 • This is a lowland forest found on sunny slopes in areas of 

contParatively light rainfall, which tolerates wind and salt spray but shuns 

cold. Neither of the dominant species, Kohekohe or Ngaio (which is dominant 
w,'fh•f,.nJ 

on the more exposed. northwest and southeast fla.n..lrn),{more tha..n th.ree or four 

degrees of _frost ar..d. n1ar.y associated species ·show a sin1ilar intolera.."1.ce _:

nikan palm.- rewarev,a, North Islandrata (Metrosideros robusta) milk tree 

(Paratrophis micrqphylla) and Whau (Entelea arborescens)� This forest is 

low and has a fairly open sub-canopy of common coastal shrubs - pepper tree 

(Macr0piper e:x:celsum), doprosmas, � - and a small variety of herbs and 

ferms on the forest floor. More exposed areas were originaJ.ly'in silver 

tussock (Poa Caespitosa) or dense tauhinu scrub (Cassinia leptophylla), while. 

much of the.drier Port Underwood section was not in forest but under native 

grassland. Dieffenbach. in 1840 wrote: 

11The chain of hills which forms the bay. to the southeast 
(of Ngakuta) is barren in the extreme; o'.Qly here and 
there ts a patch of brushwqod or trees11 • 13 

This grassland association of Danthonia pilosa and bracken fern (pteridium. 

aquilinum var. esculentu.m) was occasionally broken· by manuka (Leptospernn.un 

ericoides) or tauhinu scrub with some broad.leaf shrubs in the gullies. 

The soils developed under these Conditions of_ moderate rainfall, 

greywacke parent material and broadleaf:forest are classified by the Soil 

Bureau as weakly leached yellow brown earths. They are steepland, soils 

but have relatively deep and well developed profiles-despite the slopes 

they are developed on, and have a comparatively high content of plant 

nutrients. Th�ir pH's are low (both Ketu and .Anakoha soils have modal 

13 Ernest Dieffenbach, 11First Report to the New Zealand Company on the
Physical Condition and Natural History of Queen Charlotte's Sound, 
Cloudy Bay, Port Nicholson and the Surrounding Country'', Supplementary 
Information Relative to New Zealand, _London, 1850, p 85. 



PLATE 5. Changes in Land 
Cover at the

Break in Slope, Taradale 
( Ohuaporuporu). Clean, 
well managed English pasture 
on the flat changes to dense 
bracken or virgin forest on 
the hills. 

') 

PLATE �-• Slumping, Puketea 
Bay, Kenepuru Sound. 

A slump which occurred during 
one night after heavy rain. 
The scar has not healed despite 
the heavy growth of bracken fern 
in this area. The hill is 

1,335 feet high. 
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pH 1 s of 5.4 which is strongly acid) and they a.re deficient in calcium and. 

.moly�denum but these soils of the Outer Sounds •are the most suitable hill 

soils in the region for gra..t-s growth. 

(b) The Inner Sounds

The natural environment of the Inner Sounds is markedly different 

from that of the Outer area. The Inner SoWlds is substantially the denuded 

axis of the Sounds geanticline whose gently dipping schistose rocks have 

influenced the development of hill slopes of a lesioer gradient than in the 

Outer Sounds (but still averaging twenty five to thirty .degrees) and are a 

cause for the higher clay mineral. content and lmver pH 1 s of the soils of 

the Inner area. Although summit areas do ri'se to over three thousand feet 

(with Mount Stokes rising to 3951 feet), ninety fiv:e p�rcent of the area lies 

below two thousand feet and most of the ridge crests .likewise14 For this 

southern section of the Sounds has been eroded down by a very fine mesh of 

streams, reflecting a greater rainfall and runoff in the area both now and 

in geological time and this is :i.rt ;'>. reflected in turn by the predominance 

of sma.J.i bays with irregular ooastlines usu.a.lly extending about two Itlles 

in. from the main Sound. . The hill slopes are smooth, except for incised 

streams and frequent evidence of past slumping (Plate 4) and they increase 

concavel,Y upward to very steep summits. Between the hills and. the flat and 

undulating bay head deltas and terraces there is a sharp break in slope which 

:iff emphasised by a difference 'in land. cover. (Plate 5). In the Inner 

Sounds there is often a marked deterior'ation in pasture above the break in 

slope, because of the economics of·developing the Inner Sounds hill country 

and the µtilisation of the flat is perhaps the most striking feature of .this 

area. But the area of flat and undulating land is very limited. (Fig. 8).

There are less than.nine thousand. acres of flat (three per cent of the land 

area) and still less of undulating unploughahle land.. It is the distri-

bution of these low slopes which is most significant in the areal variation 

of land utilisation. For nearly 3500 acres comprise the flats of Kenepuru 

14 In two places the ridge between Queen Charlotte Sound and Kenepuru
Sound is less 'j;han four hundred feet above sea levi:ll, while two cols 
between Kenepuru and Pelorus Sounds are below one theusand feet. 
Because they allow reading, these saddles are yi tally important in 
linking the Kenepu.ru to Picton, avoiding a long sea trip to Havelock 
or an excessively long journey by .sea to Picton. 
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and,2650 acres constitute the Vale of Linkwater. Elsewhere the larger 

flats are discontinuous, and most flat land is in small bl'l,yhead deltas, too 

small to comprise an:· economic farm unit. 

The flat lands are of tlvo classes. The Outer terrace flats are not 

extensive and are confined .to Linkwater and Kenepuru. These are stony and 

rather more leached than the deltaic flats and stand about forty feet above 

these. The alluvial deltas are more extensive and of more silty material. 

But their development is largely limited and dispersed and on..ly in areas with 

little tidal scour - Kenepuru, Mahau, Linkwater a..11d Nydia Bay - are they 

extensive. Deltaic development is continuing here and has probably 

accelerated since the deforestation of the hills, causi:ng shoaling of bays 

fonnerly nt3,gotiable to timber scows. 

Climatically the Inner Sounds exhibit many features accordant with 

a location slightly ruvay from the coast. Generally the area is much 

calmer than the periphery and shelter permits of some very high summer 

temperatures in areas of a northerly aspect. But the long reaches of 

the Sounds can e:x;perience very rough seas and high wind under southerly 

conditions. Nonnally honever the northeast trending ranges afford 

considerable protection against prevailing winds, except dovmdraft move

ment. The area is one of generally high rainfall = mostly over sixty 

inches and rising to over one hundred inches in the high areas. Orograph

ic� controls are important in the areal distribution of rainfall and some 

very steep rainfall gradients may be noted both on Figure 4 and in several 

examples worth citing here: between 8 p.m. on January 21st 1962 and 5 a.m. 

on the 22nd rainfalls were, during a northwesterly storm, at P0rt Ligar 

2. 7 inches, at Nydia Bay 6. 85 inches and Havelock 5.3 inches. Similarly

in Endeavour Inlet a fall of five inches at the Head became 2.5 inches at. 

Punarawhi tu. Seasonal fa.JJ.s throughout the area a.re fairly constant: the 

March . ma.xi.lllUIII and October to November minimum are universal except ar0und. 

Ruakaka and Picton where the sec0ndary maximum ·of June to July becomes the 

greatest monthly rainfall. . This is an efect of easterly influences. 

But generally the rainfall regime is similar to t.hat of French Pass though 

falls are much heSlli.er: the example g).loted above of one storm at Nydia l3ay 

is perhaps extreme but most areas have their total fal.ls spread 0ver about 

120 rain dayso Mane.roa exhibits a C!Ule in point with a seventeen yea:r 
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PLATE 6. The effect of Shade on Reversion, Whakitenga Bay� 

Aerial Mapping Lt d. 

�E 6. The eff'eot of Shade on Reversion, Whakitenga Bey;. 
A vertical aerial photograph, orientated upon the north. 
The southeast slopes are sorub infested but in general 
northwest slopes are clear. The road to Frenoh Pass 
crosses the southeast oorner of the photograph and at 
Elaine Bay in the southeast there is a small holiday 
town. The difficulty of ooi;i.structing' aooess roading 
is demonstrated by the length of' the road to Wairangi 
in the nortbwest. 
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average of 63.17 inches spread over 117 days�5 The area does experience

snow but only on the high country of Mount Stokes · and behind Picton where 

it may lie for several days. A further contrast with the periphery is that 

fog here is a vrinter phenomenon which fills the valleys or"ten till · mid� 

morning as the result of.teJ4)erature inversion. Winter teJ4)eratures are 

rather more rigorous than in the Outer Sounds and frosts of three and four 

degrees. are not uncommon: in the Lfnkwater area eight. to ten degree frosts 

are experienced. . And frosts are quite common between May and. August :with 

about one hundred days of frost at Picton. . The effect of _teJ4)eratu.re and 

precipitation are accented, particularly irtwinter, by_ aspect. The 

southern part of the Sounds is mainly of ridges which .trend r1:1-ther south 

of n9rtheast to southwest and. are of steep slopes. As a result, many 

southfacing slopes redeive little or no sun·; in winter. The d8.JT!P shady 

microclimate which results has iJ4)ortant repercussions on both soil and 

· vegetation, and stimulates reversion. (Plate 6).

In its natural condition the area was clad in a variety of forest 

types, but was dominated by four forest types, if' one excludes the sub

alpine scrub of Mount Stokes� B.elow · nine hundred to one thousand feet 

were found. kamahi-rewarewa communities, particularly .characteristic of the 

southern faces of Queen Charlotte Sound, and podocarp and podocarp-broadleaf 

communities, all belonging to the subtropical broadleaf dicotylous�coniferous 

rainforest association, .Above, the_ beech-podocarp - sub-antard:tic rain -

forest - was supreme. (Fig. 5). 

The kamahi-rewarewa community is not unlike the northern coastal 

broadleaf forest but is more w:idely distributed and more frost tolerant. 

A numbe.r of species associated with cedar and ngaio are found in associ

ation here but only as far south as Kenepuru Sound and Nydia Bay -

rewarewa, nikau, �aukawa (Nothopanax Edgerle:z:) are examples. The 

community is found on poor steep land up to eight hundred feet with, often, 

comparatively low rainfalls and usually much shade. Kamahi:. (Weirnnannia 

f'a:oamosa) _is the dominant species; rewarewa is not so common except in 

Double Bay; · There are few taxads- .: - rimu (Daorydium cuprinessum), · 

kahikatea (Podocarpus dacrydioides), totara (P. totara) and miro (P. fer-

15 ]3,C. Aston, •�some typical Nelson and. Marlborough Soils'1, N.Z. Journ.
Agr:i.c, Vol.19, 1919, p 216. 
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rugineus) are sometimes present - and associated canopy species are mainly 

hinau (Elaeocru;:eus · dentatus. ), soem kohekohe, and nikau, ti toki (Alectryon 

excelsum), Pokakn (Elaeooa.rpus Hookedanu�), Taraire (Beilschmedia ta.raire) 

tawa. (B. tawa) and wineberry (.Aristotelia serratus ). The subcanopy is 

comprised of coastaJ. shrubs which in fact are common throughout the Sounds 

as subcanopy species. Mostly smaJ.1 broadleaf trees arid shrubs these 

commonly include several� and coprosmas, pi�geonwood (Hedycara arborea) 

kohuhu Q?ittoS].)orum tenu:j,_folium), lemonwood.. (P. eugenoides),-kaikomako 

(Penn.antic cor;ymbosa), mahoe (Melicytus rruitl.florus), five.finger (Nothopanax 

arboreum) and seven finger (Schefflera digitata), mapou (Suttonia australis), 

ka.nuka (Leptospermum scoparium) and. :manuka. On the forest floor is a 

fairly varied and prolific growth 0f herbs :md ferns and three climbing 

ratas are asMr.i "'-te_d (Metrosideros. SPP ). . • 

The pod.ocarp an_li podocarp-broadleaf c·ollllllllni ties are also lowland

forests, the first occup-i.ng on �vial. flats and low terraces; the 

second on both flati;i and well ckained hill slop.ea up to eight hµndred feet, 
. . 

' 
. 

in each case in areas of higher ra;i.nfall than the kamahi-rewarev,a association 

and. in sunny si tuationso These two colll!llUn.i. ties differ .ma.in1y in the 
\ .

composition of their canopies, though pure podocarp_ stands tolerate poorer 

drainage .and have a denser subcanopy. Pure stands of pod.octarps were 

never::,' very extensive. (Fig. 5). 
' ' 

Semi-swamp locations at the heads of 

Kenepuru, Pelorus and Queen Charlotte Sounds. were originally in stands of 

kahikatea and rimu-matai-miro stand:! occupied drier and lighter terraces 

and fans throughout the Sounds,, matai however being comnon only in Pelorus 

Sound. Puketea (Laurelia Novae-Zelandae) occurred in semi-swamp locations 

at Tennyson Inlet, Northwest Bay and Tawhi tinui Reach. A variety of 

podocarps and broad.leafs covered the lower hill slopes, a mixed forest. 

including taxad.s, hinau, rata, t_a,�a, lancewood (Pseudopanax crassifolium), 

maire (Olea ma.ire, at Mahakipawa only), tanekaha (Phylloclaolus tricho

maroides, in Tennyson Inlet). Occasionally these occurred in pure stands, 

most important being the tawa stands which occurred usually below four 

hundred feet but occasionally up to eight or nine hundred feet on warm 

sheltered welldrained, ncrtheast faces with a high-rainfall and in 

upland gullies. Below the canopy species occurred a great variety and 
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profusion of. shrubs, herbs and· ferns; 6 including two tree ferns (Black tree 

fern - Cyathea med.ullaris and S_:ilver tree fern c; dealbata), all intertwineo.

by many liana.s - ratas, suppleja:ok (Rhipogonum scandens) p_assion ·vine 

(Tetrapathaea tetranda) lawyer (Rubus spp) Pohuehue (Muehlenbeck:l.o 

australis.) · and Clematis spp. 

Usually above eight·hundred.feet and above the Podocarp-broadleaf 

community, but on the southern shore of Queen Charlotte Sound, ris;i.ng' 

directly from ·the sea shore, are subantarctic dicotylous rainf'orests. 

On southern slopes, up to two thousand feet and to three thousand feet on 

northern slopes, ther:e are ·commurii ties of Beeches and Podocarps characterised 

by a sprinkling of podocarps. Above these, to about 3500 feet the 

cathedre-l like beech forest is supreme. In the Mount Stokes area this 

degenerates into a subaJ.pine s�rub associaiiOnwith a s!I\0.ll area of 

fjelfield. The association.is characteristically found on drier slopes 

and ridges, siffl)ep, sp.eltered and often shaded, in areas of poor leached 

soil. The Beech-Podocarp coromuni ty is dominated by clinker beech 

(Nothofagus truncata, up to two thousand feet) and Black Beech (N. Solandri) 

with silver beech (N. Menzeisii) dominant above fifteen hundred feet. 

This community is transitional from podocarp-broadleaf to beech. The 

most important podocaj:-ps are totar·a (P. totara) on fu-y ridges, . Hall's 

totara (P. Hallii) higher up and rimu which was sometimes � te dense in 

gullies. Other lowland broadleafs appear i� lesser numbers. The Beech 

community contains few non-nothofagus canopy species and is dominated by 

silver beech with a few Mountain Beech (N. Cliffortiodes) and, in the 

west Red Beech (N, fusca). It is marked by noble buttressing due to 

high rainfalls and by a progressive uphill lowering of height. The 

subcanopies of both these communities are rather open with a few broaaJ.eaf 

shrubs, m:l.ngimingi (Cyathodes acerosa and Leuropogon fasciculatus),snow-. 

berry (Gaultheria antipoda), Conrosma spp and stinkwoo_d (Olearia: colensoi).

The floor is covered with mosses and a few characteristic ferns (mainly 

Blechnum discolorata and Polystichum restitum) and herbs. 

The soils produced under this variety of conditions are_mainly 

infertile moderately or str�gly leached yellow-brown ear:t.h.s; The hill. 

16 Martin op.cit. lists 29 Shrubs, 44 herbs and 29 Ferns, p 17. 
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soils have poorly developed profiles often containing unweathered rock:, 

and profile development is impeded by soil creep which is hot arrested by 

grass cover. They are very leached of plant nutrients with . characteristic 

deficiencies in calcium nitrogen and molybdeQium, and are acid or very · acid 

in reaction. The pH of Kenepuru soils is normaJ.ly 5.0. The soils of the 

terraces and flats have deeper profiles, more definite structure and have 

been less leached of nutrients. The older and lighter soils·have pH's only 

a little above.those of Kenepuru soils hut.because they are flat they have 

agricultural possibilities that the hills have not. The more recent and 

less weathered Koromiko soils of Linkwat.er have an added advantage in a 

higher natural fertility, although theil:' utilisation is dependent on drain

age. But although very low in necessary mineral content, especially in the 

vital ni trogen, ,molybdenum and calcium the soils of the Inner Sounds are not 

toxic. Vlhether it is economic to modify them for successful grass grmvth 

is another matter. In the final analysis this may depend on the vegetation 

under which the soil has been developed for the natural fertility of a soil 

reflects the vegetation under which it has developed, and clear gradations 

of fertility can be distinguished w:ilhin soil types, from soils developed 

under t.awa and matai through those developed under puketea, rimu and. 

kahikatea to unfertile soils developed under kamahi and beech. This 

reflects a whole complex: of biotic factors which have influenced vegetation 

as well as soil� for instance localities favoured by tawa are not subject 

to excessive leaching and may produce a soil suited to farming where a 

similar locality under beech may produce a more leached soil which will 

more rapidly revert to second growth. 

(c) Croisilles

The third area has the relief and climatic characteristics of the 

Inner Sounds but is distinct in its vegetation and soil. The Croisilles is 

strongly affected by the two parallel belts of ultramafic rock which are 

associated with Te .Anau series greywackes. Despite oondi tions favouring 

leaching, heavy rainfall resulting from exposure to westerlies, and 

moderately steep slopes, the alkaline nature of the parent material still 

dominates the soil and in time both vegetation and land use. The Dun ·

steepland soils have stony profiles often brownish or greenish, by contrast 
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with the yellow of soils developed on schist or greywacke. They are 

particularly high in magnesium ··and iron content and also in calcuim but very 

low in Phosphorus and Molybdeni.lm and their modal pH is 7 .4-. From the 

farmers I point of view these soils are toxic and gre.ss becomes an economic 

impracticability. This is reflected in the natural vegetation. Stunted 

growth and long narrow leaf development are characteristic in the co-dominant 

species, Red .beech and manuka. Wine berry and rata .may be found dwarfed and 

grass tree (Drocophyllum longifolium) tauhinu (Cassinia vauvilliersii) 

Coprosma propingua and olearia virgata exhibit the narrowing of leaves. 

The floor vegetation is thin and poor, mosses and duiJ.land herbs, and soil 

development is retarded accordingly� 



THE EVOLUTION OF A PATTERN 

A ouJ.turaJ. land.scape evolves through a oontinuou.s ·seqµence of 

changes.· In the Sounds ·this seqµence has taken the fo:rm of Man's aJ.ter

ation of the naturaJ. environment for farming and. his subseqµent encl.eavours 

to achieve a stable compromise between the environment and its utilisation. 

The present see:ms to mark a turning point in this continuous process of 

modification and reassessment of the physicaJ. setting and in tald.ng stock 

of the present pattern of utilisation and in considering the .future 

direction of change in this pattern we may ,find ·explanations in the 

processes and course of development .or ·in the· repetition of phenomena and 

should view the pattern in the perspective of historioaJ. change • 

. In this chapter, the region will be considered as a whole$. Jl.re::i1 

variation has emerged through the course of. evolution and as this chapter 

should be mainly concerned with chronologicaJ. rather then chorologica1-

change it is considered more logicaJ. to treat evolution by stages than by 

regions. 

Very little research has been done on the history of the Sounds. 

The only ptililished work is· Geoff Wilson I s 11Linkwater111 and 1i ttle unpub

lished materiaJ. is in manu.soript form. A large number of intervie;vs has 

had therefore to be conducted and much of the information gained from these 

could not be specifically checked9. To establish.an historical framework 

within which this infonna.tion could be used and to test the vaJ.idity of 

generalisations made thereon, extensive reference has been made to materiaJ. 

of an archivaJ. nature. 

Rec·ords of· early surveys, land aocession and other records in the 

Nelson and Blenheim offices of the Department of Lands and Survey provlded 

some very useful data relating to development before the tur!l of the 

century, while the set of aerial photos taken in 1942 and 1943 made possible 

the d.ravdng of a detailed land use map for a more recent. period. Detailed 

returns published by the Department of Statis.tics made available local 

deta:l:J. relating to sheep; .and human populations, f:rom the 18801 s, records 

of the vaJ.uation · department provided information at :a holding level from 

1 Geoffrey Wilson, Li:nk-.vater t A Histog, Linkwater, 1962.
' 
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2 the early 1900 1 s and photographs of more recent date have been extensively

consulted. 

Published material relating _to the County of Sounds has been largely 

ignored beqause of the non-coincidence of the county area with that of the 

region. However; if, as other evidence suggests, there was rm.i.ch areal 

uniformity in the different stages of development, certain County statistics 

may be considered aa indicators - but not measures - of change. In part-

icular this applies to agricultural and pastoral statistics for the county. 

( Figs. 9 to 12). But care must be exercised in interpreting these 

figures because of the uncertain state of the county's boundaries until 

1934-? 

Possibly the greatest use of these figures has been in ascertain:ing 

trends and in helping to define stages in the evolution of the landscBJ?e• 

Five st·ages stages have been discerned and each will be discussed separately 

below. The stages are: 

(a) the period of _primary occupance, until about 1854-;

(b) early European exploitation 1854--1880;

(c) the deyelopment of farming 1880-1910;

·(a) maturity 1910-1932; and

( e) the decline of farming, since about 1932.

2 

3 

This material was not used nearly as intensively as it might have been. 
It is suggested that the field books for early valuations could provide 
a source of uniqµe value to the his.ttorical geographer studying New 
Zealand from the tum.of the centucy. 

In 1934- the boundaries of Sounds County were laid dovm. in section 5 of 
the Local Legislation Act 1934 (25 Geo.V.No,33), This unusual proced
ure was explained in the preamble: "Whereas. doubts have arisen to the 
boundaries of the County of Sounds: and Whereas it is desirable to 
reasure such doubts and to fix the boundaries of the said county: Be 
it therefore enacted ••• 11 Pr.Lor to 1934- different Government departments 
had published data for different areas. The Valuation Department 
included in "its" county substantially the 1934- county area, but 
excluding the southern shore of 0roisilles Harbour •. This area was 473 
sqµare iniles (shovm as 573 sqµare miles in reports between 1878 and 1910). 
The Department of Statistics likewise excluded the southern shore of 
0roisilles Harbour, but also excluded D'Urville Island in the census 
returns for 1911 and 1916, and both D 1 Urville Island and Arapawa Island 
in the returns for 1921 and 1926. ·.Ana until 1908 the returns of· sheep 
and cattle for Sounds County included stock in the Picton and Havelock 
tidings of Marlborough County. (Before 1883 the French Pass subregion 
was conversely excluded). 

. 

Since 1934 the county area has been altered officially in 1949, when 
Whatamongo was taken out, from 505 to 507 sqµare "miles, in 1955 to 4.57 
sqµare miles with the transfer of Port Underwood to Marlborough County, 
and to 454 square miles with a minor change in M.ahau Sound in 1962. 

.t 
f 

e; 
I 
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1. IRIMARY CCCUPANCE 

Through the centuries which preceeded European settlement the Sounds 

was occupied by successive waves of Maori peoples migrating from the north. 

The earliest, the· Wai taha, left little mark upon the landscape and were 

driven from it about 1477• Their·conquerors seem however to have been more 

successful, for their staircase earthworks and pits and middens are found 

in large numbers throughout the Sounds and there is evidence that they 

conducted agriculture from gravels apparently garned into the soil at 

Endeavour Inlet. It is possible that these people, in adjusting themselves 

to,the environment were responsible for inducing the kamahi-rev1arewa 

association of Queen Charlotte Sound. The people who followed the Ngati 

Mamoe ( tangata whenua) seem to have had difficulty in adjusting to the 

Sounds for the region was a poor example of their culture. The related 

tribes of Ngati kuia in the Pelorus (about 1550) and Rangitane (ah~ut 

· 1650) were in occupation when Cook visited the area, and he writes 

11The people live dispers 1d along the shore in search of 
their daily bread which is fish and firn roots, for they 
Cultivate no part of the lands 114 · 

and considers there to have been no more than three or foor hundred people 

in Queen Charlotte Sound. Cook laid out gardens but these were allowed 

to revert. 

In the nineteenth century ther_e appears to have been an agricultural 

revival, possibly due to the introduction of potatoes. This probably is 

related to the establishment of shore-based whaling stations by Guard at 

Te Awai ti in 1827 and Port Underwood in 1828, for it was reported in 1810 

that 

"there is few if arw ~tives thiire 11 5 

and in 1828 a new Maori migration, that of Ngati awa, took place. . · The 

new European settlers made no major changes in the landscape but they did 

fann in the offseason and the farm of .Arthur Elmslie is described thus: 
. . . 

"Outside the rough fences enclosing hou~e and pa were 
approximately twenty acres of land cultivated by spade 
and h~ and used for growing potatoes, ku:mera, swedes, 
turnips, other European vegetables and fruit trees. 
Here a native chief had planted a field of wheat with 

4 Cook's Journal for February 7th 1770. Wnru::ton edition 1893, page 192. 

5 William Leith to Messrs. Lord Williams and Thompson, April 15th 1810 
in R, McNab op. cit. p 221. 



Table 3 :- Agncul.tu.ral Statistics for the Sounds and .Adjacent J,,reas 18551 

Europeans 

Queen Charlotte 
Sound. 

(areas in acres) 

Wheat 2i 
Potatoes 8¼ 
Maize 1½ 
Oats -

Barley -

Garden and Orchard 1½ 
Other Crops 1 

Total 15 

(stock numbers) 

Horned cattle 366 
Goats 1402 
Pigs 593 
Sheep 950 
Horses 4 

Total 3315 

(population numbers) 

Males 79 
Females 36 

Total 115 

Wakapuaka 
to Pelorus 

and D'Urville 
Island 

80 
50 
30 
20 
4 

10 
10 

204 

70 
60 

120 

7 

257 

119 
4-8 

167 

Maoris 

Queen Charlotte 
Sound and 
Port Gore 

30 
20 
10 

1 
2· 

63 

· 35
150
250

4-35 

197 
139 

336 

Port Underwood 
and Wairau 

50 
30 
12 
10 
2 
4-
6 

·114

20 

50 

14 

84-

91 
57 

11;.8 

1 Nelson Provincial Council, Statistics of the Province of Nelson New Zeal :for the Year 1855, Nelson,. 1856 
and Nelson Provincial  Council, Government Gazette of the Province of Nelson, New Zealand., 185 • 

Tota]. 

16u 
108} 
53½ 
30 
6 

16½ 
19 

4-96 

491 
·.d612

1013
950 
25 

3091 

4-86 
280 

766 

6 



seed given him by Jacky Love (another whaler). The 
wheat was ground in J aokson I s water mill on the other 
side of the Island (.Arapiwa) ••• pigs, poultry, goats 
and cows wander through" 
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Native agriculture imitated this pattern with grain and vegetables on the 

river flats, §.pd potatoes grown under shifting agriculture in clearings 

burnt., on the terraces and hills? 

The precise extent of this agriculture cannot be ascertained but 

it appears to have reached its acme about 184-0~ From this date, whaling 

fell off heavily and by 184-7 only one station, Te Awaiti, was working, while 

in 1843 af'ter the Wairau Incident the bulk of the Maori populace fled to its 

Tara.r& homeland• The whalers remained, turning their attention to stock 

rearing, and every white cited in Brunner I s 11Complete11 list of the whites 

in the Sounds in 1854- is in fact a former whaler~ But maey Maori cultivat

ions reverted to scrub, although the extent of Maori agriculture as late as 

1855 should not be underestimated. (Table 3). 

2o EARLY EUROPE.AN Em.olT.ATI0N 

In 1854 the Sounds was purchased from the Maoris in the second 

Waitohi Purchase and the next quarter of a century is a period of' laborious 

clearing of the f'lats and l0Wer hills for European settlement and the 

gradual abandonment of all >their· clearings by the Maoris. Most of' the 

6 R. Doreen Caygl.11, Te Aww. ti• Whaling Station: · .An Essay on Whaling in and 
around Cook Strait, M.A. Thesis, University of New Zealand, Christchurch, 

1948, p 20. 

7 Ernest Dief:tenbaoh, "First Report· to the New Zealand Company on the · 
Physical Condition and Natural Histor,y_ of Queen Charlotte's.Sound, 
Cloudy Bay, Tory Channel, Port Nicholson and the surrounding country in 
Supplementary Information relative to New Zealand, London, 1850, p 83. 

8 

9 

G • .A. Selwyn, 11A Journal of the. Bisho 1s Visitation Tour throu h his 
Diocese 11 , London, 1851. A Wakefield I Despatch extracts II to the 
New Zealand Company. Supplementary Information relative to New 
Zealand, 1850, p 13. 

Dieffenbach, op. cit. 

J.W~ Barnicoat, Journa.J?of a voyage from Gravesend to Nelson, 1841-2, 
typescript from original MS in Turnbull Library, p 55. 

Rev. Samuel Iron?ides and Rev. J .H. Bumby reported in A.D. McIntosh 
"Marlborough A Provincial History11 , Blenheim, 1940, pp 56 and 58. 

Elizabeth Huntingdon, Early Days in the Marlborough Sounds, M.A. Thesis, 
University of' New Zealand, 1931. 

Cited in c. A. MacDonald Pages from the Past, Blenheim, 1901, ·pp 249-50. 



clearanceoof the forest in this period was done by timber milling which 

began following the first sales of land by the· Crovm at Ma.hakipawa in 18571 O 

Though without r�ad access, stands of timber in the Sounds were initially· 

favoured by deep water.access and· settled land tenure, and a reacy·market 

for Sounds timber, mainly rimi.t with Kahikatea from swampy areas and totiira 

and matai from the higher land, was found i n  Christchurch and Wa.YJ.ga.nui, 

with lesser quantities going to Wellington, Westport and Dunedin. Besides 

being; responsible for clearing, tl1.e timber industry is important also in 
·' 

establishing lines of colilllll11ication with Canterbury and Wanganui which were

followed by farm produce for many years, and in introducing large punts 

which were used for transferring sawn timber to ships lying at anchor off 

C!ullens Point and the Grovee

Dw'.'ing the 1860 1 s five sawrrdlls were operating at Link�1ater (see 

Appendix Two) and in the peak yea:r here, 1867, timber valued at £20,000 

( some 5¾ million board feet) was cut out 11 at the Grove and Mahakipawa

alone. In a period of twenty years three thousand acres and over seventy 

five million feet of timber was felled. AP, the millable timber was 

exhausted, the sawmills moved to Inner Pelorus and Kenepuru and cleared 

land at·Linkwater was put into sown grass. Stumping was done from the 

first and by the mid 1860 1 s Linkwater wa..s a landscape of green fields a'l'ld 

ploughed land. Stock farming predominated, mainly of Hereford and 

Shorthorn cattle because the damp climate and wet land encouraged scrub, 

and footrot in sheep. 

In the Inner Pelorus and Kenepuru, stands of timber were smaller 

and more· scattered than at Linlmater and the bush tramway was here 

supplanted by steam tugs and rafting of timber. Mills were operating 

as early as 1866 at Havelock and Tuna Bay and as the flats were occupied 

for fanning many others sprang up. Most were small and transient but some 

of the larger mills worked for ll\8-IlY years some by being shifted about as 

stands were exhausted, others by rafting timber considerable distances like 

the mill at Kenepuru.Head. A13 in Linkwater the flats were used for 

fattening cattle which were shipped to markets. 

10 

11 

The first sawmill mey in fact have been in the Croisilles where a Mr 
Deck held a timber license from 1858. But no c6nfinnation of this is 
available. 

· Marlborough Press, September 3rd, 1867.
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Table 4 : European Pop:alation of the Sounds at Selected Census Dates 

1881 1911 

Northwest 

Outer Pelorus 

Arapawa 

Tory Channel 

Outer Sounds 

C-roisilles

Inner Pelorus 

Queen Charlotte 

Southeast 

Inner Hilla

Kenepuru 

Linkwater 

Inner Flats 

Soup.da 

39 

66 

21 

32 

158 

260 

1881 

112 

300 

718 

1 probably excessive d�e to.sawmilling
2 probably excessive due to whiling

161 

118 

li-1 

53 

373 

1081 

2331 

97 
1 

172 

610 

282 

138, 

420 

1403 

1926 

151 _ 

138 

47 

902 

426 

29 

132 

112 

107 

380 

193 

189 

382 

1188 

123 

136. 

24 

61 

372 

35 

80 

183 

13.5 

433 

148 

139 

287 

3 probably excessive due to gold mining at Cape Jackson, 1874-81 and
antj.,mony mining at Endeavo;ur Inlet, 1875 ·- 91, 

Source·: Returns for the Censuses of 1881, 1911, 1926 and 19.56, 

1956 
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But not aJ.l the clearing was done by milling. Before 1854 areas of 

hill country were cleared on .Arapawa Island and about Port Underwood. by 

burning and ·-1_he hills used for sheep grazing. The first sheep were run by 

Flood from 181+7, and by 1854 one whaler is reported to have been running 
12 a thousand sheep. But it ,vas the introduction of Depasturage Regulations 

(passed in 1853) which really bega.11 the sheep industry in the Sounds. 

While more accessible grasslands were available elsewhere, progress was 

slow and in 1861 .Archdeacon Harper wrote 

"I doubt if such a wilderness will ever be colonised e;x:cept 
through the discovery of gold:' 13 

But ten years later almost every bay in the Sounds had its clearing and sheep 

were running both on the clearings and. in the bush. It is doubtful 

whether many runholders were fu�filling the stocking requirements of the 

Regulations and. only at Otarawao, Crichtons Peninsula, French Pass, Cape 

Jackson and adjacent to Tory Channel are clearings shown in Figure 13; 

with one freehold area about Lochmat"a also extensively cleared; but the 

larger runs survived where many of the miniature bay-head farmers could 

not make even a subsistence living from a few cows, fish and fruit. 

However eve� by 1880 stock numbers were still very small (Table � and half 

the region's populace still_gai.ned a living from timber milling or mining. 

(Table 5). 

3o THE DEVELOPMENT OF FllRMING 

In the fifteen years before 1895 timber milling virtually disappeared 

as an important landscape phenomenon. But its replacement by burning in 

the forest was slow for these were years of depression. The centre of 

sawmilling had by 1880 moved to the Kenepuru and within a decade most of the 

flats had been cleared of millable timber. The hills were largely avoided 

because of the costs involved in milling and in the face of the low returns 

and paucity of orders induced by the depression and the introduction of 

competition from rail-served forests;4 the larger Sounds nri.l.ls closed d�vn.

12 

13 

14 

MacDonald loc. ci t. 

Archdeacon Harper, Letters from New· Zealand, July 20th 1861, Auckland, 
1914. 

Marlborough E312.resi:!, June 23rd, 1883. 
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By 18,5 only one mill was still operating in the Kenepuru and the mills which 

had then recently opened at Wangarei, Okiwi Bay and Okoha were defunct by 

1910. By.�910 the flats of the Sounds were cleared of tiniber (Fig. 14) and. 

where milling was being done on the hills. it was by small millers ( often 

farmers supplementing their income) operating pit saws and cutting some podo

carps but mainly beech for sleepers for the North Isln.nd Main Trunk Railway. 

As the flats were cleared and sawmills closed down, clearing of 

the hills by fire increased in areal im:portance. Even during the depressior+ 

when hill country already cleared became infested by tauhinu and. the cutover 

flats reverted to fern and scrub, new .hill clearing was stimulated by lease

hold. tenures; 5 and· as economic conditions eased after 1895 and. larger

holdings were taken up in the Outer Sounds, the tempo increased. Most of 

the clearing was by firing standing timber rather than c lear-felling before 

burning because of t.1-le costs involved and in conseq_ue:nce the initial buildup 

in fertility was not great. (Plate 7.) Moreover the capita1 resources of 

many settlers often resulted in seed not being sown on the cleared land or 

the land being understocked, especially during the 1880 1 s. And often the 

seed which was sown was unsuited to the naturally l_ow fertility of the land. 

In oonseq_uence fern and manuka reversion ,vas encouraged and vri thin four or 

five years of the initial b-nrn a second burn was usually necessary and 

another five yea:rs later. Even on better land three or four burns were 

necessary before weeds could be curbed by stocking, and throughout the 

Sounds after forest clearing·had ceased regular burning of scrub became a 

standard practice, 

In this period the characteristic features of the pattern of farming 

became established. At first, the scrub-covered flats were.mainly utilised 

for cattle fattening. But as the flats were cleared and stumped, the 

numbers of dairy cattle increased. especially from 1895 when every flat in the 

Sounds, and. much of the easier hill country on small leaseholds, was running 

small dairy herds. At first butter was churned on the fa.nns and sent to 

Picton, Wellington and Havelock, but with the opening of butter factories at 

P:inohia (1905) and Havelock (1906) and a cheese factory at the Grove (1910) 

fresh cream and milk were sent out by many farms. (Plate 8). 

Sheep from the first, graz�d. the hills. Initially they were 

merinos grazed for their wool, but in 1890 a small freezing works was 

15 Perpetual Lease 1882 and Lease in Perpetuity 1892.
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PLATE 7. The relic of a standing bum, Locbmara Bay.

This area is now a scenic. reserve. Slopes are completely

scrub covered although grass has survived on ridgetops.

' ' . ' 

PLATE 8. Linkwater Dairy Factory, The Grove.

A cheese factory which operated between 1910 and 1953.

It is now motels! 
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. opened in Picton and in the next decade farmer.s changed ·over to crossbreds 

and halfbreds which.were fattened on the rich grass growth of recently 

burnt hills. After 1900 the impetus of clearing fell off and the initial 

fertility of many areas in the Inner Sounds also declined. Fewer fats 

were sent off and more re.tro.ned as breeding e\ves. But at the peak of this 

trend some thirty thousand sheep were sent each year to the freezing works 

at Picton16 and others to Wanganui in addition to stores which mostly went 

to Wanganui. 

Before 1895 little money was available for stumping on the flats 

and cropping waa unimportant. But as the stumped area was expanded, 

cropland increased especially after 1898. Most of the increase of cropland 

was in the extension of the acreage of oats in response to the need for chaff 

.faJ:' horse teams working cin the constrnction of the North Island Mai.>J. Trunk 

Railway. Other small a.ieeas of commerci_al crops were grown but most of 

the balance was in feed crops for stock, turnips and a little green•.:fued for 

sheep and cattle and peas for pigs. After 1907 the inflated demand for 

oats ceased and cropping resumed a more normaJ. and minor place in the 

Sounds farmscape with the balance of the cropland being sown to permanent 

pasture • 

. The development of farming paraJ.lelled a development in coromunic-

ations. As.··early as 1881-2 stock tracks had been constructed from 

Whatamongo to Ha.kahaka, Waitaria to Manaroa and Torea to Portage and in 

the decade after 1892 several hundred miles of bridal tracks, and stock 

tracks between Te Mahia and Onahau, Anakiwa and The Grove and Wangarei and 

Ranga, were constructed out of leasehold revenues. Despite their 

importance in developing stock fanning, these tracks were allowed to 

fall into disrepair after 1902 as regular steamer and oil launch communi= 

cations. matured. And as internal communications inrproved, the Sounds 

came to rely less heavily for its markets on Wanganui and more heavily on 

the south. 

As internal communications developed, so did the s·ounds recreation 

industry. As early as _ 1879 the Union Steam Ship Company was running 

16 R. J. S. Murchison, ;pers. comm.
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PLATE 9. The Portage, Kenepuru Sound, 19·0�. 
The strategic location of this farmhouse at a te:nninus of 
the first road connecting Queen Charlotte and Kenepuru Sounds, 
favoured early operation as a guesthouse. When this photo
graph was taken, twenty years later, farming was still pros
perous and the pastures fairly clean. The road to Torea 
climbs up the hill; · a bridal track runs parallel to the shore. 

PLATE 10. Secondary Grovrth, Penguin Bey. 
The landscape relic of a fann which reverted to the Crown 
during the Depression of the 1930 1 s. 
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cruises in the Sounds and in 1881 the Portage opened as a guesthouse. 

(Plate 9). By 1910 at least fourteen other farmhouses were also taldng 

in guests. 

By 1910, .the Sounds .was a 

11 log strewn landscape wi tM:il.ackened stumps of forest relics 
and sawmilling(i17 

Clearing was complete.except on the higher faces ana already the long 
~ j•:· ... ~:-c:l .... 

battle against reversion had begun. Farming had reached its acme with 

dairying ax:i,d croppinis both important and the recreation industry }md mad.e 

a beginning. 

4-., MATURITY 

.After 191 O, bush clearing was intermittent, the. extension of the 

frontiers of fanning to their economic limit and beyond. The only 

extensive clearing was on individualised Maori blocks at ~ndeavour Inlet, 

Port Gore, Okoha and East Bay, and at Wekenui where farming began in 

conjunction with whaling in 1922. Elsewhere clearing was in the beech 
. . . 

forests of the high country often on land recently released by the Crovm. 

Little felling was· done: the only large sawmill worked at Rimu Bay for 

three years and the smaller mills were cutting for domestic consumption 

or cutting beeches for sleepers. Fire in standing timber was the chief 

agent of clearance. It was also the. principal means of keeping the hills 

clear and much concern was being expressed at its consegµences. In 1919 

the Commissioner of Crown Lands advocated extensive planting of exotics. 

Little official notice was taken but many farmers did plant exotics in the 

Pelorus and these are now reaching millable age. 

The war decade was the golden yea:rs _of Sounds pastoralism. 
. . . 

Supported by buoyant prices, the improved area anq sheep numbers were 

maintained at a high level and dairying on the flats c9ntinued to increase -

in Linkwater at the expense of sheep. But cropland was now reduced and 

on the hills the harvesting of cocksfoot practicaliy ceased after 1918, in 

wJ.,,J.ch year only two hundred acres· were cute · The decade saw the regionh 

17 Edward E. Owen, New Zealand about 1 16: unpublished 
M.A. Thesis, University of New Zealand, 
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population reach a peak-- and the beginning of a long decline in Queen 

Charlotte and Inner Pelorus. 

The second decade of this period marks the beginning of the decline 

of farming in the Sounds, especially in the older established inner areas, 

with serious infestation by fern and scrub. This was the natural consecru= 

ence of overdevelopment, of overburning and overclearing with too little 

money being spent on scrub cutting, fencing, seeding and stocking in 

conjunction with burning; 8 Eut for much of the Sounds there was no 

alternative to carefree burning. In 1919-20 pastoral prices fell heavily 

and low prices prevailed throughout the' 1920 1 s. Finance was not available 

to the farmers who most needed it, and labour coulct·not be obtained. Eut 

the innate conservatiemof an isolated area also provided obstacles to 

improvement. Throughout the Sounds,the sheep population fell, especially 

on the hill country of Inner P�lorus and Queen Charlotte where a number 

of. farms were amalgamated or reverted to the Crovm (Plate 10). i.' From the. 

1920' s farming retreated to the flats. In Linkwater dairying continued to 

increase at the expense of cropland because of the ti;ny size of farms, but 

elsewhere, although dairying remained important it was declining. · The 

Pinohia dairy factory closed in 1926 and the Havelock factory in 1932; 

the steamer services to Wellington cease·d about 1925; and in Queen Charlotte 

Sound the Cream Run was discontinued. JJ.though regular mail launch services 

were operating from Picton and Havelock from 1922, these did not foster 

dairying and on the flat land, except in Linkwater increased emphasis 

was laid on feed cropping and the fattening of sheep and wethers. Ey 1934-, 

the number of sheep being sent to_ the works at Picton, had risen once more 

to 24-,000. 

As farming began to decline, increasing numbers of farms turned to 

taking in guests, ai'ter 1923 when the Wellington-Picton ferry service 

commenced. Ey 1934- more than thirty farms were operating as guesthouses 

· and in Christmas week of that year it was estimated that 600 people were

·in the guesthouses of the Kenepuru and Inner Pelorus and 200 in those at

Tirimoana and .Anakiwa. Another eight hundred people were also on holiday

18 .A.H. Smith 11Points in S01.mds Country Management" N.Z. Journ, Agric.
Vol.16, 1918, pp 39-4-6. 



TabJ.e 6 : 

1878 

1881 

1886 

1891 

1896 

1901 

· 1906 

1911 

1916 

1921 

1926 

1936 

194-5 

1951 

1956 

The Growth o:f' Recreational Land Utilisation in the Sounds 
Illustrated by C'ormty Population and Bufillding Stat:i.stics 

11de f'acto" 
population 

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

1000 

84-7 

-

862 

94-6 

-

''Residential 11
population 

-

-

-

-

-·

-

-

-

-

891 

831 

-

776 

84-7 

-

hotels and 
guesthouses 

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

3 

5 

4 

4 

12 

-

-

Source : Population Census Returns. 

dwellings untenanted Total 
normally dwellings dwellings 
inhabited aaad b.aches and houses 

138 4 14.2 

134 2 136 

125 11 . 136 

156 1 157 

158 .3 161 

2011- 31 235 

229 22 251 

220 19 239 

223 5 228 

190 .. 190 

177 54- 231 

224 3€, 260 

192 107 328 

2-4-9 2-4-5 494 

24-1 2(4 445 



in the Pelorus and Kenepuru Sound.a, four hu:ndred along the Grove arm;9 and

still others in Queen Charlotte Sound. But the operation of gu.esthouses

was often at the expense of the farm. Farming also contributed in another

way to the growth of recreational land utilisation in this periodo In 1916

the government had taken over a section of the Grov_e arm and declared it a

scenic reserve. But the foreshore it retained and subdivided this into

sections for holiday houses. The success of this subdivision prompted

commercial interests at VTaikawa, and then the farmers of Onahau and Lochmara

to follow suit and by 1926 the beginning of a marked increase in the number

of baohes ,Ill/3jY be noted. (Tal;>le 6)� . Most·holiday makers were from

Wellington, · yet another link. in the economic chain which bound the Sounds

to Wellington until the South Island Main Trunk Railway was completed in

5o THE DECLINE OF FARMING 

Like the Development phase this period begins with economic

stagnation. But this depression delivered Sounds farming to a decline

wh.i.cli has continued since. During the 1930 1 s not only did revenue fall

but also finance became almost impossible to obtain except for larger

fru.-ms mainly in the Outer Sou.."1.d.s.· With fa.i.url.ng already at odds with the

environment, the attempts of farmers to· economise on labour, fencing and

stock, or by more extensive farming follo.ving amalgamation of properties,

resulted only in acute reversion and reduced carrying capacities. Many

farmers resorted to other avenues of income - some sold their higher land

back to the goveniment, others sold to meighbouring farmers or subdivided

parts of their farms for holiday houses. Many small sawmills were opened
_,,,.---.... 

and one farmer turned his land over to exotic forestry. ( B��)most fanners
'· 

�
.,,., 

.... 

resorted to the increasing use of fire often without surface sowing.

B fire �sed ind:isor.i.Ininately o'annot oont�l weeds and the hills - e
.
speoiaJ.ly

the more difficult higher oountr,y. and shady faces - reverted to heavy fern

and. scrub except in the drier southeaat. (Fig. 15) • The flats declined

too, with the faJ.ling off in fattening of sheep and cattle and the produc- .

tion.of cream and the attendant.restriction of cropping and pasture

replacement. Ana throughout the Sounds but especially on the hill

19 Pelorus News Bulletin, January 2nd, 193.5.
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country of the Inner Sounds sheep and cattle_numbers fell without check. 

There were·however some bright spots in a dismal picture; as it was 

accepted that reversion_was a function of diminished fertility some fa.nners

even during the depression began using phosphate on the hill country - at 

Manaroa, Te TbwaJca and Okoha - and basic slag became w:i.dely used at Link-

water. 

The war brought li ti\le relief to the Sounds, for although pr:i,ces 

improved, most of the region was too deteriorated to benefit from them. 

Many farmers became reconciled to the hopelessness of their position and 

either continued to burn a living from-the land or abandoned the battle. 

The trickle of land reverting to the Crown became a torrent, and the sale 

of land for holiday honses becrune the most profitable source of ma.r,y 

farmers; income in Queen Charlotte Sound.. Some farmers -began planting 

exotic·s for milling and others turned to lettingJ:eohes, 

their fann production� 

But fe,..v increased 

Until 1950 the farming future of the Sounds was in jeoparay. 

Then came the spectacular upsurge of wool prices in November of 1950. 

The repercussions of the "wool boom" and the subseq_uent seasons of 

favourable prices were mainly confined to the two valley-flat regions and 

to the Northvrest and Outer Pelorus, for elsewhere the depressed state of 

fanning was too great for faxms to take advantage of improved conditions. 

In the four sub.regions most _affected by the wool prices of 1950-57, �he 

Northv1est, Outer Pelorus, Kenepuru and Linkwater) an intensive programme 

of' mechanisation, pasture improvement and soil improvement has been ma_de pos

sible, and eince 1954 a halt bas been brought to the fall in stock numbers 

and these are now increasing. Reading to French Pass began in 1954, and 

in 1962 the first moves were mar.le to link the Kenepuru to the rest of the 

South Island. But most of the Sounds hill-country has continued to go 

back. Unable to taJce advantage of the wool prices, fa.nners have continued 

in their traditionally backward methods of farming, and the continuation 

of many of these farms appears to be a. matter of time. In Queen Charlotte 

and, with the disastrous spread of Spanish heath, in the Southeast, the end 

of farming is very near. Holiday houses - and today the conmercial sub-

d.i.vision is the rule rather than the farm subdivision - and scenic reserves 
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are becoming dominant. In the Inner Pelorus, much of the Croisilles, and 

also in Tory Channel, much of the area is still in farmland but the chences 

are against a fanning revival and the process of reversion is well awanced. 

In Arapawa, this process is still fairly ·youthful and w:i. th reading and aerial 

farming, farmland may yet be developed. 



PLATE 11. A typical Northwest Land.scape: Te Towaka. 
A land.scape of pasture improved by oversowing and top
dressing, in this case with a blower which explains the 
extensive track development. The pines in the fore
ground have been planted to control erosion. 

PLATE 12. An Outer Pelorus Landscape: Okoha. 



CHAPTER FOUR 

THE CONTEMPORARY PATTERN OF L.AND TJTIT,IS.ATION 

THE REGIONAL PATTERN OF LAND USE 

(In conjunction with this se.ction reference should be 
made to: 

Figure 16, 
Figure 17, 
Figure 18, 
Figure 15, 
Figure 19,
Table 7, 
Table · 8

1 

(a) The Outer Sounds

Land Cover, 1961-62 
Land Utilisation, 1961-62 
Dominant Weeds, 1961-62
Land Cover, 194-2-43 
Changes in Utilisation 

. Land Cover, 1961-62 
Land Utilisation, 1961-62)

Over half of the pasture and nearly half of the farmland of the 

Sounds is located in the four subregions of the Outer Sounds,· where two 

thirds of the land cover is pasture, and eighty five per cent of the area 

is utilised for the farming of sheep and beef cattle� Cropping is largely 

impossible because of the nature of the terrain and the success and intensity 

of pastoral farming rests heavily upon the nature of the pasture. In the 

four subregions a large part of the pasture is ii_iiproved or in a relatively 

clean condition, but while the overall proriortion of pasture in each sub

region ranges from sixty to eighty per cent there is a marked deterioration 

in the quality of the pasture from west to east, from the Northwest to Tory 

Channel. This· is accompanied by a decline in the intensity of stock 

fanning, and in many respects the pastures and fanning of Tory Channel are 

more characteristic of the Iru1er Hills than-of the Outer Sounds. 

(i) Improved pasture establishes the character of the Northwesto

(Plate 11). This pasture is an. association of browntop (Agrostis tenuis) 

and danthonia often with silver tussock above one thousand feet, but it is 

inrproved in the sense that topdressing has made possible the establishlnent 

of clovers (white clovei�, Trif.olilun repen.s, and subterranean clover, 

T. subterraneum) which are encouraging the emergence of higher fertility

grasses especially perennial ryegrass (Lolium perenne). Weed growth is

controlled by juaicious stocking and most of pasture is subdivided into well

fenced paddocks of fifty to one hundred acres. Fern is the major weed

problem, with tauhinu serious only on sunny slopes but although weed control

As e:x;plained in Chapter One, the classification of utilisation is on 
the basis of the dominant economic function of legal se'6.tions. 

1

1 
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and establishment of clovers is easier on shaded slopes it is the sunny 

slopes which contain most of the improved pasture. This anomaly derives 

from differences in access to reading and in the economic ability to 

improve. Shaded pastures are mainly in b;r-owntop range and deteriorated 

pasture which, because the extensive use of fire to control weed growth 

in the subregion has been restricted since widespread pasture improvement 

(mO.We by social than by legal sanctions2), is reverting, to manuka and t'aHhinu 

,rather than to fern, 

Much deteriorated pasture is becoming scrub but the largest areas 

of scrub a.re presently in the Marine Reserve at French Pass and on fann-

land about Turner Peale. Manulca, and to some extent fern, is also found 

down gullies and along foreshores. In Hamil ton Bay a small area of 

Cape Tulip (Homeria collina) has been smothered by sixty acres of Pinus 

insignis. plantation. Elsewhere exotics have been planted for the shelter 

of homesteads, although in three casses (at Port Ligar, Fre�ch Pass and 

Te Towaka) they have been planted to control gully erosion. Erosion, 

excepting sheet erosion, is not generally severe however, Native forest 

occupies only thirteen per cent of the region's area and is chiefly beech 

forest, although broadleai's and second growth species comprise two blocks 

below Crichtons Hill. Fores� fonns the cover of most of the non-farmland, 

although more than half of the forest is in fact on farmland. 

(ii) Because of its greater amplitude of relief, the Outer Pelorus

has a higher percentage of forest than is normal in the Outer Sounds 

(thirtyone per cent). (Plate 12). As in most of the region, virgin 

forest is largely nothofagus forest above fifteen hundred feet. But in 

this subregion the forest probes dovm the steeper gullies where patches of 

2 Under the Forest and Rural Fires,· Act 1955, the lighting of fires in the
open within a mile of a 11 state area" is prohibited, unless a permit 
has been issued by the local fire anthori ty. This restriction applies 

· to most of the Sounds other than Port Underwood and in practice all
persons lighting fires. have to obtain a permi.t from the local fire
authority which, except in Linkwater (which is under the control of the
NeW Zealand Forest Service), is the tl.eii�rtroent of Lands and Survey.
The local Fire Officers, to whom Powers are delegated, may refuse
permits when burning might· endanger other properties, .but there is
no authority for them to prohibit burning simply because it is excessive
in other respects.



PLATE 13. A typical Arapawa Landscape: Otanera.u. 
This landscape is rather more unkempt. The da:rlc pat·o:l) 
on the hill on the left is a recently burnt area. 

PLATE 14. A typical To:cy Channel Landscape: Te Awai ti. 
This is a more shady example, though the slope in the 
foreground is a sunny slope. Te Awai ti was the site 
of the first whaling station in the region. 
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the original lowland broadleaf cover and small areas of podoca.rps (at 

Okohu, Port Gore and Beatrix Bay) remain. In .the Okoha Valley a stand of 

timber composed almost entirely of podocapps is found on the valley floor 

and is presently being milled and milling rights are held. over millable 

timber el·sewhere in the region on private land. But over half of the 

forest is in Crown reserve and the few millable trees here will not be 

felled. Below the forest manuka, fern and taUh:inu occupy land which was 

cleared for farming, but which has been retired. Scrub and second grovrth 

elsewhere in the subregion are mainly on shady faces where reversion has 

beaten the farmer, or in the scenic reserves on Tawaroa Point and Cape 

Lambert,, Neither scrub nor deteriorated pasture cover a large area •. 

Forty seven per cent of the subregion is under improved or range·pastures, 

but stock fa:vming is less intensive than in the Northwest, where pasture 

improvement by topdressing and oversowing is more widely practiced, and 

where fencing is in a better condition to pernrl.t managed grazing and weed 

control. Improvement in this subregion is severely handicapped by difficul� 

ities of transport and of construction of tracks and airstrips, and the 

conversion of unimproved pastures is still in its early stages. Although, 

with improvement, the establishment of English grasses and clovers is 

fac:! .. 1Hated by the cl.amp olitnate, more than half of the relatively clean 

pastures are under unimproved danthonia and tussock grassland; in which 

fire is frequently used. In some areas fern has been burnt out, and 

tauhinu and manuka are the dominant weeds, giving p�tures an unkempt 

a;ppe arance. 

(iii) Stock fanning in Arapm'la is more extensive than in the previous

subregions. (Plate 13). Only a small area of the cleaner grassland is 

improved because of the difficulities imposed by the terrain on tracking 

and airstrip construction. Pasture topdressing and oversowing has been 

prs.cticed at Onauku but the fljlt lamb production from this locality is an 

exception to farming in the subregion.. T):J.e landscape is a typical bush-
. 

. 

burnt one and although the dry and windy climate retards reversion, it also 

checks grass growth and deteriorated pasture and scrub are areally more 

important in this subregion than in the previous subregions. The stand-

ard of pasture management here is lower and frequent burning has induced. 



PLATE 15. A Fann Land.scape in the Croisilles; Wairangi. 
The white area on the distant flat has recently been 
disced. 

PLATE 16. The Inner Pelorus Landscape: World's End, Tennyson Inlet. 
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· the dominance of woody weeds rather than fern. Burning is \.msatisfactory 

for the control of tauhinu (Cassinia Vauvilliersii) while it appears to 

encourage the grO\vth of Spanish Heath (Erica lusitanica) which is beginning

to threaten the existence of farming. Land use appears to be following a

course of decline, in contrast to that of the Northwest and Outer Pelorus.

(iv) In Tory Channel this deterioration :i:n cover and utilisation.

is more advanced. (Plate 14). There is less relatively clear pasture 

than in Arapmva and, except on the flats, where disc:!ng and resowing is 

practiced to control rushes (Juncus polyan thernos), its maintenance is 

entirely by increasingly freqµent burning, which is encouraging the growth 

of heath on sunny slopes and gorse (Ulex euz:�paeus). on\ , shady faces.

1m in.er-easing area of deteriorated pasture, already more than one third 

of the subregion;s cover, is forcing stock farming of a more extensive nature 

with increasing emphasis upon wool production, The area of scrub if 

increasing at the expense of pasture but also at the expense of forest 

for in the past decade several hundred acres of forest on Taraukruva and at 

Ngaruru have been destroyed by accidental fires. The subregion is becoming 

increas:ingly used for recreational purposes and fire is one of the,hazards

of this use. 

(b) The Inner Hills

Deterioration of land cover and diversification of land utilisation 

characterise the Inner Hills. More than half of the cleared area,.once in 

pasture, has reverted to scrub or second growth, and a further fifth is in 

deteriorated pasture. . Moreover much of the clearer .pasture is confined to 

the smallest of th� subregio:ns, the Croisilles. In conse g_uence the 

importance of farming is diminishing and, especially s:ince the war, roan,y 

thousands of acres have been retired from farming and devoted in particular 

to redreational uses and scenic reserves. 

(i) The Croisilles is to some extend; transitional between the Outer and i 
Inner Sounds (Plates 15·& 32) for a lthough the areas of pastures and 

fa:nnland are not great, they are more important than in the other Inner 

Hills subregions. Improved pastures, less than two hundred acres in 

extent, are confined entirely to the flats where reversion to gorse and 

rushes is controlled by discing or ploughing usually followed by a feed or 

·i· 

ii 
i; 

'.if 
:1 



seed crop. The sunny slopes of ·the hill count:r:y north of Croisilles 

Harbour between the ultramatic belts, and to the east, are range or 

deteriorated pasture, poorly fenced native grassland maintained by burning 

and used for extensive grazing of wool sheep. The shady slopes, and much 

of the southern shore of the Harbour, have reverted to manuka s01ub, with 

tauhinu on sunny slopes, but little fern. -Reversion has been encouraged 

by the abandonment of farmland, in Pelorus Sound before the wa:r (now 

largely in second growth), and mainly in the Croisiiles subsegµently 

(over ten thousand acres in the past decade). Most of this abandoned 

land is now "unutilised11
, but at Okiwi Bay and in Pelorus Sound (Elaine 

Bay and Fitzroy Bay) land has been taken over as ·scenic reserves or for 

recreational purposes, and one attempt has been made to establish a pine 

planation. Native forest, occupying more than one thi:rd of the subregion, 

is predominantly beech forest or mineral belt scrub, but there are millable 

podocarps on private land at Ok:iwi Bay and Wanga:rei where the forest 

reaches down the valleys, and these are being intermittently ex_ploi ted. 

(ii) More than any other subregion in the Sounds the Inner Pelorus is 

dominated by native forest� (Plate 16). Here virgin forest extends 

unbroken, very often from the water's_ edge, to ridges of over three thousand 

feeto The forest is mostly beech but_ scattered millable pod.oca.cys do 
. 

� 

remai:n., .A13 eighty five :per cent of the forest is reserved to the Crown�. 

milling is confined to the few pockets of timber on private land, at 

Nikau, Nydia, Tuna and Yncyca Bays.· Second growth and scrub occupy only 

a small part of the cleared land, and are found entirely on shaded _slopes,

At Penguin Bay and Fairy Bay second growth marks the clearings of two farms 

which failed to survive tho depression of the 1930 1 s, and manuka (nearer 

Havelock) and fern denote more recently abandoned farms. This land has 

become scenic reserve, recreational or unutilised. 

most of the cleared land is poor and deteriorated. 

Pasrliure wh:i.ch comprises 

On the hills range 

pasture is being steadily lost to fern and its maintenance even on sunny 

slopes regµires regular burning� Oversow:i.ng and topdressing �ve been 

practiced but at an almost prohibitive cost. Most pasture improvement 

3 Behind Tennyson Inlet there is an unbroken stretch of reserves
aggregating 23,045 acres. 
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PLATE 17. A typical Queen Charlotte Landscape: Loobmara.

Seoondacy growth is emerging from ma.nuke. a.nd fern on the

hills. Holiday houses occupy foreshore areas. 

PLATE 18. A typical Southeast Landscape: Shakespeare Bay.

Only the flats are usable . Heavy scrub and self-sown

pines occupy the hills.
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has been on flats and lower slopes where discing and ploughing, sometimes in· 

. assocation with'fertilizer, permit the maintenance of English grassland in 

spite of the shady nature of the Valleys. When grass is resown it is 

usually preceded by a crop of turnips. The flats in themselves are not 

large enough to be economic units and are associated wi_th bill count:cy which 

is used. as runoff for sheep and cattle. .At Tuna Bey exotic pines have 

been planted successfully on the hills, but most pines in the subregion 

are self-sovm and part of the reversion scrub association. 

(iii) and (iv) A similar pattern appears in Queen Charlotte and the 

Southeast (Plates 17 & 18) but certain features have a different signific-

ance. Virgin forest which covers only a third of the two subregions is 

extensive only in the high count:cy- behind Picton and Endeavour Irilet; 

elsewhere it fo1""ill$ small patches on ridges and du,vn ~ta the water front-. 

It is beech forest and almost entirely in scenic reserves. Another third. 

of the two subregions is in scrub and forty per cent of this area is in 

reserves; the :remainder is unutilised or :recreational or dominantl,Y 

farmland.. On the shady slopes of Queen Charlotte scrub is mostly 

manuka with secoM: grow-eh often emerging fran it; elsewhere fe.rn and 

manuka are unimportant by comparison with virulent growths of heath and 

gorse. The extent of scrubla.nd is a measure of the poverty of fanning 

and its steady disapperance from the landscape. The clearest pastures are 

on the smail shady flats where rushes compete w:i. th English grasses. The 

little ploughing which is done is for feed crops, usually grown-without 

manure. Except in Kenepuru Sound, where sunny slopes seem to have 

hindered reversion, hill pastures a.re detE:riorated and their total reversion 

to scrub appe_ars to be a matter of time. Occasionalzy the progress of 

reversion is interrupted by cleari~g for holiday houses or gullying or, 

more often by pseudo-accidental fires. 

( o) The Inner Flats 

(i) and (ii) Although Linkwater and Kenepuru a,re 1'>hysioalJ.y p~ of 

the Inner Sounds their greater areas of flat land have a marked effect on 

the patterns of land utilisation. (Plates 19 & 20). over seventy per ceµt 



PLATE 19. The Kenepuru Landscape: Kenepuru Head. 

PLATE 20. The Linkwater Landscape: view east toward the G-rove. 
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of both subregions is farmland, but because of flats in the subregions are 

large enough to form economic farm units without much recourse to the hiJ,.ls, 

the proportion of deteriorated pasture and scrubland to the total cleared 

area is much greater than in Inner Pelorus. The flats. are intensively 

used for dairying (a circumstance forced on several of the small farms of 

Linkwater) si.na sheep fattening based on utilisation of improved pasture in 

conjunction with feed crops, Cropping is nru.ch rrore extensively conducted 

in these two subregions th8;11 elsew:here in the Sounds but, although some 

comme_rcial cropping is done inost is for the p~ovlsion of feed, or to permit 

pasture replacement. In Linkwater the provision of supplementary feed is-

the JI10re important ·consideration, and green feed is largely grl:l.i.il.o; in 

Kenepuru pasture replacement is an important consideration,, and root crops 

are used to improve the fertility of the soil. The balance of the flats 

are in permanent improved E;nglish grassland. Damp acid soils favour growth 

of rushes a.-id thistles ( especially at St. Omer, Kenopuru Head and in the low 

lying areas of Linkwater) which a.re controlled rnain]y by regular dressings 

of lime (in Linkwater only) or slag or superphosphate. The pastures are 

closely subdivided, especially in. Linkwater, by w:i.re fences or occasionally 

a hawthorne hedge. Windbreaks planted. at right angles to the valleys are 

conspici..wus, and especially in Linkwater :may constitute small plantations 

su.ttable for milling. 

The hills, where they are· utilised, are connnonly·used as nmoff 

or for extensive grazing of wool sheep. They are la.rgely in deteriorated 

pasture, but in Kenepuru more extensive utilisation of the flats has required 

the use of the hills for grazing rather than runoff, and many lower slopes 

have been disced, while steeper sunny,,slopes often have been topdressed and 

oversown. Range pastures where they exist are mainly on sunny slopes and 

maintained by regula:i;- burning, but many of the sunny slopes have· been allowed 

to deteriorate. Reversion is more advanced on shady slopes and these are 

mostly in un:i.ts which comprises about one fifth or the two subregions. 

Manuka is the dominant scrv.b. species in Kenepuru; 'but in Linkwater it is 

heath, and gorse is also important, which may help explain the fsilure of 

a,ttempts here to improve hill country. 

Cleared land in both Stlbregions is mainly confined to below 
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fifteen hundred feet and above this virgin forest rises to the ridges. 

There are millable podoca.rps in this beech forest but as two thirds of 

the forest is in Crown Reserves they are being utilised only in 'the lower 

gullies of Kenepuru. Along the foreshore at Broughton Bay and at Weka 

Point regenerated forest is found, and patches of second growth are found 

where gullies open out onto the flats in Kenepuru, 

2., THE.UTTI,ISATION OF THE L./\ND 

Utilisation of the land is an economic acti v:ity at,d is therefore 

dependent upon both external controls as well as internal regional 

conditions. In the e·nsuing discussion farming, .forestry and .recreational 

uses will be consia.ered in both their :regional and extra.regional contexts, 

in effect giY.ing due consideration to the three aspects of an economic 

activity, production, distribution and marketing. Little can be said of 

scenic reserves, protection forest or unutilised land and these will be 

discussed in rather less detail • 

. (a) Farming 

(In conj_unctionwith this section.reference should be 
made to: 

Figure 20, 
Figure 21, 
Figure 22, 
Figure 23, 

Figure 2q., 

Figure 25, 

Figure 26, 

Table 9, 

Table 10, 
Table 11, 

Topdressing, 1960-61 
Carrying Ca~acities, 1960-61 
Distribution of Sheep, 1960-61 
Distribution of Beef Cattle 

1960-61 
Distribution of Sales of Fat Sheep 

and Lambs, 1960-61 
Distribution of Sales of Store 

Sheep and Lambs, 1960-61 
Transport Changes on·Sheep Moved 

from the Sounds Region 
Farming Statistics for the 1960-

61 Season 
Topdressing done in 1960-61 Season 
Selected Commodity Flows within 

the Sounds, 1960-61.) 

There are 144 farms in the Sounds and all a.re pastoral farms: 

eighteen derive more than half of their income from dairy produce; a.11 

the remainder from sheep and bee-f cattle breeding. The success of 

farming therefore lies largely in the maintenance and utilisation of 

grassland. Although the fJ.ats are becoming more intensively utilised, 

cropland areas except in Linkwater a:re small and declining. . In Linkwater, 
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Table 10: ToEdressing done :in 1960-61 Season 

(tons) 
Superphosphate 

Aerial Other TotaJ.. Basic Lime Slag 

Northwest 266 33 299 -

Outer Pelorus 199 3 202 1 

Arapavra 2 

Tory Cp.annel 

Outer Sounds 
Subtotal 46.5 · 36 .501 3 

Croisilles 

Inner Pelorus 37 37 30 

Queen Charlotte 1-3 1.3 

Southeast 2 �1.5 

Inner Hills 
Subtotal 38.3 38.3 2 51.5 

Kenepu....-u. 141 169 310 34.4 0.05 

Linkwater 90.5 169.5 260 361-i, 

Inner Flats 
Subtotal 231 • .5 338 • .5 .540 34.4 364.05 

Sounds 
Total ,696 412.8 1108. 6 39._4 415.5.5 

Sources : Private 
Note : Standard rates of application are 2 cwt of Superphosphate, 4 cwt of slag 

or 1 ton of lime per acre. 
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the relative ease of ploughing and liming on the flats makes possible more 

intensive cropping and, as· the hills deteriorate, the use of supplementary 

fe-eding is increasing with rape, kale and .a:, smaJ..ler area, of turnip~ being 

grown for fattening of sheep and lambs and for spring feed, swedes and. 

chou being grown for wihter .. feed,_ and considerable acreages of gra.ss being 

cut for ha;v and siiage for cattle. A little commercial cropping is still 

done also, (mainly red clover, Trifolium pre.tense), for seed. Three farms 

in the Grove iµso have comparatively large acreages of rape. _Elsewhere · 

the small and isolated nature· of flat land imposes severe restriotionf!. on 

joint use of equipment, and particularly 6n the use of fertilizers while 

the better drainage of these flats tends to pemdtt year round grazing on 

the flat. Most of the cropland. i.n these subregions is ·on the larger flats, 

and cropping is chiefly for turnips, because cropping is for the dual pur

pose of pasture rene\vaJ. and supplementary spring feed, al though rape is 

becoming more important. .An occasional crop of clover seed or potatoes 

may be taken but nx>st crops are for feed. Ha;r is normally ,0111.t at 

Kenepuru Head, Manaroa, Wa:ltaria and Nydia Ba;v - the better drained flats ~ 

and. occasionally in the Outer Sounds, but as much hey is imported, even to 

Kenepu:ru, a.s is grown there in a yea:r. · In Kenepuru the us~ of hSiY' is as 

spring feed for cattle; but in Arapawa and Tory Ohennel qua..v1ti ties of 

ha;v are imported for summer feed for cattle because due to d.roughty soils 

there is greater stock p_ressure 'bl=l:en on the grasslands. 

Cropping has locaJ. importance but it is on pasture that farming 

depends most, and the status of farming closely reflects the status of the 

past.llre. It is significant that areas producing the.most fat stopk are 

those where pasture improvement has been most intensive. The overall 

area of improved pastures is small and mainly confined: to two Outer 

Sounds regions and the flats ·.of the Inner Sounds. Only in these areas 

are appreciable amounts of lime or superphosphate applied and the domin

ance .of Linkwater and the Northwest in these consumptions, testifies to . . 

the_importance of reading. Weed control through stock management is 

possible ·on range pastures as well as improved pastures but many f_armer_s 

are prevented from this by the condition of their fencing~ Much Sounds 

f'.encing, after excessive burning and salt spra;v and the decay of age, is-· 
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in no oonditioll'.to contain sheep let alone half' wild beef cattle. 

Unless pasture i.nlprovement and stock management are practiced, 

carrying capacities remain low, because the carrying capacity of a farm 

reflects the economic potential of the land cover. In Link.water carrying 

capacities above four ewe-egµivalenuper aore4 are achieved on some dairy 

farms, and .all the dairy farms of this subregion have densities of over 

2.5e.e. (except one which has a large area of deteriorated hill pasture). 

The sheep: fanns of Linkwater and other areas of flats often have capacities 

of over 2e. e., where the ratio of clear flat land to hill country is high, 

for the flats have high capacities. It is on .the hill country that the 

greatest variation is exhibited. The Northwest and Outer Pelorus have 

densities generally over 1.5e.e., but pasture deterioration on many Inner 

Hill farms cause capacities often to be below one e.e. 

(i) Dairying : .All. but one of th,e commercial dairy fa.nns of the 

Sounds are located in Linkwater, and. they account for most of the commer-

cia1 milk production.of the region. A. number of farms in Kenepuru and 

Inner Pelorus sell milk to guesthouses and cream to the butter factory 

but in 1960-61 only five of these sold more than one thousand poldnds of 

butterfato :Most were merely disposing ~f the surplus to household 

requirements. The existence of COll!mercial dairying here is a relic of 

the pasto 

Two types of dairy farm may be distinguished in Linkvrater and at 

Ngakuta. Intensive dairy farms which derive all or the greatest part 

of their income from d.a:iry produce and only a sma1J. part from sales of 

sheep or wool are flat land Parms, with sometimes a small area· of hill.

grazing, and they are· uniformly small: the four all-dairy farms average 

eighty one acres 0f pasture and cropland,; and ten farms which run small 

flocks of sheep average only 131 ·(utilised.) acre.a.. The sec.ond type is 

more extensive and includes, in a.a.di tion to flat land1 severstl hundred 

acres of hill country which may be used for sheep pasture. These farms, 

4 "ewe-equivalents per acre 11 , hereinafter expressed as e.e, are here 
used to describe the total stock grazed converted to ewe-equivalents 
per acre of. utilised land, i.e. pasture and oropland only, 
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five in number average 555 acres utilised and have roughly equal incomes 

from sheep and dairy produce. Si~ce 1940 seven farms of this type in the 

Li:tl1.-water district have discontinued dairy production, four of ·them since 

1956. This trend reflects the conflict between dairying and sheep farming 

on. mixed farms. The flat land farmer has no choice but to adapt to the 

intensive practice of dairying but where a large area of hill country is 

ayai.Lable he has an alternative of developing the hills and concentrating 

on sheep. In the past, the choice has reflected prevailing farm prices 

· but the increasing difficulty of controlling •heath, the hills may in future 

force decisions in favour of dairying on the flat. 

The emphasis on dairying in these areas is on the production of 

cream for butter5 and accordingly Friesians make up the majority of the 

herds. Ayrshires also are run but mainly on farms sending whole millc to 

the cheese factory at Rai Valley. The size of the herds varies very widely 

but forty to fifty milch cows plus replacements is common. Smaller 

producers tend to buy their replacements in preference to breeding them, in 

order to maintain a larger milk producing herd. In the 1960-61 season the 

eighteen dairy farms m:i.lked 680 cows with an average butterfat yield, per cow 

of 295 pot1.11ds. Several ave·raged over 300 pounds which is a very satisfact

ory yield for a South Island producer when milking is done from mid .August 

to·May. The total number of dairy cattle in the season was 1160 and in 

ad.di tion to milk, nearly 200 cull stock and 400 bobby calves were sold to the 

Picton Freezing Works. Fourteen producers raised pigs; in conjunction 

with cream production for-butter, and in the same season four hundred pigs 

were sold for pork and bacon. 

Sheep products. do not generally feature largely in· the dairy 

economy. One mixed farm has over seven hundred sheepf but on farms where 

most emphasis is placed on dairying, few flocks are over one hundred and a 

5 Historically Linkwater has been a cheese producing area but since the 
Linkwater Cheese factory closed, many fanns changed to cream, su,pplying 
the Blenheim butter factory. .Although they get a lower guaranteed 
price (32d per pound of which only 31d is paid out) their cream is 

,,collec·~ed free and by utilising skim milk for pig production they get 
a profit additional to the 10d per pound on butterfat. The whole 
milk producer although he get a guaranteed price of 38d per pound, 
has to pay for collection and has no income from pigs. 
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very high proportion of these flocks is:.-breeding ewes. Mixed farms breed 

their own replacements but th~ smaller farms often buy in store Romney ewes, 

cross them with Southdown or Ryeland rams and sell_ b_oth ewes and lambs as 

fats to the freezing works. One third of Linkwater's wool and fat sheep 

production and nearly one quarter of the store· sheep production comes from 

daicy farms. 

(ii) Sheep and Beef Cattle Breeding : Sheep farming in conjunction with 

beef cattle breeding is the principal economic activity of seven eighths of 

the region's farms. .Although wool provides more than half of the income 

of all these fanns, they may usefully be classified on the basis of the 

type of stock they produce, as fat lambs and store sheep farms. The 

distinction must be made on the basis of 11 no11nal" production because 

considerable departures from the normal may be experienced inaa ·season 

owing to weather conditions, the operation of the meat schedule in respect 

of fat lambs, meat and wool prices and the progress of pasture improvement. 

The thirtynine fat lamb ·farms characteristically have small areas of 

intensively farmed flats (an average of 153 acres) and a larger area of 

hill countcy (513 utilised acres) which produce beside wool and beef cattle, 

store sheep and fat lambs in roughly equal g_uanti ties. Some still produce 

small quanti'l;ies of cream but the ruP-'1.i.ng of dairy herds may be regarded 

as a relic. In Kenepuru and Inner Pelorus ( twenty six and five farms 

respectively) fat lamb farms tena to have smaller areas of flat than the 

mean, and malrn more -use of the h:i.lls than farms of this class in Grove and 

Linkwater where the larger areas of flat compensate for the greater 

deterioration of the hill country. Store sheep farms are predominantly 

hill country farms and the nature of their production tends to vary with 

the quality of their pastures. Outer Sounds farms are fairly large 

(fifty seven farms, average 1064 utilised acres) and rro.~ beef cattle as 

well as sheep. With p_a.sture improvement they are beginning to sell fat 

lambs. Inner Sounds farms are smalle•r (averaging 815 acres6) and 

usually derive all their income from sheep, the size of the income 

reflecting the generally poor nature of the pastures. 

6 
This is not a useful average for the range of utilised acreages is 
from fifty to 20130 
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PLATE 21. The Freezing Works, Piotono 
A small freezing works wbioh constitutes the m arket for 

PLATE 22. 

fat sheep from the Sounds. 

I 

Loading a Punt at Onauku. 
The punts used in Queen Charlotte Sound are rather smaller 
than those used in Kekepuru and Pelorus Sounds. This punt 
will carry 100 sheep; in the other Sounds punts will carry 
up to 6,50 sheep . 
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The economic status of a farm is a useful measure of a farms success 

as a means of utilising the.land. It is best measured by a farmer's ability 

to convert carrying capacities·into sheep flocks.of.economic size and 

composition. The general measure of the economic size of a flock is one 

thousand sheep plus cattle? but this criterion may. be reduced, depending

on the composition. of the flock and the nature of production. 

Fat lamb farms average flocks of just over one thousand sheep, and 

twenty have flocks as large as this. The accent on these farms is on 

breeding fat lambs and store stock suited to higher rain.falls. As through-

out the Sounds Romneys predomine.t� in the flocks, .but on this class of farm 

Romney ewes intended for fat la.nil? -production are·usually put to _Southdown 

or Lincoln rams. Management porilly is usually to retain breeding stock 

for four or five seasons. and breeding s tock make up a large part of the 

flocks, sometimes as much as eighty per cent. The result is a high 

percentage of producing stock and because of the use of older sMep and 

flats for lambing, lambing percentages are usually high (up to 120 per cent), 

although the depredations of pigs at Manaroa and Kenepuru Head may severely 

reduce· lambing locally. Eecause only a small_part of the lamb production

has to be retained for stock r_epla.cement most of the lambs are sold. 

Feed crops and good pasture have enabled fattening of lambs which, since 

the improvement of fat prices for lighter weights have been sent in large 

num.bers to the freezing works at Pie-ton. (Plate 21 ). Other· lambs and 

most of the culled stock are sold as stores, but fat lamb farms tend to be 

overshadowed by store . sheep farms in the supply of stores. A third 

source of income from sheep sales is open to six fat lamb farms which 

operate six of the eight sheep studs in the region, which sell in all 

approximately 550 rams, mostly Romneys, and some stud- ewes. The existence 

of these studs may be considered as an adaption to the nonnal limits imposed 

by ·size and land· cover upon a farms economic status. 

7 This is the measure adopted by lending agencies and others concerned
with farm economics. · The State Advances Corporation is empowered 
to lend where floclcs are as low as eight hundred. In practice, in 
view of present farm prices, it does not do so un.1ess there is the 
possibility of an immediate increase in the flock. The figure is 
not entirely ·satisfactory, for where stud sheep are bred or dairy 
cattle are run in conjunction with the sheep farm a considerably 
small flock would be economic. Fat lamb producing farms are also 
economic with a flock of less than one m,n&red. Hou.sc..ncl• 
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Sales of wool are also high on fat'.·.lamb farms for fleece weights . 

are high. Most clips in Kenepura: and Linkwater are over eight pounds per 

sheep and. some _are as high as twelve, lower clips on some farms may be 

attributed to running sheep (often merinos and crossbreds) in deteriorated 

pasture and scrub, which reduces the fleece weight of a sheep. 

Cattle are run on Sounds farms for the control of rank growth and not 

primarily for economic return, but they provide a useful sideline source of 

income. Althou.gh cattle fattening has been important, most cattle are now 

run for their store value and only fifty of three hundred cattle sold from 

fat lamb farms a.re sold as fats. Most of the cattle are Black Polls 

although the 'two studs (of a total of three) in fact produce Herefords ana. 

Galloways. 

The variation in land cover and carrying .capacities on store sheep 

farms is accompanied by considerable variation in the intensity of pastoral 

farming. The average flock size in the 'Outer Sounds is 1450, and with the 

expansion of flocks on improved pastures this mean is rising. On Inner 

Sounds store sheep farms the mean flock is only-650 sheep and many flocks 

are declining. Thirtyrrl.ne Outer Sounds farms, but only nine Inner Hill 

fanns have flocks of over one thousand sheep. With the decline of land 

cover there is also a a.ecline in the proportion of breeding stock and in 

lambing percentages.· The general practice on store sheep fai."'JllS is to 

retain breeding stock for only three sea~ons, which necessitates carrying 

a larger percentage of replacement stock than on f'at lamb farms. In 

adcli tion wethers may be carried for the more efficient utilisation of 

scrub infested :pastures. Lambing percentages fall for, as sheep become 

more dispersed among the scrub, the problems of fencing, terrain, pigs and 

feed combine to make controlled lambing impossible, In the Northwest 

and Outer Pelorus the percentage of breeding stoc~ may be above sixty on 

clearer pastures, and with lambing :percentages over eights a considerable 

surplus of lamps are available for sale often as fats, a trend which should 

increase as Southdowns are mated with Romney ewes. As pasture deteriorates. 

to the s;uth and east· both percentages· fall. On most of .Arapavra Island 

and the Inner Hills, only forty or fifty per cent of the flock may be 

breeding stock, because of the large number of wethers carried and lambing 
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percentages may be below- f:i.fty per cent. In these circumstances there are 

often no lambs surplus to requirements and the only stock sold are culled 

e'l?es and vrethers. A number of farmers, farming their land in absentiia, 

find it more economic to run wethers only for their wool but wool clips 

also decline with the increase of scrub and where a farm :i.n the Northwest 

may clip eight to ten pounds of wool per sheep, some Inner Souno.s farms 

achieve less than five pounds. 

The value of oattle as a source of income also declines with an 

increase in reversion for cattle are of more value in keeping roughage 

dovm than in controlling scrub. They are almost entirely absent from 

the Inner Hills and Tory Channel but even in the Northwest and Outer Pelorus, 

where the ra.tio of cattle to sheep is una.er 1 :30, there should be more. 

The lack of fencing, of water and feed in spring in the Outer Sounds 

(summer on A.ra:pawa Island) and of markets (because of the wild nature of the 

beasts) keeps numbers dO\m, Black Polls predominate and although some 

fattening of cattle is done in the Northwest and Arapawa, most are sold 

as stores, 

Most of the store sheep farms of the Northwest, Outer Pelorus and 

Arapa.wa, ~a many fat lamb farms may be considered as economic prod~oing 

units. Other fat lamb farms are suited to amalgamation with adjacent 

:properties. But few of the Inner Sounds store sheep farms are economic 

and it is doubtful whether amalgamation to create economic units is 

justified. 

(iii) Horticulture: Although no commercial horticultural holdings 

exist in the Sounds sales frclll farms of orchard and garden produce within 

the region should be noted. Somewhat more important is the- production 

and sale in winter and spring of 160 oases of flowers, mainly sold to 

Christchurch and Dunedin, from three points in Queen Charlotte. But the 

only attempt in recent years at putting horticulture on a commercial basis, 

was a failure. Despite apparently favourable climatic and marketing 

conditions and a heavy investment of capital in developmental.work~ the 

difficulties of costs, marketing and pest control rendered t~J.s scheme, at 

8 
S. Frew, urfortioultural Crops in the Marlborough Sounds District11 , 

N,Z. Jo~;r:m. Agric., Vol.83, 1951, pp 381-4. 



Onahau, abortive and demonstrated the impracticability of such a scheme~ 

(iv) Distribution• and Consumption: Two aspects of the geographic link 

between production and consumption make Sounds farming unique. One is the 

fact that there are only four points of ingress and egress for the region, 

and. that at these points (here called distribution focii) there is a 

break from the internal to the external transport system - at Picton, 

Havelock · and Rai Valley road or sea transport changes to rail or no.tional 

railwayj while WeUington a market for. So.unds produce is the te:oninus for 

. scmv ·transport, in spite of the extension of roading to forty one fanns in 

the decade 1960-1, little change in the pattern of distribution can be 

detected except in Croisilles Harbour and Port Underwood where although 

punts a.re still used for the initial stage of distribution, egress from the 

region is now by road; and further extensions of reading are .unlikely to 

have a great effect o.n this pattern. Where there is a choice of transport 

media, the choice will be made in the light of the location of the consumer, 

the time and costs involved in transport and handling, convenience and 

availability. 

In the distribution of butterfat and pigs road transport dominates 

because (excepting small quantities of cream which must travel by launch) 

a direct link is provided between producer and consumer by organised road 

collection of th~ creams for Blenhe:iin (153,000 pounds of butterfat) and 

milk for_Rai Vall~y (5400 gallons 1- 54000 pounds). Reading also provides 

a direct link to Blenheim - the market for some of the pigs, and staging 

point to Christchurch for the rest. 

The pattern of outward movement of sheep is .more· complicated and is 

dominated by sea trruispgrt. Fat sheep and cattle move to the freezing 

works at Picton, and this movementJfiominat.ed'by the punt, (PJ.ate 22). 
l . 

Only for stock moving from the Northwest a:nd Linbmter is there a choice 

between punt and road, and this is decided partly by cost (which are much· 

higher by road) and time factors. These considerations also govern the 

movement of fats from Kenepuru to Picton by the most direct routes in spite 

of the transshipment required between two Sounds._ A_ rather higher percentage 

9 J.E.F. Vogel, pers. comms. 
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of store stock travel by truck. In general the Sounds must send stores by 

the only practical mode of transport, be it truck or punt. But Link<,vater, 

the Northwest and Croisilles have alternatives and the medium chosen reflects 

the location of the consumer: many Linkwater sheep are sold at the Havelook 

saleyards to local farms; most stock from the other two subregions are 

sold 11on- the property" to Nelson buyers. The majority of Sounds stores do 

not h owever travel further than the Wairau Plain1 O 

In the distribution of wool,. market location has an important 

bearing on the pattern. Three qµarters of the wool sold f rom the Sounds 

is sold in Wellington; the balance in Christchurch and Timaru. The 

cheapest medium of transport to Wellington from Outer Sounds farms and 

part of the Kenepuru is scow. This is inconvenient a-nd irregular because 

its movements are controlled by the need to carry full cargoes and to carry 

cargo ih both directions, and having virtually ceased operations in Queen 

Charlotte Sound and Tory Channel it is losing ground in Outer Pelorus also. 
. 

Most of the wool nan leaves the regions by punt or launch and increasing 

quantities a.re beiµg marketed in Christchurch and Timaru, although Wellington 

is the traditional market for Ronmey wools. Because of the notional 

railway from Rai Valley, Croisilles producers achieve considerable economies 

by sending wool south. The freight advantage in favour of Christchurch 

as against Wellington is less marked for wool passing through Picton and 

Havelock, and the fa.et that Irmer Sounds producers tend to send wool to 

Christchurch, but Outer Sounds producers using the same lines of communi

cation, send wool to Wellington cannot be satisfactorily explainea; 1 

Al though outflows of produce provide the best measure of an 

economic activity, there is one inflow which has a major bearing on 

farming utilisation _of the land, which can conveniently be considered 

10 

11 

Mr H. Miller, Manager 1farlborough Transport Ltd. w-xs. comm. Mr :Miller 
estimates that seventy per cent of the stores go to Wairau localities, 
twenty. per cent to Nelson and five per cent_ each to Rai-Pelorus Valley 
and elsewhe� (mainly Canterbury). 

This discussion relates to the position preceding the operation of' the 
fail-ferry 11Aremoa.na 11 • Since the ferry began operations, the Picton
Wellington trallilit rate has fallen to below the Picton-Blenheim
Wellington rate which was previously the lower of the two. For 
producers in Queen Charlotte Sound it is now definitely cheaper to 
ship wool to Wellington and Pelorus Sound producers will save little 
by railing wool to Christchurch, 



Aerial Mapping Ltd. 

PLATE 23. Vertical aerial photograph orientated on the north. 
The star-shaped spread of logging tracks into the 
forest, from a marshalling point from which a log
hauler carries logs to the mi11 on the waterfront. 
The cleared land reverts to fern. 
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here because of its transport orientation. Fertilizer and manure inflows 

follow roading wherever possible. This is especially true of lime which 

has to be used in large quantities but is true also of superphosphate and 

basic slag. Reading is not cheaper than punting for this . class of 

commodity but it eliminates two handlings between railhead and airstrip 

and a great amount of labour. Where fertilizer has to travel by sea it. 

normally goes by punt, this medium being cheaper than scow. 

(b) Forestry 

Commercial forestry in the Sounds •has shOl'm a stea.ay· expansion 

from a cut of 46,990 board feet (all indigenous timber) in the 1947-48 

season to a cut of 932,931 feet (inolucltng 21.il+,260 feet of.exotics) in 

1,200,000 board feet in 1961-62 • 

.At pre.sent, most of the utilisation of the forest resources of 

of the region is being done on farm land in Pelorus and Kenepuru Sounds. 

Tlvo fan:ns have operations on a fairly extensive, though small, scale at 

Tuna Bay and at Okoha. From each of these localities approximately a 

quarter of a million board feet of rimu and. miro and small quantities of 

kahikatea, tawa, red and silver beechs are being cut in a season. 

Millable timber here forms a comparatively high percentage of·the forests 

and, as well as reducing the amount of tracking necessary for the 

removal of logs from the forest by bulldozer, this allows tranaport of 

logs from a marshalling point to the mill by log-hauler. (Plate 23). 

One sawmill is at Okoha, but the mill for Tuna Bay is outside the regi.on. 

The other two firms cut timber over a yr.i,der area. One firm operates a 

sawmill at Havelock and obtains part of its log supply, mainly~ 

radiata from farms in the Inner Pelorus, especially Nydia Bay (whence it 

is punted), or Linbvater ( whence it is trucked.). The ·other firm is the 

largest operator in the Sounds and. outs over half a million feet of timber 

in a season to supply its mill at Manaroa. .Although this firm originally 

cut only indigenous timber, it is now cutting increasing quantities of 

exotic timber because of the increase in its output and. increasing 

difficulties of obtaining milling rights over indigenous timber. Most of 
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PLATE 24. Bulldozer Logging in Native Bush, Nikau Bay. 
Tangled undergrowth and dispersal of timber trees 
make forest:cy difficult. 

H.H.G. Harvey 

PLATE 25. Scow loading timber at Manaroa. 
The "Te Aroha" loading 30,000 feet of timber for Wellington. 
Two smaller scows also operate in the Sounds, carrying 
mainly wool and fertilizer. 
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the indigenous timber comes from Yncyca and Nikau Bey although St. Omer, 

Manaroa and Kenepuru Head have also supplied timber in recent years. 

Because of the low density of millable trees in these areas (Plate 24), 

tracking costs are very heavy - up to thirty per cent of total costs - but 

are compensated by the cheapness of punting from the water front below the 

milling site to the sawmill. It is generally economic to mill a stand 

which has only three thousand board feet (say 1,.5 trees) of millable timber 

per a.ore:2 Most of the exotic timber milled has ·come from Clova Bay whence 

it also is punted or towed to Manaroa, but it will in future come from a 

vrlder area, including plantations by this firm • 

.Although internal transport and labour costs are high, the cost of 

moving timber from mill to co).1.Sumer is not heavy. Timber-from the Havelock 

and Rai Valley mills is distributed locally by truck, and the cut from the 

Okoha mill after it is. punted to Havelock is trucked to this firms J31en.'1.eim 

factory. The iargest sawmill sends its output to Wellington markets by 

the cheapest medium of all, the scow, (Plate 25). 

The utilisation of exotic plantations elsewhere in the region has 

so far been sporadic, Only one plantation, that of Farnham Forest (Plate 

26), has reached millable age, and cutt:i.ng has so far been dis<Jontinuous 

although timber was shipped to Japan in 1960. 

(c) Recreational Land Utilisation 

Although recreational utilisation ranks second. to farming in the 

utilisation of private land, its areal extent is very much sroalJ<;,rtha.n that 

of farmland. Recreational uses have a much greater geographic signific-

ance than their simple areal extent because of their relationship with 

farmland and. w.i. tl;l. ·scenic reserves. Land used for recreational purposes 

in the region is land which has been abandoned as farmland. Recreation 

provides an alternative use to farming and as farming in the Inner Hills 

and Tory Channel succumbs to reversion, farm foreshores are being sub-

divided and sold as holiday house sections, Because of the value of 

Sounds as a recreational area, an alt€l,rnative use for the balance of the 

1'J ·- H.H.G. Harvey, pers. comm. 



PLATE 26. Pine Plantation, Snake Point. 
Thelargest plantation in the Sounds (Farnham Forest). 

/ 

PLATE 27. The Portage Hotel, Kenepuru Sound. 
A typical guesthouse with its main building suITounded by 
annexes. The fann formerly run in association with the 
guesthouse has now been sold and most of the surrounding 
land has reverted except a small area used for house cows. 



farm area is available in scenic reserves, 
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Recreational land utilisation 

may also give economic stimulus to fanning in providing a market for 

vegetables, meat and milk, and many farms have taken advantage of the 

industry by maintaining baches for hire or taking in guests. 

Because recreational land is land. which has been abandoned as 
i� 

farmlana./2.s characteristically covered by scrub and second growth, This 

form of utilisation encourages reversion, except for small areas of grass 

or -garden around holiday houses and limited areas of deteriorated pasture 

adjacent to guesthouses where a few sheep and cows are run to provide 

meat and milk for the house. 

Two types of recreational l'lld may be distinguished, resort and 

private recreational land. Resort holdings· are generally considerably 

larger tha., private holdings. Many resorts are guesthouses or hotels 

which originally were farms, but which succumbed to a conflict of time and 

interests between recreation and fanning. (Plate 27). In the Kenepuru, 

Inner Pelorus, Southeast and Tory Channel the farms were often too small to 

be economic in themselves and" with one exception, farrn:i.ng was allowed to 

lapse. Elsewhere there has been a legal separation of the guesthouse from 

its farm and in these cases the area . attached to the guesthouses· is small. 

Other resorts are holiday camps, m�stJ.,y located in Queen Charlotte Sound, 

where individual baches a.re let but where there J.S some degree of commercial 

organisation. Only eleven guesthouses remain in the Sounds althrnJ-gh 

farmers and private persons do also take in boarders. The high costs of 

transport, supplies and seasonal labour appear to make holiday camps more 
I 

economic propositions· as holiday resorts. 

Private recreational land uUlisation is more extensive than resort 

utilisation and there .. �e 750 holdings in the region classified as private 

recreational land. Some of these are not used for temporary dwellings but 

as the permanent residence of persons fishing,'working in the region or 

retired. These holdings may be classified into three types. Some of the 

older holdings are remnants of former farms, the balance of which has 

reverted to the Crovm or is now unutilised. (Plate 28). These are mostly 

located in the Pelorus Sound section of the Croisilles and in Inner Pelorus, 

but also in Kenepurti and Tory Channel. More of the older holdings are 



PLATE 28. A larger recreational holding: Canoe Bay. 

PLATE 29. Smaller recreational holdings: Locbmara Bay. 
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foreshore sections sold by farmers who, vrhtle making an income from s.ect.ion 

sales, continued to farm the hills, The eaTlier subdivisions of this nature 

were in Queen Charlotte and along the Grove .Arm, areas relatively accessible 

to Picton, where sections of several acres were originally sold at oompar-

atively low prices, (Plate 29), As the recreational potential of the 

Sounds has become recognised, the values of these larger sections have soared 

and most of the larger reasonably priced sections now available are in. :more 

isolated parts of Queen Charlotte and Pelorus Sounds. Since 1950; the rise 

in demand for i,ections and therefore the rise in values has let to the sell-

ing of ·srnaJ.J.er sections in more readily accessible areas. Where access is 

possible only by boat these sections have retained the separate nature 

of the lro-ger sections but in a1°eas with :road access increasing use is 

being made of urban-type subdivisions with smaJ.l sections often without 

water frontages. (Plate 30). At Ok:i.wi Bay, Moenui (Oruapuputa), Ngakuta, 

Penzance, Whatarnongo, :Momorangi and Tuna Bay small towns have sprung up for 

the sole purpose of seasonal dormitory toVIns, Most of these tovms have 

~.een created by speculating coll:[)a.'1ies taking ac'tvaritage of rlsing values of' 

recreational land, and although offering less privacy than separate sections, 

they are often aesthetically superior because building conditions are 

generally being imposed by the .subdividers. 

As· well as variations in size and character, there is vm.·iation 
' . 

in the location of ownership of recreationvl land. (Table 12). The 

direction from which the impetus for development of recreational land comes, 

bears the sa,'lle relationship to recreational Jand as the location of consumers 

does to farming or forestry. In the early stages of development of re-

creation, in Qu.een Charlotte; Wellington capital predominated. But in 

recent years the improvement of conmiunications with the rest of the South 

Island has brought more capital from Christchurch, while activity in 

Blenheim and Nelson in conn.ecti~n with the promotion of close sub di visions 

has stimulated local interest. In general Nelson owners predominate in the 

Oroisilles "town" subdivisions and Blenheim owners in Southeast "town" 

submvisions because the problems of access and costs of development and 

subsequent use are not vital considerations, an~ local persons of more 

moderate means can.finance a holiday house. Where these problems are 



Table 12 AnaJ;rsis of Location of Ownership. of Private Recreational Hol.dings 1961-62 Season 

Blenheim and Wellingten Christchurch Nelson Sounds Other Marlborough 
Province and Province and Province and Province 

Northwest 12 .,i 1 

Outer Felorus :7 

Arapawa 1 

Tory Chari.nel 13 3 !L 1 

Outer Sounds 
Subtotal 33 4 10 1 ... 

Croisilles 1 6 1 3 60 

I:n.."ler Peloros 7 9 6 4 8 

Queen Charlotte 18 56 98 55 4 

Southeast 21 166 32 75 23 

Inner Hills 
Subtotal 47 237 137 137 95 

Kenepuru. 5 1 1 1 

Linkwater 9 5 3 2 

Inner Flats 
Subtotal 14 6 1 3 3 

Sounds 
94 244 148 141 98 Total 

Source : Valuation Department Records. 

Others T0tai 

14 

7 

1 

26 

48 

2 73 
1 3.5 

8 239 
4 321 

15 668 

1 9 

1 20 

2 29 

· 17 745 
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important the balance of ownership falls in favour of persons from more 

distant area, mai.nly South Islanders. 

It is difficult to g-auge the importance of recreational land 

utilisation in the regional income because rrost of the income to this form 

of utilisation is in the form of capital, for investment in land or improve

ments or for the payment of goods and services largely provided from 

outside the region. An investigation of regional income would be useful 

in this respect but it is beyond the scope of this study. It can however 

be s.aid that the economic activity generated by recreation .is markedly 

seasonal and that in certain months of the. year it imposes an immens; strain 

upon the resources 9f the services which cater for the region. To some 

extent population numbers provide a guide to the generation of economic 

activity and in Table 13 a contrast is drawn between the seasonal maxi.mum 

and minimum populations. The regio!JJ;I].. cli.:stribution of seasonal population 

increments can be clearly seen. A more exact guide to the nature of 

seasonal changes in economic activity induced by recreation, in Queen 

Charlotte and Kenepuru Sounds is shown in Figure 27. It should be 

recognised that seasonal changes in the volume of goods entering the 

region from Havelock, Rai Valley or by road from Picton are not nearly as 

pronouncea; 3 but the December-January peak is still marked and certain 

services are particularly ha:i.•d.,.pressed in these months. This.is very true 

of marine transport which must, as well as coping with recreational needs, 

distribute the buDc of the region's farm produce in these months. Wool is 

carried from November to December, fat stock from December to February and 

store stock from February to April (but earlier in Queen Charlotte Sound.) 

The increasing difficulty of fe.rming in marketing its produce is one reason 

for the present agitation for reading. 

(d) Scenic Reserves 

Like recreational land, scenic reserves are, with unimportant 

exceptions, former fannlend, and their distribution tends to be a function 

13 D.J. G-;\'.18,'ham., Secretary Havelock Harbour Board, and D.F. Graham, 
Manager Ra:i.-Valley-French Pass Motors pers. comm. 



Table 13: Seasonal Populations of the Sounds 1961~62 

Seasonal :Minimum Se as on.aJ. 
Maximum. 

Europeans Maoris Total Total 

Northwest 110 2 112 196 

Outer Pelorus 101 21 122 216 

.Arapawa 19 13 32 85 

Tory Channel 68 1 69 214 

Outer Sounds 298 37 335 711 

Croisilles 22 1 23 320 

Inner Pelorus 69 1 70 297 

Queen Charlotte 168 168 1360 

Southeast 160 12 172 1532 

Inner Hills 4-19 14- 433 3509 

Kenepuru 171 ... 171 465 

Link.water 135 2 137 410 
•- --, 

Imiei· Flats 306 2 308 875 

Sounds 1023 53 1076 5095 

Sources Seasonal 'Mio.imum - April 1961 .., from Returns for the 
Population Census 1961 

Seasonal Maximum. - J.anuacy 1962 - Est:imatei'llased on 
oaloulations fro~ data collected during fieldwork. 
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of areal differences in the degree of reversion and decline of farming. 

Ninety per cent of the regions scenic reserves are located in the Inner 

Hills subregions where farms which cease production have normally reverted 

to the Crown, with the foreshore being reserved for recreational uses and 

the hill being proclaimed scenic reserve. Thus scenic reserves are 

areaJ.ly second to farming, and their area is rapidly expanding at the 

expense of farmland because of the Crown's policy of repurchasing deteriorated 

fannland at £1 or £1.10.0. per acre. This provides a market for other1Vise 

unsaleable land. In general scenic reserves are scrub country.which is 

rapidly reverting to ~econd growth - so far holiday-makers will. allow. 

For in recent years holiday makers have constituted a serious fire risk and 

have destroyed several thousand acres of reverting scnib. (Plate 31 ). 

(e) Protection Forest 

Protection forest in the Sounds is Crown land, reserved as State 

Forest or Climatic and Timber Reserves, which aggregates nearly fifteen 

per cent of the region. This land has never been aberrated from the Crown 

and it is now reserved from sale or milling. Most of the land is above 

fifteen hundred feet and the cover is predominantly unmillable beech forest 

or subalpine scrub, except where there has been misadventure by fire. The 

distribution of this class 9f utilisation reflects the attitude of the lruid. 

and most is adjacent to Mount Stokes or the ·southern and western boundaries 

of the region. In tliese areas prptention forest has considerable scenic 

value, but it has also seriom,:aetractions for farming because it serves as 

a. breeding ground for animal pests. 

(f) Unutil.i.sed Land 

The change in utilisation from farming to alternative uses is not 

always immediate and in the period of transition between uses, iand.\may 

often be classified as unutilised. The small areas of vacant Cro,m land 

are mtinly foreshore lots intended to be sold as recreational +and or hill 

country, mostly in Linkwater and Grove, which will become scenic reserve. 

Private u.nutilised land is more extensive and in come cases comprises 

whole. farm units which have become uneconomic to farm. . Most of this land. 



PLATE 30. A Holiday Town, Moenui ( Oruapuputa). 
A closely settlea and roaded settlement. 

PLATE 31. The tourist menace: a fire on the Snout, Picton. 
This fire, accidentally started by picnickers burnt for 
�D hours and destroyed over 500 acres of pine plantation 
and secondary growth before it was put out. 3rd January, 
1963. 
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is scrubland. - more tha.n fifty per cent of the cover of unutilised land· 

in all Inner Hills subregions is scrub - and most is in the Inner Hills 

where it is but a matter of time before foreshores are subdivided and the 

hills sold to the Crown. In the Croisilles,_ which has the largest 

concentration of unutilised land in the region, the bigg~st obstacle to ~he 

Crown taking the land over is one which helped to destroy farming - the 

problem of fragmented Maori ownersbiP.· (Plate 32). 
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PLATE 32. Unutilised Maori Land, Onetea, Croisilles Harbour. 
Problems of mineralised soils, tenure and access have 
made farming untenable. 

•



CHAPTER FIVE 

.ANALYSIS 

Pastoral farming is the fundamental economic activity in the 

pattern of land utilisation .in the Sounds and all other uses may be con-

:::idered. as alternative uses which accupy areas resic1.ual from farming. 

Twenty five per cent of the region has never been alienated from the Crown 

(it has been rejected from the outset for fa:rwing) and twenty per cent is 

farm.land which has passed to other uses. Much of this analysis will 

therefore be taken up by a consideration of the factors underlying the 

farr:iing pat tern. In the previous chapter it has b'een deuionstrated that 

there is a close causal relationship between the nature of the land cover 

and the nature and efficiency of its utilisation, and it is apparent that, 

for forestry and farming, the land cover is in fact the limiting factor 

upon utilisation.· It is therefore intended to examine the factors 

ini'luencing the pattern of land cover, especially as it affects farming, 

and then to consicler other factors wliich also affect farming. The location 

factors and principles determining the existence of alternative and compet

ing uses and their place in the landscape will be discussed thirdly~ 

The following hy.f)otheses are advanced in explanation of the pattern 

of land utilisation in the Sounds: 

(a) that the success or failure of farming is a function of -

(i) emd.i·onmental and cultural factors operating tlimugh the 
soil to deternune land cover, and 

(ii) social and economic costs due to location 

(b) that the utilisation of the land by alternative uses is deternrl.ned by 
the need for the land to achieve Best Use, 

1. THE CONTROLS ON LAND COVER 

( a) Environment and the Land Cover 

The natural land cover of the Sounds was predominately a mixed forest 

vegetation adapted to the. environmental conai tions of the region, Less 

than forty per cent of this cover has escaped destruction in the process of 

milling and pasture establishment,· primai'ily bec·ause it contains few millable 

trees and is considered to be unfitted for pasture gr.0·,vth. Of the pasture 

established on the. land cleared, nearly one third has reverted to scrub and 

more than one third is now in a deteriorated and marginal condition, This 
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· suppression of the pasture cover by reversion weeds suggests that the Sounds 

environment may be ecologically unsui tea for the optimum: development of 

pasture and that the reversion species are better adapted to the environ

mental conditions of climate, terrain and soil. 

If this i-s so, it may be that one factor is ithe concli tion limiting 

1 
the development of pasture. It is possible to discount the effect of 

temperature and drainage, .for these -show only local variation throughout 

the region. Aspect can be rejected· too because, although pastures may 

establish more readily on partly shaded slopes, they are best developed on 

sunny slopes where. certain reversion species .would grow best. . The rainfall 

and slope can be disregarded with less confidence. Pasti.ire deterioration 

d.oes seem to accornpany hi'gher rainfalls in the Sounds, Taylor says: 

!!Generally where rainfall is 60 inches and over it is 
difficult to get a clean burn and consequently the take 
of grass may be poor and the land may be invaded with 
much secondary growth of shrubs and fern. In drier 
areas conditions are more favourable ( to the establish
ment of grassland) 11 2 

However he does not infer that a rainfall of over sixty inches is detrimental 

to pasture growth and the distribution of pastures in the region would 

rebife such an inference.· Simi.la.rly, it is a truism that pasture manage-

nient is· mtj.ch easier on the flats than on the hil:I.s. But while the flats 

are pasture land, much of the better pasture of the region is on very steep 

slopes. Neither rainfall nor slopes can be considered to be limiting 

factors upon pasture growth. It is theref'ore hypothesised that soils 

provide this limiting factor, 

The :relationship between soiis and pasture growth is primarily a 

fertility relationship~ The satisfaction of the physical soil requirements 

of grass_es and clovers -, silty texture, definite structure, and sufficient 

2 

L~J• Wild, ,Soils and Manures in New Zealand, Ch.ristchurch, 1955, 6th 
editi~~~ .. P 36q 

D.S. I.R., Methods of Vegetation Control in New Zealand with speciaJ. 
Reference to land erosion, D.S. I,Jh- Bulletin No, 77, Wellington, 1939, 

P p.35. 

3 Soil fertility is defined as "The gµality of a soil that enables it t.o 
provide compounds.in adequate amounts and in proper balance, for the 
grooth of spe·cified plants, when other growth factors such as light, 
moisture, temperature and the phjf.Sical· conditions of the soil are 
favourable II u. S, Dept. Agric. Soils The Yearbook of Agriculture, 
Washington, 1957, p 758, --
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topsoil (which conserve moisture but permit aeration, drainage, root 

growth.and movement of the soil solution) - is less difficult and less 

exacting than the satisfaction qf fertiii ty requirements~ Pasture grasses 

and clovers attain their optinn.un development in slightly acid soils, for 

these conditions favour the chemical. ana microbiological activity necessary 

for pasture growth, and make plant nutrients more readily available from 

the soil solution. A pH value of 6.0 to 6.5 (or possibly 5.8 to 6.25) 

may be considered optill1UI!l. pH is not a measure of fertility however, and 

it is necessary to consider the availability of plant nutrients. An 

important measure of soil fertility is the Carbon to Nitrogen ratio. 

Carbon is the ma.in constituent of living tissues, and nitrogen forms a 

vital part .of protein. The availability of carbon in the soil depends on 

the d~composition of organic residues and their conversion to fqrms assimil-

able by plants. These processes are achieved by two sets of bacteria both 

of which are largely composed of protein. Grasses and clovers a:r·e also 

4 This outline of the soil fertility regµirements of pasture, and the 
ensuing examination of Sound soils as potential grassland soils, 
derives from: 

discussions with Messrs. H.S. Gibbs, C.G. Vucetich and J.E. Cox of the 
Soil Bureau, Mr G, W. Nixon of the Department of Agriculture and Dr E. 
Chittend.en of the Cawthron Institute; 

D.S.I.R. Tentative Extended Legend (see Appendix One). 

Chemical Analysis of Soil samples, considered in the light ofct-iteria 
presented in Met son, Methods of Soil Analysis, D._ S. I. R. Bulletin 12, 
Wellington, 1953, pp 88, 168-75, (see Appernlix One, The levels of 
criteria which Met son considers satisfactory for pasture soils are:_ 

pH 

-1:.. "' Mg ;o 

6. 0-6. 5 with a probable tolerance of o. 5 eachm,y 

-9 

J'1% 0.2-0.5 
C :N 16-12· 
C.E.C._ me% 12-25 
T.E.B. me% 7-15 
%B. S. 60-80 with a probably tolerance 
exchangeable Ca me% 5-10 and upward 

11 K 11 1-3 
11 Na 11 0;3-0. 6 
II Mg 11 0.3-0. 7 ) ' 

of 10 each way 

The, best simple discussion of the operation of Soil Chemistry is: 

5 

U.S. Dept Agric. Soils Yearbook of Agriculture, Washington, 1957~ see 
also star)O.ard texts such as: · 

Louis M. Thompson, Soils and Soil Fertility, New York, . 1957 

Lyon T, Lyttleton, Harry O. Buckman arid Nyle c. Brady, The Nature and 
Prope:ties of Soils: A College Text. of Edapholog.y, New York, 1950. · 

G-. W. Nixon, pers. comm. 
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high in protein content and in order to stimulate decanposi tion and plent 

growth, a low carbon: nitrogen ratio is essential. .Another important 

measure of fertility is percentage base sa.tu'.C'&.tion which is a measure of 

the proportions of exchangeable elo.s!lis in the soil solution, However, this 

reflects especially the levels of calcium and phosphorus, which are in heavy 

demand for pasture, and it does not give an indication of the levels present 

of trace elements. 

The soils of ·the Sounds must generally be described as unsuited to 

pasture growth. The J.evel of pH is considerab]y lower in all soil types 

(except Dun Soils) than is desirable and many plant m.1trients are in short 

supply because of leaching. The extent of leaching varies with the rainfall 

but in general nitrogen is a little low, calcium and phospho1~1s are very 

low in supply, magnesiuin is a little deficient, and frOill the tr~e element 

studies conducted it appears that there are serious deficiencies. of 

molybdenum and boron, and deficiencies in sulphur, manganese, copper, cobalt 

and selenium. These deficiencies are generally less pronounced in the 

Outer Sounds where also• the Carbon! nitrogen ratios are not far departed 

from the optimums. 

Eccause of the consic1erable variations in the fertility of the soils 

of the region, it is necessary to examine this variation, as it affects 

pasture develo:pment_in the region. The soils of the Outer ·sounds arc the 

most fertile of the region. Although rather acid they are reasonably well 

em1owed with plant nutrients - except calcium and phosphorus - and have a} 

Carbon:Ni trogen ratio which, except in .Art(_pawa soils, is close to the 

optimum • The slope factor here makes development difficult but Ketu and 

.Anakoha soils respond well to phosphate dressings. The_ growth of pasture 

on 11.rapawa soils is impeded however by physical f&.ctore - weak topsoil 

st:cnctures induced by excessive burning, which encourage sheet erosion, and 

porous soils which render the soil subject to drought. 

The widest ra..~ge of fertility _is found among the steepland soils .of 

the Inner Sounds. Opouri · and Kenepuru hill soils are of low fe1'tiJJ,ty but 

are locally suited to improvement. 'rhe very lovv fertility of Kenepuru 

Steepland soils, Tuamar:i.na, Patriarch and Pelorus soils in descending 

-order makes these soils wholly u:nsui table for pasture gro-,,,th. .AJ.l these 



TabJ.e 14: Soil Distribution in the Sounds 

(acres) 

Terrace Soils _Steepland Soils 
Outer Sou11ds 

Northwest 14500 

Outer.- Pelorus 400 20000 

Arapawa 18150 

Tory Channel 50 8995 

Outer Sounds 450 61800 

Croisilles 450 5500 

Inner Pelorus ·11:250 

Queen Charlotte 1400 

Southeast 750 

Inner Hills 2450 6900 

Kenepuru. 5700 

Linkwater 3600 

Inner Flats 9300 

Sounds 12200 68700 

Source: Calculated from Figure 6. 
Figures ;rounded to nearest 50. 

Steepland Soils Total Inner Sounds 

3600 18100 

19250 39650 · 

18150 

6800 15800 

29450 91700 

22400 28350 

58800 60050 

29750 31150 

32700 334-50 

1~-3650 153000 

35200 40900 

12200 15800 

4-7400 56700 

, 219700 301900 
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Inner Sounds soils are very acid, and ver';( low levels of base saturation 

indicate a low level of basic plant nutrients : all the deficiencies normal 

to Sounds soils (except that of calcium) are well developed here: because 

of leaching, the original vegetation and schistose parent material.s. The 

carbon:ni trogen ratio in some areas has been raised. by burning to dangerous 

levels. In addition to low fertilities, the structures of the less fertile 

soils are weaJc and have been aggravated by burning. Dun soils should be· 

considered separately because, although these are also wholly unsuited to 

grassland, this is because of their alkaline nature and the presence of 

chromium and magnesium in qµanti ties toxic to plant growth. There is a 

general imbalance in the availability of nutrients and in ad.di tion to a low 

fertility, these soils have a S3ndy texture. 

The terrace soils of the region are not markeoly more fertile than 

the Inner Sounds steepland soils. Generally well-drained and of good 

physical characteristics, they are rather leached and lacking in plant 

nutrients. Their pH values are slightly higher than those of the Inner 

Sounds steepland soils and !llineral deficiencies are less pronounced. These 

soils, even Koromiko and Manaroa soils, are considerably less fertile thfu, 

the Outer Sounds soils, but because these soils are on flat land they are 

st1i tea. to improvement. 

The status of pasture tends to reflect the V3.riation in noil 

conditions and most of the clear pastures are found on the fairly limited 

areas of Outer Sounds or terrace soils. (Table 14), But even these soils, 

without improvement, provide a habitat better suited to reversion weeds 

than to pasture. The growth of bracken and tauhinu on these soils is 

more vigorous than even low-fedility native grasses (Plates 33 & 34) while 

in areas of lovrer fertility, gorse, manuka, heath and P:inus insignis will 

tend to suppress pasture species unless weed grmvth is controlled. 

(b) Control of the Land Cover 

The 1\fatural process of reversion may be controlled by four:,methods. 

These are discussed and assessed below: 

(i) The widespread use of fire stems from the ear}y acceptance of 

this means of reversion control in a landscape wh.i.ch was largely originally 

cleared by fire. Fire is an effective method of destroying the plant cover 

but it has serious consequence upon the soil, A single scrub fire induces 



PLATE 3'.3. Native Grassland, Otanerau. 
Danthonia pasture in good condition but with some bracken 
fern. 

PLATE 3li-. English G-rassland: near French Pass. 
An improved pasture of grasses and clovers. 
Pass Road cuts through the photograph. 

The French 
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excessive leaching and erosion, by its effects on the physical and chemical 

properties of the soil~ Partial destruction of the topsoil.structure, and 

lowering of the water table by the removal of vegetation, reduces soil 

moisture and inhibits plant growth; destruction of soil bacteria, and 

immobilisation of decomposition and plant· growth by the radical increase of 

the carbon:nitrogen ratio, has the effect of'· temporarily sterilising the 

soil; and about a year after the burn the level of calcitun magnesium an.cl, 

phosphorus in the soil reaches an equilibrium slightly lower than before the 

burn. Repeated burning therefore lowers the fertility of the soil. a."ld 

makes it increasingly difficult for pasture to compete with reversion species. 

The extent to which the soil is affected depends largely on the 

nature of the fire. Bracken can be burned by a comparatively gentle· fire 

which does no great soil d&mage, but the destruction of wooded scrub 

species requires intense heat. :Even so, stems often remain .as a hindrance 

t~ grazing animals (Plates 35 & 36), and the seeds are not destroyed. 

However, repeated burning in any form ultimately lowers the soil fertiiity, 

and in time lower f'ertili ty demanding species replace bracken and tauhinu 

as reversion plants. This has been demonstrated in Dun and ·Kenepuru soils 

in particular, where manuk.a has become dominant over the past sixty years 

and it is nail being demonstrated by the spread of heath. As fertility 

falls, the control of reversion becomes impossible,' for the growth of 

reversion species appears to become more rapid and their comparative 

advantage over pasture species becomes greater. Nowhere is th.is1better 

demonstrated than in the spread of heath. Spanish heath is a weed of 

low fertility soils only; which tends t? replace other reversion species 

6 
This,discussion follows: 

R, B. Miller, J .D. Stout and K.E. Lee, "Biological and Chemical Changes 
Following Scrub Burning on a New Zealand Hill Soil0 1. 
N.Z. Joum Soi. and Tech., Vol.37B, 1955, pp 290-313; 

R.B. Miller and M. F:!.tzpatrick, "Biological and Chemical Changes 
Following Scrub Burning on a New Zealand Hill Soil" 2. "Changes in Soil pH11 

N.Z. Journ Soi. and Tech., Vol.2, 1959, PP. 171-81. 

J.B. Stout, 11Biological and Chemical Changes Following Scrub Burning on 
a New Zealand Hill Soil11 3. 11:Microbiological Changes", 
N.Z. JournSci. and Tech., Vol.4, 1961, pp 740-52. 

R.B. Miller, "Biological imd Chemical Changes Following Scrub Buf'ning on 
a New Zealand Hill Soil" /.i.. 11Changes in some Chemical Properties 11 

N.Z. Journ Sci. and Tech., Vol,5, 1902, pp 259-68. 

7 W.F. Leonard and J.P. Beggs, "Spanish Heath11 , N.Z. Journ Agric., Vol.99, 
1959, pp 4·17-21. 



PLATE 35. Following a Scrub Fire: Four Months After. 
The land is still sterile and the only cover is the 
burnt twigs of the former manuka community. 

PLATE 36. Four Years Later. 
A dense growth of heath has occupied the area. 
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as f'ertili ty £'alls to lov1 levels. It can rapidly establish on newly burnt 

areas, and in the past, fifteen years, there has been a spectaculqr spread 

of heath in areas of the Inner Sounds where burning has occurre.d� (Plates 

35. and 36). This spread (Figures 28 and 29) provia.es some indication of 

the extent to which fertility has fallen in these areas. Once heath is 

established its control is practically impossible. 

It can be forestalled by soil improvement, and on the flats it can 

be controlled by cultivation, But on the bills stock control is of no 

avail, spraying is ineff.ective because of the proli.fic seeding rate, and 

heavy applications of fertilizer after heath has established have little 

effect. Burning has only the effect of stimulating its growth. 

The long term effect of fire appears therefore to have been to make 

the end of farming in much of the Sounds inevitable, unless £'armers can 

adopt alternative methods of weed control. Continued burning can only 

have the effect of encouraging the spread of heath; while t he control of 

burri.ing, which is the more likely occurrence, will make reversion easier. 

·Nhether or not a farmer will adopt other methods depends on the costs and

revenues involved; if he does not adopt other methods he will ultimately 

h9.ve to abandon his farm. 

(ii) One alternative means of control is the use of stock in

con,jw1ction with other mce..ns of phynical removal of weed growth, The·use 

of stock for reversion control involves intensive grazing-:- in effect over

stocking - of sheep and ca.ttle on small blocks- for short periods and movement 

of the stock f'rom field to field. The effect of overstocking is that many 

weeds are crushed underfoot and their more succulent stems are eaten. 

Very effective in fern coimtry, the method is not so. successful in control

ling wooded weeds and it ·is necessary to destroy 'these periodically by 

pnlling or cutting. The me�hoc1 requires ad.equate stock numbers and fencing, 

and the availability of labour for the mru�tal control. In the Inner Sounds 

finance has not been available for these and the dominance of wooded weeds 

has hindered operation of the method. In the Outer Sounds, rotational 

grazing has been used for many years with consio.erable success, but it is 

3uspected that it is becom:i.ng increasingly difficult to control reversion 

,y this means. This may largely be attributed to the difficulty of obtain-

.ng labour., but it is sugge·ste·d that this might also reflect a slow drain 

m plant nutrients by perioaically overstocked pastures, and the incomplete 

mrr 
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PLATE 37. Results of Stock Management, Onauku. 
The pasture is clean but slips are present. 
pasture has been oversown. 

PL.ATE 38. Discing, Mills Bay. 

This 

A crawler tractor clearing gorse with giant discs on 
slopes of up to 12 degrees. 
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return of these nutrients by stock~ (Plate 37). 

(iii) Another alternative is the use of cultivation. This means is 

the most effective means of destroying reversion -weeds, expeoially wooded 

weects. It is also the most useful because if permits pasture renewal and 

feed crops and, wh_en turnips 0.re cropped, helps to restore the fertility of 

the soil. Apart from the financial obstacle, there is one :najor lilnitation 

upon the use of this method; ploughable land is both linti. ted and localised. 

Ploughing ana cropping is normaily carried out on slopes of less than five 

degrees and these amount to only 2, 79 per cent of the Sounds •. 1~ of 

these flats outside Linhvater have 1'!ot been stumped and this furthe:t'. 

restricts the area available for conventional ploughing methods. Crawler 

trn.ctors and gianL aiscs will operate on slopes of up to fifteen degrees 

but these amount .to only 2,56 per;cent of the region. (Table 15). 

(Plate 38). 

(iv) The previous three methods discussed are primarily means of 

c·ontrolling reversion weeds which have been induced by the nature of the 

environment; in particular ~he soils. The fourth alternative is for 

Man to impede reversion by m~ld.ng the environment more suitable for the 

growth of pasture. It is not possible to. change a natural forest soil 

into a grassland.soil but it is possible, by the correction of nutrient 

deficiencies, to msJce a soil suitable for pasture growth. In the Sounds, 

the coITection of deficiencies imposes difficulties. To correct ti•ace 

element deficiencies may be expensive but it involves little physical 

difficulty; however to correct· the deficie11cies in ni trog7n, calcium and 

:phosphorus is not easy because of the, ~anti ties of fertilizer involved, 

but more especial:cy because no single fertil.i.zer is sufficient to deal 

with ali three nutrients. The solution to the nitr0gen problem is a 

simple one - establish clovers in the pasture, and the operation of the 

nitrogen cycle is ensured by the fixation of•mitrogen from the_air by 

leguminous bacteria. Clovers hoV1ever are heavy feeders on phosphorus and 

this emphasises the deficiency in this element. Ordinarily phosphates 

have 1i ttle effect on the calcium level in a soil, and pasture trials 

have •shown that ideally lime should be aptlied with phosphates. The 

difficu1ty of transporting and spreading lime in most of the region makes 



Table 15 : Slope Categories in the Sounds 

(acres) 

Flat Undulating Steepland. Total. 

Northwest 25 100 17960 18085 

Outer Pelorus 325 550 38795 39670 

Arapawa 100 150 17890 1814-0 · 

Tory Channel 150 150 15500 15800 

Outer Sounds 600 950 90145 91695 

Croisilles 4-75 770 27130 28375 

Inner Pelorus 1000 1900 57140 60040 

Queen Charlotte 80 200 30895 31175 

Southeast 700 520 334-30 

Inner Rills 2255 3340 147725 153020 

Kenepuru 3450 2300 34955 40905 

Linkwater 2650 900 12330 15880 

Inner Flats 6100 3400 4-8285 57785 

Sounds 8955 7690 285855 302500 

Sou.roe· ; Calculations from field maps; areas wider 10 acres 
excluded; figures rounded. 
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this impossible. But unless calcium deficiencles are rectified, phosphate 

dressings are li>rgely wasted., The answer is the use of basic slag or 

serpentine superphosphate. Both these fertilizers contain more available 

phosphorus than ordinary phosphates and they also contain clacium. 

Although basic slag is the more useful on damp soils, 11 serpentine super11 is 

generally the more useful because of its higher calcium content and because 

it is especially suited to aerial topdressing and mixing with seed. 

The process of soil improvement is a long and costly one and 

its real value is only obtained when, after the initial development, 

maintenance dressings of fertilizers are applied annually to·replace 

nutrients used by the pasture. The reversion problem is ·never completely 

eliminated., but with retational grazing it is reduced to 'a minimum. 

(Plate 39 ). Soil improvement is the only wholly satisfactory means of 

pasture maintenance and it is technically possible on all Sounds soils, 

except Dun and possibly Patriarch and Pelorus soils. 

be economically possible. 

( c) The Economics of Control 

But it may not 

The critical factors in deciding the adoption of a programme of 

soil improvement are the cost of the initial stae1es of development and 

the speed at which soils, pasture and carrying capacities respond to 

treatment and become productive. Once the level of plant nutrients 

in the soil is satisfactory the application of annual fertilizer dressings 

is normally paid for by the increased caI'l'ying capa.city, although this de-

pends on current prices. In the Outer Sounds and Manaroa soils the initial 

application of three hund:cedweight of phosphate per acre followed by 

annual dressings of· two or three hundredweight brings a comparatively 

quick response. The respbnse to phosphate is slower a.n other flat 

soils and general]y a ton of lime or five hundredweight of slag per acre 

(followed by half to one tone of lime or four hunB.redweight of slag) are 

necessary to achieve better results. On Inner Sounds steepland soils 

responses are much slower, even when the amount of fertiliser is increased. 

In general, while it is economically possible to improve most 
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Outer Sounds and terrace soils, it is doubtfu~ whet~er the improvement of 

most Inner Sounds steepland soils is economically justified on the basis of 

present costs and returns. This conclusion disputes .,the claim made in a 

recent study.that improvement of a Kenepuru steepland soil was economio8 

but it is considered that the analysis of costs and revenues in that s~uay 

was not very penetrating and that the conclusions· do not apply to conditioP.s 

in the Sounds. 

One major -cost in. the improvement of many Sounds soils is that of 

clearing ~eea growth. Br-..cken fern is cheaply destroyed by-fire but the 

destruction of wooded weeds_nru.st be by cutting which w_ay cost up to 

£7.10.0 per acre in dense scrub, or by disoing ,vhi.ch usually costs to 

£7,0,0 per acre. Most developmental areas have to be r_efenced and 

trax1sport costs ai·e heavy on fencing matezia:1.s. A fence of metal_ 

·standards and cyclone netting costs over £600 per m:i,le even when materials 

are obtained. by road. Post and wire fencing is more satisfactory but more 

expensive •. The alternative to theRe mathods of fencing, which for a ~venty 

five acre block cost £10.0,0 per acre (or half this cost in a hundred acre 

block), is electric fencing which, for a similar area, would cost £2.15.0 

per acre, but ma..ny farmers doubt the effectiveness of electric fences. 

Seed costs are usually abo~t £3.0,0 per acree 

Soil improverr:ent usually results in carrying capacities being 

raised t-9 about three ewe-equivalents per acre in five years, and it is 

desirable that stock numb~rs should be increased to impede_reversion 

which might destroy the heavy capital invested. The doubling of capacities 

in the Outer Sounds provides no heavy financial bur,ien, but in areas in the 

Inner Sounds, the carrying capacity m£J¥ be trebled or quadrupled. Whether 

the farmer buys in stock or reduces his sales of lambs, the cost of stock 

increase is a very important economic consideration. 

The heaviest and most critical costs involved in soil improvement 

are those of applying fertilisers. Transport and terrain malce the 

procurement and spreading of fertiliser very expensive and very inconvenient. 

8 J.P. Beggs·, 11Hill Country I.,nprovemcnt in Kaituna. Valley11 , ·N.Z. Journ 
Agrip,, Vol.105, 1962, PJ? 499-501, 
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This is especially true of slag and lime which are required in much heavier 

q_uanti ties per acre than phosphates and have to be applied fi•orn the ground, 

Only in Linkwater are the landed costs. (per acre0 of lime comparable with 

those of phosphate and in water-served a:rea'l of the Sounds, for instance 

Kenopuru, these costs of lime a:re somewhat higher than those on slag and 

t,r;ice those on phosphates. Unless a particularly good response is obtained_ 

to lime or slag, only phosphates are used in the soil ic'llprovement programme. 

The use of phosphate also involves heav-.1 costs which show consic1erable and 

important variation. In Linkwater d-hii. landed. cost of phosphate is between 

£17. o. 0 and £19. o. 0 per ton d.epenc'ling on the method of spreading; in 

Kenepuru,the Northwest 6.lld. Outer Pelorus the range is from £·17,15.0 to 

£20,0.0 per ton; elsewhere in the region it is impossible to topdress at 

less than £20.0. 0 per ton and costs may be substantially higher. These 

variations derive, not from differences in transport costs which are 

insignificant, but from differences in the cost of spreading. Aerial 

topdJ'.'essing is the only practical method of spreading phosphate in most of 

the· Sounds. But it is very expensive. At a minimum spreading charge of 

£3. 1 O. 0 per ton, small planes have a very short range (Fig. 30) and unless 

the farmer is prepared:to pay a rate which increases very steeply with 

flying distance, he must construct an ai.rstrip - at a cost of more than 

£250, if terrain penni ts - or ador,t alter:mative methods, Blowers are a 

comparatively cheap method of spreading (£15.1 O. 0 per ton landed) but 

involve very heav-.1 eJq?endi ture on tracks at £100 per mile where terrain 

permits. Alternatively large planes can be flown in from Paraparaumu 

to the Outer Sounds but at a cost of £22.0,0 per ton landed and much 

inconvenience. None of these methods_g;r;:§_cheap and their use will depenrl 

on the quantities of phosphate involved and responses to this. 

The whole question of whether the costs of improvement are justified 

depends on a nuraber of factors - personal circumstances, the condition 

ari.d potential of the· c01u1try, and the costs snd revenues involved. '.L'he 

ea.pi tal involved in development is very heavy and nor1nally development muet 

be of small areas which ·will pay for developmental costs over a short period. 

and. release capital for other blocks, The general economic problem is 

probably best ·shown in an analysis of costs and revemtes during the period 
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of' development and accordingly a hypothetical balance sheet is pres0nted 

below for a five year period of development of twerity f'ive acres of fern 

country in the Northwest, Outer Pelorus or Kenepuru.? 

Ca:J?i tal Costs 
(,per a.ere) 

111:aintenan.ce Costs 
(per acre, five 

ye~w: total) 

Total Costs 

Revenues 
(per acre, five 

yea:r total) 

electric f'encing@ £170 per mile 
seed 
autU1DI1 topdressing (3cwt @ £1 cwt) 
spring topdressing (1cwt@ £1 c1'lt) 
increase of stock · 
proportion of tracking, airstrip, say 

annual topdressing (2cwt p. a, for 4 
years@ £1 cwt) 

proportions of fo.rm labour costs 

wool @ 81b sheep, lt-Od lb 
sheep sales@ 35/- sheep 
cattle sales @ £10 beast 

£ 2.15. 0 
3. o. 0 
3. o. 0 
1. o. 0 
4. 5. 0 

10. 0 

£14,10, 0 

8. o. 0 
10; o. 0 

£18. o. o· 

£32.10. 0 

13. o. 0 
12.10. 0 
7.10. 0 

£33- o. 0 

In this example the costs of development are amortized over a·pe:riod of 

five years which can be regarded as typical of the three subregions to 

wbich the exax!!l?le might apply. It is necessary to make certain gualific-

ations in using this example as a more general case. Firstly some areas 

in the Nortl:nvest and Kenepuru could economise on the q_uani i:iy •Of the 

initial topdressings. Conversely however, heavier dressings would be 

necessary on Inner Sounds steeplai,d soils where costs.of spreading 

phosphate are very high. Secondly, this example assumes that pastures 

respond early to soil improvement and carrying capacity increases from 

1.5 to 3.5 ewe-equivalents per acre. In Inner Sounds Hill Country and 

Tqry Channel responses woµld be slower and a lower stock capacity would be 

achieved over five years. Thirdly the exall!Ple assumes that no scrub 

clearance was necessary and that no labour had to b~ employed for tauhinu 

9 These figures are based on actual figures supplied by farmers during 
the course of fieldwork. They should not be regarded as a specific 
example. 



PLATE 39. J!'ammland in the course of improvement, Akaloa. (Analrnha). 
Fencing, grassing, topdressing and stock rotation 
are slowly pushing bracken back. 

PLATE 40. Problems of Roading, Hal<:ana. 
This is a section of the State Hydro Road to Fighting 
Bay. The ridge rises at this point to 1 , 100 feet and the 
hill slopes are over 30 degrees. 
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pulling costing £2.10.0 per acre. 

Inner'Sounds Bill Country. 

This assumption is not correct fn-r much 

The amortization period on development of Inner Sounds Hiil Country 

and. Troy Channel would. be substantially longer than on the Inn.er Flats and 

sm;:ne Outer Souna.s cow1try, This emphasises an economic problem of 

development which is important throughout the region, The capital sunk 

in the development of. even a small area :Ls very heavy and ma."Ci.mum use must 

-be made of this capital. Cost must be amortized as@i.ck1y as possible

to make c_api tal available for further development. This is one factor

which makes development of the Inner Sounds improbable. The second is the

problem of obtaining the capi ta1 necessary to begin improvement. The

Sounds farmer might obtain this from three sources. He may have capital,

This is true.of very few Sounds farmers. Much of the present development 

in the region derives from high reYenues obtained from boom wool prices in

·195i, but a small number of _fesmers mainly in the Northwest, Outer Pelorus,

Kenepuru and Linkwater}
.___

w.he have ·1inYestea this in development. 
--._;-- -.-� 

A secona

r,ossibil.ity is financing development out of revenues which is in any event 

a slow :process, ce_rtai.i".!ly on Inner.Sounds farms. A third possibility is 

aid from lending agencies. Most financial avenues are blocked to Sounds 

farmers, especia_lly if the land is offerad as a security. This refJ.ects 

a laclc of confidence in Sounds farming. Even the State Advances Corpor- 

a-tion is reluctant to lend on Sounds property especially in the Inner 

Souna.s, while the :Marginal Lands Board has shown no interest in the region. 

Farming as a form of iana 1.1-tilisation in the Sotmds is. faced with 

an environment which is -unsuited by the soi1 factor to pasture growth. 

The establishment and maintenance of good pasture is essential to efficient 

farm utilisation of the land. .And economically it is only possible to 

do this, b3t the improvement of the soil, in the Northwest, Outer Pelorus, 

:Cenepuru, Linkwater and possibly Arapawa. 

OTHER INFLUENCES ON FARMING 

Although_ land cover limits and largely controls the existence and 

effioiency of farming in the Sounds it is doubtful whether fan11ing is as 

efficient as it could be within the limits imposed by the cover, and it 

seems that many farmers are mald.ng no honest effort to control reversion. 

2o 
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On many farms in less fertile areas, the cover ·is-· being allowed to deterior

ate or is being burnt repeatedJ.y and without remorse, while in area.s suited 

to improvement ·many farmers talk but do little about implementing improve-

ment programmes. This is a generalisation and does not apply to many 

farmers especii:µly in the four subregions in which improvement is taking 

place. 

The attitude of.many Sounds.farmers is one of apathy and isolationism 

well shO\•m in their inability to act in concert even in soil conservation or 

pest control. 

interference. 

When the government acts independently it is a.ccu~ed of 

This atti tua.e derives partly from dir,illusionn1ent over 

the cqntrol of reversion and a feeling that the government is waiting to 

telce over the farmland; but is really the product .o:f,' isolation, which 

creates certain social and economic costs which tend to make farmers 

wonder whether their efforts a:re worthwhile. The most serious of these 
7 

costs is that of transportation, Contrary to popular opinion,sea trans-

port on basic commodities - stock, wool, fertilizer and general merchandise -

is cheaper in money terms . than road transport. But the inconvenience of 

punting is a heavy cost. Trucking is more convenient for carrying 

stock because it is quicker (and stock arrive at their destination in 

better condition), more reliable, handles smaller loads econontl.caJ.ly and, 

being not very subject to ·the vagaries of. weather, operates more readily to" 

a schedule. In cartage of. fertilizer trucking elintl.nates two:handlings of 

phosphate sent from Hornby l:jhd enables delivery at the airstrip. Sea 

transport is di:lfini te)..y. e:ipe~ive on goods of small bulk. Groceries cost 

1/6 -;,_ parcel plus 6d wharfage e~nrpared with 6d if delivered by road in the 

Northwest. Probably ·the. roost '.ei.Pensi ve cost of. sea transport is that of 

personal movement, for a Sounds resDi.ent going "to townll has to pay either 

hotel charges or charter rates on: a 11 special" launch~ The purchase and 

operation of private ·launches is a cost much higher than on a car and 

jetties, where they can be built, also .involve substantial capital investment. 

A further disadvantage of sea transport is that as recreation grows, there 

· is increasing competi t"ion for transport resources· and at the pealc of the 

recreation season farmers are finding commercial transport difficult to 

obtain. 
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· Many farmers in progressive areas wish to reduce the social co~t by 

reading. But in more than half. the region there is no local boay to do 

this, and neither Marlborough County nor the road boards are prepared to 

undertake the financial co!Oll'~ tment necessary, even if a backbloclr.a roading 

subsidy (of 8:1) is available. Reading costs are very high because of the 

terrain (Plate 40) and two recently const·ructed roads have cost .£4000 and 

£2500 11er mile respectively1° However, in spite of these problems, roading 

connected to the South Island highway system increased from thirty nine to 

eighty nine miles in the decade 1950-6·1 and a further fifty five miles of 

reading have been constructed in the past two seasons. In addition thirty 

six miles of internal roading in Kenepuru are due to be linked to the 

01.\tside world. The importance of reading is not that i.t cheapens 

transport but that it breaks down isolation and introspection. 

Other measur,a•.ble costs due to location include the inconvenience 

of expensive and often intermittent party telephone lines; the problems 

associated with petrol and diesel, electric power plants (especially the 

financial burden of about £·120 per annum) and the difficulties of schooling. 

Other social costs are immeasurable but profoundly affect farm.i.ng. 

Isolation is a serious discouragement to young people staying in the Sounds. 

This makes the supply of ~abour almost impossible. Moreover the movement 

of younger pe9ple from the region, especially from the poorer areas, tends 

to prevent a progressive attitude to farming from developing in these areas. 

Isolation has snother effect, of developing a lethargy in residents who 

don't maintain their ties with.the outside world: · this ·:i.s expressed in the 

local expression, "gone Sound.s 11 ·o 

Maori land tenure has. been a problem and hindrance to farming in 

Port Gore, East :Say and especially the Croisilles. A much more .i~ortant 

quasi-tenurial problem is part-time and absentee farming. This affects 

more than a fifth of Sounds farms especially in the Inner Hills and Tory 

Channel and is a reflection on the difficulties of farming and comparative 

ease of obtaining an income by whaling, fishing, ·labouring, shearing, or 

operating launches or ta.us. Like the sale of sections and letting of baches, 
~- (i_l_TJ,.t;:0 h,t .r 

this is an adaption to circ1.mmtances under which farming .is sub-economic 

and not the best use& 

100 ·Whatamongo-Port Unde?'itood 5 mi~es, 66 chains, oos\£2~,377, :Ma.rlboroug1l 
· Exprea~, Mfo/ 3rd, 1957. Opuri-Teneyson Inlet, 13f! llll.les, cost £33 ,OOO, 
R. A. J\.3:'oher, ;e~rs,~~nue9. 



3s THE .ACHIEVEMENT OF BEST USE 

.Best Use is that condi'tion 

11when (land resources) are used in such a manner as to 11 
provide an optimum return to their operation or t6· society11 

The best use for any piece of land is the £\.motion of: 

(a) its use-capacity, 

11 the ability of any given unit of land resource to provide 
a net return above.the production costs associated with 
its use 1112 

ana 

(b) its value, which is determined by the dem_ana_ for the land of 
competing uses. 
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When economically productive for.ms of utilisation are being considered, use

ea,.paci ty and value can be measured, but intange~bles enter the discussion 

when non-productive uses are present. For instance, use capacity in 

productive lan,i may be measured in land-rent, but in a recreational 

1, 
property, while inputs are monetary, outputs are primarily intang.lil®.ble 

satisfactions. The value of productive land is· the price which can be 

i. 
obtained for it but the value of a scenic reserve is chiefly an intangffl!l.ble. 

The use-capac:L ty and value of land depends on the uses for which the land 

is inherently or technologcially suited, and on the operation of certain 

factors to protect public or societal interests (usually by legal control 

or the mobilisation of pubUc opinion). 

be by a process of land use competition. 

Achievement of the best use will 

These concepts are applicable to the Sounds and it has been 

hypothesised. that farming is not the best use for most of the region, and 

that its gradual replacement by alternative uses is in fact the process of 

land use competition achieving best uses. 

The nature of best use reqy.ires that the use should. be economically 

viable. In the Sounds the improvemEint of an environment which is not 

wholly suited to pasture production is economically possible only in a 

limited area~ 3 Where improvement i_s not economically possible, farming 

11 

12 

13 

Raleigh Barlowe, Land Resource Economics, New Jersey, 1958, p.13. 
This discussion of Best Use is a development of Barlowe and Richard T. 
Ely and George S. Wehrwein, Land Economics, New York, 1957. 

Barlowe op. cit, p 12, 

D.A. Wilkie, Final Report Soil Conservation Survey of the Sounds .Area 
1950, Cyclostyled, Department of Agriculture, Blenheim, estimates the 
land capabili t-y of the Sounds as heavy forest 45. 6 per cent, marginal 
17.9 per cent, marginal but suited to 11asture if •well managed 20.,3 ·per cent 
and pasture 17. 2 per cent. 
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practices will ultimately render the land impossible to farm. It may be 

possible for a time to ma.xi;nise land re.nt by adopting more extensive 

grazing and accepting a ],ower ret~rn for labour (in effect, ·auopting a lower 

standard of J.i v:i.ng), but because farming under these conditions nmst become 

uneconomic, the best use for. this land would in normal conditions be 

unutilisea. 

However in the Sounds, alternative uses are possible for the land. 

13ecause of its uni.gµeness in a landscape sen.se, its terrain, scenery ana 

especially its sheltered waterways, with their_ poten:tial for watersports, 

hunting and tramping, and because.of the climate of the region, the Sounds 

has a tremendous potential for recreation. .As access to the region 

·becomes easier, the effective dema.~d for sections for holiday houses in 

mo1·e accessable areas is increasing rapia.ly and values are climbing steeply. 

In the Outer Sounds farming is the best-use of the land ro,d recreational 

utilisation conflicts with farming, but in the Inner Sounds where demand 

is most effective the utilisation of foreshore land is well advamed 

because of the- personal economic salvation possible to a farmer frnm sub-

division. Recreational land must be considered the best-use of this 1and 

because of a greater use-capacity than that of farming and higher land 

values. 

The best- use or' the hills in. areas where f'arming is uneconomic is 

probably scen.i..c reserves. In many paxts of' the Inner Sounds th'.9 price 

offered by the Department of Lands and Survey for decayed farmland is 

higher than government valuation and even where this is not .so, the price 

is probably higher than the true value ·because there is no other demand f'or 

the land. The use-capacity of land in scenic reserve may be considered 

to be greater than that of land usad for farming in these areas. Public 

opinion is in favour of areas being set aside because of their scenic 

value - and this is espec.ially true of the Sounds - and. it is also becoming 

increasingly distln\bed over the consequences. of land utilisation w.hich is 

not in equilibrium with.the environment. The policy of the Department may 

be reviewed as an expression of the feeling that a greater long run return 

may be obtained from scenic reserves than from farming, The farming 

corrom.L'1i ty woµld deny this on the grounds that reserves are a fire danger 

:ma the breeding ground for animal pests. But fires can be controlled and 
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pests can be_destroyed if farmers. are preparea to assist in this. But 

unless control of pigs (Sus soofra), deer_ (Cervus elaphus) and opossums 

(Trichosurus yulpecula) is achieved," the animaJ. pest problem is one which. 

lllB,Y seriously reduce the desirability of reserves • 

.An alternative use for hills which have not yet become reserves 

might be exotic forestr--y. If a large exotic for.est (of say 2500 acres) 

could be established and operated economically, subecohomic farmland could 

be purchased for forest:cy. at a higher ·price than for ~serves, and unless 

public opinionw:as moved to oppose this by legal, controls, forestry should 

be the best-use for large areas in the Inner Sounds all?- Tory Channel • 

.Although forest growth is very rapid, the New Zealand Forest Service has 

rejected the possil:il.ity of a State forest on the· grounds that: 

11 1 o The complex pattern of land tenure and the existence 
of large reserves throughout the Sounds malce it 
impossible to secure the extensive blocks of land 
that are necessary for an exotio forest plantation to 
b"e economically successful. Small, disconnected 
areas of forest only result in excea:i_ive managerial 
and-transportation costs. 

2. Suitable planting areas are widely scattered and 
often too exposed to strohg winds •. 

3. Land p;ci.ces are high and in many cases the cost 
of acquisition would be prohibitive. 

4. Access is chiefly.by·water and ver~ circuitous 
routes so that the transport of logs t6 mills 19-
on the mainland could be difficult and expensive." · 

But the service is prepared to encourage private forestry. The graatest 

problem for private forestry is the cost of plant, but :t:lrl:s-:is~not:"'.~ 

problem-for firms aJ.read.y established in Blenhe:i.m, Picton or in the 

Sounds. The problem of transport is now being le.ssened in the Southeast 

by reading and in In.l'J.er Pe.lorus and Kenepu~, water transport is probably · 

cheaper and more direct·. than land transport. 

in :Marlborough and Wellington. 

.And there are ready markets 

It is not possible to b.e conclusive on questions of the best-use for· 

a specific area because of the intang~ble vaJ.ues involved in some of the 

al:~ernative· uses in the region. But the concept does provide a ?atisfactory 

e;:cplm1ation of the changing pattern of·utilisation in the Sounds, especia.JJ.y 

if the gradual. nature of change is taken into account, and a f'ramevrork within 

which to consider the future. 

14 Town and C0rmt:cy Plan_nlng Branch, :Ministry of Works, Ma:r'lborough: A 
Regional Survey, Wellington, 1962, p 43• 
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CONCLUSION 

1., RETROSPECT 

This study has shown how an environment with, sup-:;rficially, 

u nif'orro n0.tural coD.di ·tions, but in reality an 1-ma.erlying dive r.c:i ty, has 

been developed 1)y Man for pastoral farming, and how the environment has 

subsequently acted on Man-induced changes to produce the present pattern 

of land utilisation. It has shown how different areas have been developed. 

in different ways, a.ri.d hovr these differences have h-elped to elaborate the 

cliversit;)' of the natural Lmdsoa:r,e in the cu1:tural landsc2.pe, As a pattern 

or pastoral f'arming; forestry., recreation and. re.:3er·v·e;3 has cr,:/sta..llisec1 

tb,Jre has e1r,erged in the region a dualism wh:i.eh refleets a 6.ef'ini te pattern 

Yri thin this diversity of landscape phenomena. Th.is dualism has been best 

developed :i.n the character of farming, with intensive and. sue,'.)essfl\l 

fro-min-3 being de,reloped. on the flats of the Iru-ier Sounds .and som0 of the 

hills of the OutBr Sounds, a.nc1 elsev1here decay. The dec£q of farming has 

heG11. accompanied by overstocking and overburning and the resulting slov, 

destruction of the lc1.nc1 resource is rega-r-de(t vri th apathyo The a.estruction 

of farming in much of the S01.md.s is now imrnj.rent because of the spread of 

he:.;1.th. Besause · the Sourn1s has an irJwrent potentitl for otr.e:r. uses, 

fa,:rnJ.and :i.:o ri..c,t becon-d ng wasteland brr~ j_s changing to uses which obtain a 

hi::;lier social and econor.i:i.o return from the land and a more hannonious 

ac:\justn1ent to the natt;l'l'l environment, 

It is comic1e1'ecl that the hy:potteses presentec1 as an expl:mation 

of the problem of' this study have l)een vzliaatec1, an.c1 they provide 2.11 acleguate 

explanation of the broader features of the patter:r._ of land tr~iliimtion in 

the 1for1.borough Souna.s. Because this stucly deaJ.s with intricate and Ean-

mecd.e pattGrns, deviation from the normal patte:cn is to be e:r.rected. The 

e.xplaJ1ation of vr.ia.er o.eviations lies in the fa.et that the pattern of utili~-

2.tion is still in the process of attain:i.ng an eq_u:i.libriura. It is considerea, 

finally, that the hypotheses pre2,ented in this study_ may be appJJ.ecl in a 

consideration of the changes that have still to ooc:or in the pattern of 

utilisation and of the equilibrium pattern which will develop. 
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2. PROSP.ECT 

Pastoral farming will have to become a.djusteo. to its environment. 

This will probably mean a decline in cropping and. heavier dependence on 

high quality grassland. The general adjustment of farming will necessitate 

( a) better freight and sU.pply services 

(b) better fencing 

(c) aerial fa:tilling 

(d) control of burning ana better fire fighting services 

( e) an increased re.tio of cattle to sheep 

(f) intensive de-,relopment of the flats and.lower hills 

(g) pest control (pigs, deer, 'possums and goats)1 

TJ....is progrannne can only be economic in the Northwes:t, Outer Pelorus, possibly 

Arapawa and on the flats of Linkv1ater, Kenepuru and elsewhere in conjunction 

with lower hill country. Many flat land holdings will have to be amalga-

mated. North of Croisilles Harbour, and in Inner Pelorus and Tory 

Chru.mel, 1:i.mi ted improvement might occur if management standards can be 

improved. Roading must accompany development but sea transport will 

always be of major importance in the distribution of farm produce. Reading 

will reach Port Ligar, Portage, Xaiwna and Ocean Bay by the end of 1963, 

and the Kenepuru Road system will be linked to that of the South Island. in. 

The subsequent development of reading is a matter for conjecture. 

Recreational. utilisation will ultimately occupy most of the fore

shores of the Sound.s except in the Outer Soun<ls w},.ich are too steep. 

Increased streJ.nwill be placed on transport resources in the ~egion and the 

spread of recreat.ion will probably largely follow reading, into Kenepuru 

Sound, the J.nner Pelorus, the Croisilles and Port Underwood, With the 

establishment of holidey towns. :But more isolate.a sections will continue 

to be important in recreation especially in areas served by water trru:isport. 

The number 9:f guestho.uses will probably fall. because of h:i.gh ta:criffs a:nd 

heavy costs. But a Tourist Hotel at the Grove has been contemplated by 

the Tourist Hotel Corporation. 

1 The recommendations of' the Soil Conservation Survey 1950, 

. D.A. Wilkie, Final Report: Soil Conservation Survey of the Sound.s 
Area, i 950, oyolostyled, Department of Agr:i.c1.1l ture, Blenheim. 
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Farming and recreation are unlikely to exist co,(a.r<';!ally and the hills 

of most of the Inner Sounds will largely change from farming to other uses. 

Many farmers are ave1·se to the extei1sion of scenic reserves and would 

prefer utilisation. of the lam for exotic forestry. The only areas which 

u.ai1 be regarded as possible locations for exotic forests are in Inner' 

Pelorus, Tory Channel, the eastern side of Port Undenrood and the hills 

behind Kenepuru, If forest development does occur it will be by establ:i.shed 

firms - in the Southeast by a Picton or Blenheim firm; in the Kenepurtt 

and adjacent areas by a local firm. Incligenous forestry is almost at an 

end \vith ten million feet of millable timber remaining in State Forests 

ana. perhaps three million on private land, and three of the four firms will 

withdraw from the Sotmds. within ·the next decade. 

The hill cou_n.try unused by farming or forestry will ultimately 

revert to the Crovi'n and become Scenic Reserves· in. spite of the opposition 

of the farming community. As this happens much of the hill cotlntry of the 

Inner Sounds will become a continuum. of scenic reserves and protection 

forest. Will this become the nucleus of Sounds National Park? It is 

difficult to comment on this possibility because no official policy state-

ment has been made on the issue~ However a national park would be the 

logical outcome of present policies. There is a. pressing neeti for a single 

authority -to administer scenic reserves and protection forest in the Sounds 

and to develop these reserves for recreational purposes, and an equally 

pressing need for finance with which to achieve this. 

the purpose of a National Park is to: 

On the other hand,_ 

11 (preserve) in perpetuity, ••• areas, ••• that contain scar1ery 
of such distinctive gual:i.ty or natural features so beautifuJ. 
or unique that their preservation is in the national interest 11 3 

The unique character of the Sounds land.scape derives from a combination of 

farming, recreationul and reserve utilisation of the lanc1. And at present, 

national park legislation does not cater for large areas of private land 

within the Park area. 

to the ideao 

The farming connnunity moreover are strongly opposed 

2 

3 

The most definite official statement which can be quoted. is that "Some 
areas at present set aside as scenic reserves could, in future years, . 
achieve national park status 11 , Dept. Lands a.'ld Sm'vey, Forest and Birdi 
No 146, 1962, :p 16. . 

Preamble to the National Parks Act 1955, 
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The achievement of en equilibrium .pattfITll of land utilisation will 

have to be accompanied by two important changes. The first vrould be reorg-

anisation of transportation. Sea transport will continue to be used widely 

but it will have to become much more efficient - the launch operator will 

have to fit more work into an hour than he a.oes now, and in Kenepui0 u and 

Pelonts Sounds, Havelock may have to be abandoned as a launch base. 

Increased use ·will be made of roaaing. But the-seasonal pressure on 

transport will continue unless traffic can be better spread throughout the 

year or catering for passengers ana. grocery a_eliveries is better organised. 

Secondly some form of regional authority is necessary. At present 

roaaing is done by three boaies anc'c over half the region has no roe.ding 

authority; fire con.t:rol ls in the hands of three others, scenic reserves 

· a.re admiriistered by i7110 offices .. of the Department ~f Lands and Survey and 

a number of boards. Lanc1s and Survey, the M.i.nistry of Works,· Marlborough 

County and the Marine Department all have jurisaiction to issue buiLii.ng 

licences. Two Harbour Boards and the Picton Borough Council collect 

wharfage dues but the Mai·ine Depa:rtment has a general control over areas 

outside_ the harbour linu te. There is no conservation or catchment board. 

It seems desirable an.d necessary that some authority should be 

formed to take over the a&rQnistration of all the functions of local 

goverri_ment in the area and to rroviae B.n autbori ty for regional planning. 

Its jurisdiction should extend to a national park if this were formed. 

And above all, the body should permit strong representation of all local 

interests - but not just the farmers. Such a body would have no precedent 

in this country but the Souna_s is officially acknowledged to be a special 

case in the field of local government and it should be possible to obtain 

parliamentary approval. for local reorgar.isation. 

Finally, this stuczy has shovm. the value of a careful analysis of land 

cover and other factors in the e:r.planation and l)lanning of land uti;tisation. 

There is a need for a more satisfactory approach to the areal definition 

of land utilisation, and the importance of distin~uisr.ing the physical 

form of lam1 use from ~ ts economic function is apparent. The specific 

analysis and conclusions of this study apply only to this study, but the 

approach m.i.ght be applied to sinular studies in other areas., 



.APPENDIX ONE 

SOJLS OF THE MARLBOROUGH SOUNDS 

P.ART ONE :lilESCRIPrIONS OF THE SOILS i 

Symbol Soil. Type Descriptfan of Mod.aJ. Profile ., ,j Fertili ty2 Parent 
MateriaJ. 

YELLOW-BROWN KARTES 

SOJI,S CF TEE MOUNTilNS, HJiiLS .AND DOWNS 

Weakly Leached 

Kus 

Axs 

Tys 

Ketu SteepJ.and 
silt loam 

.Ara:poova Steepland 
silt loam 

Anakoha Steepland 
silt 10am. 

Moderatel,y ~ached 

Ous Opouri Steepland 
silt loam and 
stony silt loam 

611 nutty brown silt loam 
15" nutty brown. yellow silty 

clay on shattered shaJ.e 

' medium 

5" crumby grey silt loam I, medium 
1811 nutty yellow heavy silt 

loam on weathered grey-
wacke 

, 511 nutty pale grey silt loam I medium 
1011 nutty pale yellow-brown 

silt loam on weak sub-
schist 

4 11 natty dark grey brown silt I low 
loam 

12" nutty pale yellow-brown 
silty clay loam on-shatter,,
ed rock 

sand, silt~ 
conglomerate 
shale 

schist and 
greywacke 

greywacke 
subschist 

shaJ.e sand 
and silt, 
slightly cal
careous 

Slope and 
:Relief 

~nly 25-
35 up to 
16001 

~nly 25-
35 up to 
17001 

~nly 15-
35 up to 
20001 

15-25° up 
to 15001 

Soil Erosion 

slight shee.t; 
stable under 
good pasture 

slight slip 

some sheet, 
screes on 
steepest 
slopes 

moder(!lte
sheet, slips 

1N. Z.JD. S. I.R.: Tentative extended Le end for Soils of' the South 
Isla.nd., New Zealand. unpublished , 1958, Soil Bureau. 

2:sased on the overall content of plant nutrients 
(see Part Two) 

.Annual. 
Rain faJJ. 

40-6011 

40-4-5" 

40:..6ou 

50-7011 

Pre 
European 

Vegetation 

,, beech 
broad1eaf' 
totara 

beech 
(red & black) 
broadleaf' 
(ngaio) 

beech 
podocarp 
(rimu) 
broadleaf' 

beech 
{hard & red) 
podocarp 
(rimu) 
broadleaf' 
(tawa) 

/contd. 

. . . 
R? 



Strongly Leached 

Kps IKenepuru. Steeplud. I 311 nutty dark grey brown silt low, very 
Kph and Hill sil. t loam. loam. low 

12" llll,tty yel10W-brown sil.ty 
clay laam on yell,.ow-brown 
heavy sil. t loam, weathered 
parent material 

Pcs · jPa.tria.roh SteoplBDd I ~- bloclsY grey brown silt '-I-· very 
silt loam, loam, 10.11 blocky yell<llW' brown sto:n,y · low 
stony loam. . silt loam. 

SOILS OF THE TERRAC,ES 

Strongly Leached 

et 1 jKai tuna silt loam ~ 511 granular dark grey brown I l.ow to 
silt loam medium 

1211 nutty yellow-brown silt 
loam Qn gravel and silt 

: Mr l:Manaroa silt loam. I 61' nutty pale yellow-brown I medium 
siJ.t loam to.low 

1B1t blocky brownwyellow silt 
loam or gra~el., silt 

Ri IRai silt'lciam I 5'! nutty pale grey brqwn I medium 
siJ.t loam to low 

2011 blocky strong brown clay 
on gravel. 

greywacke 25-35° up 
sub-schist to 2wo1 

schist-grey~ 
0 25 upward 

wacke 2500-4-500 1 

1 sc:bist-grey- 11 to 8° 
wa.cke alluv-
ium 

I schist-grey- I to 8° 
wa.cke 

I slat~-sbaJ.e 
_ alluvium 

l to 8° 

moderate-

I 
50" 

severe 
sheet some 
slips 

I 
severe :f'rost- I heave, sheet, 
wind also 

j I none i 4-5" 

I none l so-6011 

1 · none I so-60" 

/contd.. 

I beech 
podoca.rp 
broadJ.eaf 

I subal.:pine 
scrub 

f podocarp 
broadl.ea:t' 

I podocarp 
broadJ.ea:f' 

I podocarp 
broadl.ea:f' 

. . . 
& 



SOJI.S OF TEE MOUNT.AINS 

Pls Pel0rus Steepland 
silt loam. 

SOILS OF TEE HILLS AND·IJOWNS 

Txh Tuamarina sandy 
loam 

sons OET TEE TERR.AGES 

Cm Koromiko s:ilt 
loam and loam 

SOJLS OF THE MOUNTAINS 

Dus Dun Steepland 
saney loam or 
silty loam 

PODZOLISED YELLOW-BROWN E.ARTHS 

3 11 granular d.ark grey brown 
silt loam 

1011 nutty yellovr-b:rown stony 
clay loam. on shattered 
rock 

l.ow shale 
argi.llite 

· 251) upward 
2000-35001 

SOILS Iln'ERMEDI.ATE BETWEEN YELLOW-BROWN AND 'YEI.,IJJW GREY E.ARTHS 

7" crumby very d.ark grey b:rawrd low 
silt loam · 

deeply I 8-25° 

9 11 blocky yellow sandy clay 
loam on yellow-brown 
stony silt loam · 

611 granular light grey brown 
silt loam 

1211, duJJ. brown sandy silt 
loam on paJ.e yellow silt 

weathered 
schist-grey-
wacke 

RECENT SoJLS· 

medium greywacke, 
sub-schist 
aJ.luvium. 

SOILS DEVELOPED ON IGNEOUS ROCKS 

4-11 nutty grey b:row:a sandy 
loam 

1011 greenish brc,wn stony and 
sandy loam on shattered 
rack 

very low serpentine 
dunite 

I up to "o 

IDaj,nly 15-
350 

some scree 

none 

moderate 
sheet, un
stable 

80-10011 

4-0-5011 

60-8011 

beech 
6:-ea, hard, 
silver) 
podocarp. 
(rima) 

beech 
podocarp 
(rimu) 

:podocarp 
(totara) 

. beech 

stunted 
nianuka 

~ 



PART TWO CBEMIC.AL ANALYSES OF SOIL S:AMPLES3 

pH 

I 
.Anakoha Steepland Soil (Tys) . 0-4-tt ! 5.4-

5-1211 5 .. 3 
14--1811 5.0 

Arapawa Steepland. Soil (Ars) 0-7'1 5.7 
8-16" 5.3 

17-2211 5.4 

Dun SteepJ.an.d (Dus) 0-4-" 7.4-
5-1011 8.25 

10-1511 8 .. 05 

Kai tuna Soil. (et) 0...5". 5.1 
9-17'2 5.9 

20-23" 5.9 

Kenepuru Hill Soil. (Kph) . 0-411 5.0 
4--1211 4-.9 

12-1srn 4-.6 

Kenepuru Steepland Soil (Kps) 0-3" 5.0 
4-1211 4-.6 

13-20'' 4-.6 

Ketu Steeplro:i.d Soil (Kus) Q-lj_ II 5.4-
6-1211 5.5 

12-3011 5.3 

Koromiko Soil (Cm) 0-8" 5.4-
10-18" 5.6 

p 

M~ 

5.2 
3.1 
2.2 

2.6 
1. 7 
0.4 

o.8 
0.4: 
0.4-

· 1.8 
--

2.6 
o.B 
o.s 
4-.4 
3.1 
1.7 

2.6 
o.s 
0.4-

3.9 
1. 7 

3samples supplied by Soil Bureau, Christchurch. 

%:! %N 

4-.3 o.;15 
1.6 0.1,6 
- -

5.0 0.33 
- 0.11 
- -

8.6 0.47 
1 .. 67 0.12 
1.27 0.10 

3 .. 5 Oo24 
1,.0. 0.25 
o.6 0.06 

3.2 0.19 
- 0.10 
- 0.07 

6.0 0.27 
. - 0 .. 18 
- 0.11 

3.9 0.29. .. 0~10 - -
5.7 0.35 
0.7 0.06 

C 
i 

12.0 
10.0 
-

1.5.0 
9.0 
-

18 .. 3 
13.9 
11.2 

15.0 
14.0 
10.0 

17.0 
---

22.6 
--

13.0 
--

16.0 
12.0 

C.E.C. 
m. e.% 

23.1 
19 .. 5 
18.9 

27.3 
:19°9 
19. 6 

4-3 .. 0 
·1s.4-
15.65 

16.3 
11.5 
9.8 

21. 7 
20.1 
21.0 

}1.6 
27.7 
19.8 

19.9 
16.4-
19.1 

16.4-
10. 7 

T.E.,B. 
:m. e.% 

faB.S. Exchangeable Cations m.e.;i& 
Ca Mg K Na 

10.9 4-7.0 5.9 4-. 6 1.2 0.65 
6.6 34.0 3.7 2.8 0.5 o.6 
2 .. 9 15 .• 0 1.4- 1.5 0.5 0 • .5 

14.4 53.0 7.1 6.7 1 • .5 0.75 
7.7 39.0 3.2 4.3 0.95 0.85 
4--8 25 .. 0 1.5 3.2 0.64- 0.,65 

37.9 88.0 - - - -
17.3 94--0 - - ... -
15.~, 99.0 - - .... -
6.6 4-1.0 4-.0 1.4- 0.7 0.1 
1. 7 15.0 1.2 o.6 0.36 0.1 
0.3 3.0 0.5 0.2 0.18 0.1 

8.8 4-1.0 2.6- 5.0 o. 7. o.6 
4-.2 21.0 1.1 2.4 0.4- 0.4-5 
3.0 14-~0 o.6 2.1 0.35 0.4-

11.5 36.0 · 6.5 4-.4- 0.9 0.45 
3.2 12 .. 0 1.7 1.1 0.35 0.25 
o.6 3.0 0.3 0.25 0.2 0.45 

9.3 4-7.0 5.4 4-.0 0.95 0.5 
7.9 4-8.0 4.1 3.9 0.7 0.65 
5.7 30.0 2.3 2.8 0.65 o.6 

. 6.1 37.0 3.5 1.3 0.4-1 -
3.9 36.0 ·1 .6 0.7 0.27 -

' 

Ca 
Mg 

1.28 
1.32 
0.,93. 

1.06 
o. 74 
0.47 

-.. 
-

2.86 
2.0 
2.5 

0.52 
0.46 
0.20 

1.5 
1.6 
1.2 

1.35 
1.05 
0.85 

2.7 
2.3 

/contd,. 

K 
Mg 

0.24-
0.18 
0.33 

0.22 
0.22 
0.2 

... 
-

. -
0.5 
o.6 
0.9 

0.14-
0.17 
0.17 

0.2 
0.32 
o.8 

0.24 
0.18 
0.23 

0.32 
0.39 

Na 
Mg 

0 .. 14 
G.?1 
0.31 

0.11 
0.2 
0 .. 2 

... ... 

... 
0.07 
0.17 
0.5 

0.12 
0.19 
0.19 

0.1 
0.23 
0.18 

0.13 
0.17 
0.21 

-
- . . 

• 
O:> 

1..rr 



Ma.naroa Soil (Mr) o-7ta , 5.0 '7 .. 4- 5.6 ,, 0.37 15.0 . 25 .. 2 / 

11-17" 5.7 5.7- 2.0 o.·10 ·12.0 . 18.5 

Opouri Steepland Soil (Ou.s) 0-3 11 5 .. 4 3 .. 9 6.4 0.38 17.0 25.7 
4-11 11 5.4 2.6 .... 0.17 - 2.3 .. 0 

12-1811 5.4 2.2 ... 0.11 - 22.5 

Pelorus Steepla.nd Soil (Pls) 0-2" 5.,4- 2.6 5.04 . 0.22 22.9 28.7 
2-811 5.4- 2.6 2.19 0.13 19.2 34-.15 

10-1811 5.0 3.9 2.02 0.08 25.25 14.4 

Rai Soil (:Bi) 0-611 5.0 6.5 6.0 0.46 13.0. 25 .. 6 
9-1511 5.,3 5.2 4.:1 0.3 14.0 22.1 

15-21 11 5.3 4-8 2.2 0 .. 18 12.0 16.1 

Tuama;cina Hill SoiJ. (Txh.) 0-511 5.2 2.6 3.,7 0.25 15.0 13.1 
5 ... 1211 4..9 1.3 .. 0.06 - 11.1 

12-18" 4-. 7 1 .. 3 - 0.06 - 15.8 

9. 7 , 58.0 , 6.3 1 .. 9 ,, -
7.5 41.0 5.5 1.0 -

12 .. 1 47.0 8.6 2.6 1.3 
7,.J+ 32.0 5.9 1.6 0.5 
3.8 17.0 2.7 0.9 0.4 

9.6 33.0 6.22 lii-04 -
6.:; 18.0 3.56 1.77 -0 1-OJ 4.,0 0 .. 12 0.51 -
5.9 23.0 4.0 1 .. 3 0.65 
6.~l- 29.0 ,4-.6 1.1 0.85 
3.1 19.0 1 .. 8 0.67 0.80 

6.4. 49.0 4.,5 1.6 0.45 
3.4. 31.0 1.8 0.79 0.25 
2.4. 1.5.0 1.0 0.62 0.40 

,, .-
-

0.2 
0.2 
0.25 

-... .. 
0.25 
0.25 
0.25 

0.2 
0.15 
0.1 

I 3.3 I 
.. 

('· -
5.5 - ... 
3.3 0.5 0.77 
3 .. 7 0.31 · 0.13 
3.0 0.44- 6.28 

6.5 - .,.. 
2.1 - ... 
0.25 .. 
3.1, l 0.5 I 0.19 
4-.2 · 0.77 0.23 
2.7 1 .. 2 0.37 

2.8 I 0 .. 28 I 0.13 2.3 0.32 0.19 
1.6 0.65 0.16 

. . . 
OJ 
C'\ 



.APPENDIX. II 

INVENTORY OF' SA\'IMJLI,S OPERATING JN THE MARLBOROUGH SOUNDS 1 

P.A. Deck, €Jroisilles, - after 1858. 2 

A.S. Duncan, Grove, 1861-69, 18 _million bos.rd feet. 

Ji.,. Beauchamp, Anak:i.wa, 1862-69. 

W.E. Dive and H. Gaby, Mahakipawa 1864-71, 19 million board feet. 

W.R. Brownlee, Mahaki.pawa, 1864.-69, 12 million board feet. 

~ A. Brown and A.P. 1figlis, Gro:ve, 1866-72, 10 million board feet. 

~( A. Brown Grove, 1872-76. ~ 12 million board feet • 

.A.. Brown Mahaki.pawa, 1876-79. ) 

(. Wells, Havelock, 1861-71, 10 million board feet. 
( 
( W.R. Brownlee, Havelock, 1871-75, 9 million board feet. 

w. Harvey, Tuna Bay, 1866-70. 

J. Henderson3 Waita,ria, 1867-79. 2 

* R. , J. and S. Climo, Mahakipawa .Arm, 1869-1900, 3 million board feet. 

Webb, Nydia Bay; 1870-81, 10 million board feet~ 
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· Suisted, Godsiff and A. Beauchamp, Manaroa, 1870-80, 10 million board feet. 

W. and A. Duncan, Tuna Bay, 1870-79, 8 million board feet. 

W.E. Dive, Hoods Bay, 1872-78, 15 million board feet. 

Gullery, Portage, 1872-87. · 

Dick, Nydia Bay, about i 877. 

* Parsons, Umungata, during 18701s. 

W.R. Brownlee, Nydia Bay, 1876-80, 10 m:i.llion board feet. 

Doreen, Paradise Bay, until 1880. 

W. and A. Duncan, Kenepuru Head, i 875-85, 16 million bpard feet. 

Mills Brothers, Crail Bay, 1879-82 .• 

J. Hornby, Anak:iwa, 1879-83. 

Brown, Wai taria, from 1879. 

* pit saw 

1 Most of this information is based on personal communications. The 
out:puts where shown are derived from: 

J. W. Brownlee : Notes on Sawrnilling, undated copy of MS, H.A. Leov, 
Te Towaka. 

Geoffrey Wilson· : Linkwater, A History, Linkwater, 1962. 

N.Z. Forest Service : Savmti.11 Registers for the Nelson Conservancy, 
(unpublished) 1946-1961. Nelson Conservancy Headquarters, Nelson. 

2 unc onfimed. 

3 to March 31, 1961. 



W.R. Brownlee, Kaiuma, 188()..87, 18 Illillion board feet. 
' . 

w. Harvey, :Manaroa, 1880-92, 10 Illillion board feet. 

Mills Brothers, Tuna Bay, 1882-1895. 

Petersen, Waitaria, about 18830 

J. Henderson and Bell, Waitaria, 1887-97• 

* A.R. Foote, Northwest Bay, during 1880's and 18901 s • 

. } W. Harvey, Okoha, 1892-1901. 

( R. Climo, Okoha, 1901-1910. 

Okiwi Bay, about 1894 and until the 19101s. 

___ _. Wangarei, during 1890 1 s and until 1910. 

* Reeves, Kenepu:ru Head, 1897-1910. 

* Pullman and Bright, Resolution Bay, 1.900-06. 

* J. Duncan, Grove, 1900, 34,663 board feet. 

* Pu~h, Nydia Bay, 1903-08. 

* Pullman; Crail Bay, about _1905. 

* Bratli, Crail Bay, 1905-08. 

Ocean Bay, during 1_9101 s. 2. 

Rimu Bay Saimnilling Co., Rimu Bay,, 1925-29, 3 Illillion board feet. 

* Webb and Osborne, Laverig_ue,. during 19201s and 19301s. 

Wilson, Endeavour Inlet, 193g-52. 

F.E. Musgrove, Endeavour Inlet, 1934-40. 

_ __, Crail Bay, during 1930's. 

* J. Coot~s, Okoha, 1936-7, 100,000 board feet. 

* Roudley, The Reef, 1944-48. 

w. Harvey, Manaroa, 1947 to date, 2. 75 Illillion board feet.3 

J. Barnes and Co. Ltd., Okoha, 1951 to date, 2.5 Illillion board feet.3 

Crispin, Havelock~ 1956 to date, . 680,000 board feet. 

Picton Sawmills Ltd. , 1961 • 
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